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ABSTRACT 

 This case study investigates features of an English content-based program in a 

junior high school in Thailand which contribute to curricular subject content learning and 

second language learning and perceptions of students, teachers, and parents regarding the 

practice of the program. The data were collected from one English content-based 

program in a public school in western Thailand where the students learn some curricular 

subjects through a second language. The data were collected in a four-month time period 

by a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods including a student 

questionnaire, field notes, videotaping, and interviews.  

 The data have shown that the program features lead to optimism for content and 

language learning when English content classes are offered as elective school subjects 

with strong support from core curricular subjects in Thai and the unique educational 

practice in Thai context such as studying special classes after school. The actual practice 

in  English medium classes in the program indicate both focus on form and meaning and 

integration of language skills and academic skills which are supportive for learning 

school subjects through a second language. The students, the teachers, and the parents 

perceive that the program contributes to high gains in English proficiency, self-

confidence in communicating in English, and academic achievement. However, the 

issues such as English curriculum, English content, and language accuracy are addressed 

as well. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 The Ministry of Education of Thailand introduced a new form of English 

education in the public schools in 2002. This new form of English education is a 

transition from traditional English as a foreign language (EFL) classes to English content-

based classes. The major rationale for this innovative English education is to build high 

proficiency in the English of Thai students for the country’s competitiveness in the global 

economy (Office of The Basic Education Commission, 2003). This new form of English 

education has the official title of the English Program (Office of The Basic Education 

Commission, 2003).  According to the Ministry, the English Program (EP) is the program 

that provides curricular subject instruction in English. Also, EP uses the same curriculum 

as the Thai local curriculum.  

 The nature of EP, that English is learned through content, instead of learning 

English as a subject, is similar to the content-based instruction (CBI) approach (Grabe & 

Stoller, 1997). In addition, the practice of providing curricular subjects through a foreign 

language at K-12 levels is similar to what has been done in immersion programs (Johnson 

& Swain, 1997). Therefore, it is more appropriate to address EP as an English content-

based program. According to my content analysis of Thai official documents regarding 

the program implementation, aspects of content-based language instruction are not 

addressed. Also, due to the fact that an empirical study in the English content-based 
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programs and classrooms is nearly nonexistent, it is hard to tell exactly how this new 

form of English education is being practiced in Thailand.  

 The Office of The Basic Education Commission (in charge of K-12 education) 

conducted program evaluations in 2003 and 2004. The office revealed several problems 

addressed by Thai teachers who teach in the English content-based program across the 

country. The problems addressed included a lack of qualified bilingual content teachers, 

the insufficiency of the instructional materials in covering the local curriculum and the 

academic progress of the students who were lagging behind their peers in the Thai 

program. The evaluation report also addressed the problem of students not understanding 

the subject content that was taught in English. This problem led to students repeating the 

same content in Thai.  

This kind of practice, repeating the same content in the first language (L1), is not 

encouraged in content-based language instruction and immersion classrooms (Cloud, 

Genesee, & Hamayan, 2000; Genesee, 1987; Johnson & Swain, 1997). In addition, since 

admission to English content-based programs in Thailand is based on the selection of the 

most able students whose parents can afford the high tuition fee, lagging behind peers in 

the Thai program is unacceptable among Thai parents. Moreover, parents’ expectations 

that EP students will show high fluency in English and high academic achievement 

within a semester in the program put tremendous pressure on the students and the 

teachers.  

 These problems indicate that it is necessary to conduct classroom research in the 

newly implemented English content-based program in Thailand. The research findings 
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from content-based classrooms in North American consistently show positive outcomes 

including students’ academic achievement and high fluency in the target language 

(Cummins & Swain, 1986; Genesee, 1987; Swain, 1978; Swain, 1985; Swain & Johnson, 

1996; Swain & Lapkin, 1982). However, these studies heavily focus on the programs’ 

outcome at the elementary level. There does not seem to be any research, in terms of 

combination of quantitative and qualitative enquiry in teaching and learning conditions 

on the content-based program, at the junior high school level nor on the perceptions of all 

involved in Thailand.  

 

Purpose of Study  

 The central purpose of this study is to investigate an English content-based 

program in a junior high school in Thailand. The objective is to understand how features 

of the content-based program contribute to the learning of the second language and 

subject matter content and how students, teachers, and parents think about the practice of 

this new form of English education in Thailand. The study is conducted through 

quantitative and qualitative methods. This study focuses on teaching and learning in 

English classes and a social studies class. The reason for including English classes is 

because CBI advocates, bilingual researchers, and educators claim that the English class 

is the best place to provide students with the language and academic skills needed to 

succeed in English content classes. Regarding the grade level of English content-based 

classes, third year junior high school students (the last year in the program) are selected 

since they are the most experienced students in the program. 
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Significance of The Study 

There are two major implications for my purposed research.  

1. Classroom based research on content-based program in foreign language setting 

such as an English content-based program in a junior high school in Thailand is nearly 

nonexistent. Most research in this area concentrates on elementary level and outcomes in 

immersion, bilingual, and ESL settings in the North American context. Empirical data 

needs to be gathered to determine the effectiveness of content-based programs in 

different situations (Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, 2003). 

2. The study has implications for practitioners in content-based programs, parents, 

and the program implementers in Thailand. These groups need to be informed of what is 

going on in the content-based classroom and the challenges of teaching and learning so 

that they will have realistic expectations and recognize teaching and learning needs for 

this particular program. 

 

Research Questions 

1. How do features of an English content-based program in a junior high school in 

Thailand contribute to the learning of a second language and subject matter content? 

2. What are the perceptions of students, teachers, and parents regarding the practice 

of the English content-based program? 
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Research Procedures 

Setting and Participants 

The site of the English content-based program is a large public school in a center 

of a western province in Thailand. The province is about 150 kilometers away from 

Bangkok. The school is one of the top schools in the province. In terms of facilities, it has 

what is required for an excellent education in a Thai context. The educational system in 

Thailand is 6-3-3 which equates to 6 years for elementary school, 3 years for junior high 

school, and 3 years for senior high school. In Thailand, the three grade levels of junior 

high school are officially called Matayom 1 (the first year of junior high school), 

Matayom 2 (the second year of junior high school), and Matayom 3 (the third year of 

junior high school). The researched school provides education at both junior high school 

and senior high school levels. However, the program offers English content-based classes 

only at the junior high school level including Matayom 1, Matayom 2, and Matayom 3.  

The selection of this site is criterion-based (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984) and 

includes: (1) Good rapport and trust (Patton, 2002: p.310) with the school; (2) The 

program and teachers in the program are interested in participating in the study; (3) The 

program was implemented for at least one academic school year prior to the study; (4) 

The school implementing the content-based program has a good reputation for high 

academic excellence; and (5) The program aims for further development. 

 The program of this study has its own office for their English-speaking teachers 

separated from the office of other Thai teachers. The office is air-conditioned which is 

different from typical offices (no air conditioner) for Thai teachers in the school. Also, all 
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classrooms for English medium lessons are air-conditioned. Classrooms for the Thai 

program are not air-conditioned. Regarding facilities, the program has an English library 

full of English books and a computer corner for students in the program to access. In 

addition there is an advanced multimedia lecture room with an interactive board for 

English medium classes.  

  The program coordinator, whom I contacted to obtain access to the research site, 

was cooperative and interested in this study. She is an English teacher of the senior high 

school level. She is wholeheartedly devoted to implementing a quality English content-

based program for the school. The coordinator issued a cover letter from the school to be 

sent along with my research’s consent forms for recruiting participants (students and 

parents). Also, she introduced me to all of her colleagues involved in the program the 

first day I visited the school. Her understanding and cooperation made the school a good 

place to do research.  

The researched school implemented the English content-based program in 2002, 

the first year of the policy. In the academic year 2006, the school had about 2500 

students. It is the only public school in its province which provides an English content-

based program at the junior high school level. The school was encouraged by the Office 

of the Basic Education Commission to implement the program because of its reputation 

of academic excellence. Currently, there are 19 teachers involved in the program. 11 are 

Thai speakers and 8 are English speakers. The 8 teachers are from different countries 

including the U.S., Canada, England, and Australia. The program has 2 classes per grade 
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level (7, 8, and 9). Each class has 30-35 students. There are 192 students in this program. 

Students are from middle to upper middle socioeconomic status families.  

The English content-based program of this school follows the guidelines directed 

by the Ministry of Education. The guidelines allow the school to provide English- 

medium classes in either compulsory courses or elective courses for at least 15 hours per 

school week. Compulsory courses’ curriculums are designed by the Ministry of 

Education, while elective courses’ curriculums are designed by the local school. The 

school provides elective math, elective sciences, and elective social studies in English. 

Compulsory math, compulsory sciences, and compulsory social studies are taught in Thai 

only. Other elective courses provided in English are health and physical education, 

computer, and English conversation. The English fundamentals class is the only 

compulsory course taught in English in this program.  

 The English-medium classes chosen for this study include English Conversation, 

English Fundamentals, and Social Studies. The English Conversation is taught by a male 

Canadian French/English bilingual teacher, J. J is early fifties with a Ph.D. in sociology.  

The semester I collected the data is J’s second semester in the program. He showed great  

interest in my research after the program coordinator introduced my study to him. English 

Fundamentals and Social Studies are taught by the same teacher, S. S is a male Canadian 

English/Chinese bilingual. He is late thirties with a master’s degree in philosophy. S is a 

very dedicated and friendly teacher. As he has been with the program for more than 2 

years, he has great insights about the program. Both J and S kindly accepted to participate 

in my study immediately after the program coordinator introduced my study to them.    
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 In addition to the two English-speaking teachers of the program, other participants 

include the program coordinator, an English math teacher, an English science teacher, 7 

Thai teachers, all students in the program, and 6 parents. All participants were willing to 

participate and cooperate.  

 

Data Collection 

Data collection for this study began in the middle of May, 2006 and was 

completed in the middle of September, 2006. The data for this study are both quantitative 

and qualitative. The quantitative data is a questionnaire response. All students in the 

program answered the questionnaire administered by myself. The qualitative data include 

on-site observations, field notes, audio and video recordings. I also collected classroom 

artifacts, such as teaching materials, lesson plans, and students’ work and school-related 

artifacts, such as English content-based class syllabi, the program, and student profiles.  

The classroom artifacts are mainly collected from one class of the ninth grade in 

three English-medium classes, including English Conversation, English Fundamentals, 

and Social Studies. The class I chose was the one in which all the students returned the 

Parent/Guardian consent and minor consent forms the most quickly. The reason for 

choosing two language classes and the Social Studies was to observe both language and 

content learning. Also, the teachers were willing to participate in my study and accepted 

my request immediately after the study was introduced to them. My role in the classes 

was that of an observer. In fact, I offered tutoring after school for any student in the 

chosen class who might need help. However, all students went to special classes after 
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school almost every day. Thus, no student had free time for extra tutoring. The research 

timeline of this study is shown in table 1. 

Dates Research Activity Data Collection 
September 2005-December 
2005 

Contacting the program 
coordinator, getting 
permission from the 
principals and the program 
coordinator to  conduct the 
research at their school, and 
providing them information 
about the research proposal 
 

 

March 2006-April 2006 Presentation of the 
dissertation proposal and 
getting permission from the 
Human Subjects Committee 
of the University of Arizona

Piloting the questionnaire 
questions with three Thai 
graduate school students of 
the University of Arizona 
 
 

May 2006 (the first two 
weeks) 

Accessing the research site, 
establishing rapport with 
the school administration, 
faculty, and students 
 

Getting consent forms from 
the parents, the students, 
and the teachers for 
videotaping in the classes, 
collecting questionnaires, 
and interviewing the 
participants 
 

May 2006-September 2006 Data Collection Field notes, videotaping,  
administering 
questionnaires, interviewing  
teachers, students, program 
coordinators, and parents, 
collecting class syllabi, 
lesson plans, teaching 
materials (worksheets), 
samples of students’ works, 
and program related 
documents 
 

October 2006 – February 
2007  

Analysis of data and writing 
the dissertation 
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The observations, questionnaire, video recordings, and interviews which were used in this 

study are explained below. 

Observations 

The observations in the English Conversation class, the English Fundamentals 

class, and the Social Studies class were to explore the actual practice and how they 

contribute to second language and content learning in the program. I kept field notes 

about my observations in these classes. In the classes, I tried to be as unobtrusive as 

possible by sitting in back of the classes. During the observations, I used an observation 

notebook where I recorded the classroom observations and learning contexts for the 

particular lesson. On the same notebook, I also recorded my reflections on classroom 

practice. I collected artifacts, such as worksheets and students’ works as much as I could.  

I alternated the weeks of my observations between the English Conversation class 

and the English Fundamentals class. Each alternate week of the English Conversation 

included 3 class periods. For the English Fundamentals, the observations were two class 

periods in every other week. I observed the Social Studies one class period per week. A 

total of 12 hours of observations in the English Conversation class, 12 hours of the 

English Fundamentals, and 16 hours of the Social Studies were made. Altogether the 

classroom observations of the three English medium classes are 40 hours. 

Video Recordings 

 I started videotaping the classes at the third week of May. It took two weeks to 

collect the parent permission forms for the recordings. This is because some students 

forgot to give the consent forms to their parents and some students forgot to return the 
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signed consent forms to me. I chose to videotape the class that all parents gave 

permissions and the students returned the consent forms to me fastest. Although the 

parents were not familiar with the idea of consent forms as educational research in 

Thailand does not involve this aspect, they did not hesitate to give their permissions. I 

videotaped the lessons starting from May 2006 till the middle of September 2006 in order 

to make the classroom observations more vivid and accurate.  

I videotaped every lesson I observed in order to have videotaped data back up my 

field notes. The first two weeks of my videotaping, the students were aware of my 

presence at the back of their classes. After a few weeks, the students were familiar with 

my presence. They did not seem to be intimidated by being videotaped. On the contrary, 

they seemed to enjoy being videotaped. When I was away from the video camera and 

approached the teachers to ask for worksheets, some students played my video camera 

and did video recording of themselves and their classmates. Every class observation, 

there were some boy students who helped me set up the tripod for my video camera 

before the classes started and packed it up after class. This help was not requested. They 

enjoyed handling the equipment. Also, on presentation days, many students told me not 

to miss videotaping their presentations. Total videotaped data was 12 hours for the 

English conversation class, 12 hours for English Fundamentals class, and 16 hours for the 

Social Studies class. 
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Questionnaire  

This study uses a student questionnaire written in Thai as a quantitative method to  

investigate the students’ opinions about their program of study and its contribution to 

curricular subjects and English learning. Brown (2002) suggested that a questionnaire is 

suitable for studying opinion. To prevent Thai language ambiguities of the questions, 

they were piloted with 3 Thai speakers who are graduate school students at the University 

of Arizona. Theoretically speaking, the pilot study should have been conducted with a 

group of junior high school students studying in an English content-based program in 

Thailand. However, it was not feasible for this study as the research proposal and the 

Project Review Form were prepared in the US. Thus, piloting the questionnaire with a 

different type of students is the limitation of this study.  

I administered the questionnaire to two classes of grade nine students in the 

program at the beginning of July. However, as the two classes had different class 

timetables, I administered the questionnaire to each class separately according to their 

schedules. Before I administered the questionnaire, I explained to the students about my 

study and its significance. I also told them that I need their permissions for collecting the 

questionnaires from them. All the students gave their permissions. The students finished 

answering the questionnaire within 20 minutes.  

Interviews 

 Interviews with students: I interviewed the students in July. In fact I planned to 

interview only 6 students, but many students wanted me to interview them. Some 

students approached me and asked me to interview them. Finally, I interviewed 10 
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students. The students were chosen among excellent, above average and average students. 

Also, the students’ availability was an important factor. As the students went to special 

classes immediately after school, it was not easy to schedule with them. I interviewed the 

students at school in a quiet corner of the school’s library. Each interview lasted 30-45 

minutes. In general, these interviews were intended to elicit students’ reactions to the 

classroom practice and clarify their answers in the questionnaire. All interviews were 

audio-taped and later fully transcribed for analysis. 

Interviews with the program coordinator and teachers: I conducted interviews 

with the program coordinator and teachers at the beginning of August.  I interviewed 

them during the daytime. Some teachers chose to be interviewed at their offices, some in 

the school library, and some at a quiet corner in the school campus. Each interview lasted 

about one hour. The interview with the program coordinator focused on the program 

implementation, the curriculum, the English-teaching staff, the students’ performance, 

the program’s performance, and recommendations for implementing English content-

based programs. The interviews with the English-speaking teachers emphasized their 

teaching in the classes, their teaching techniques, lessons preparations, and the students’ 

performance. For interviews with the Thai teachers, the questions focused on their 

observations in the English medium classes they had been sitting-in. All interviews were 

tape-recorded and later fully transcribed for analysis. 

Interviews with parents: In the middle of August, I conducted interviews with 

six parents. Three parents wanted to be interviewed at school when they came to pick up 

their children. Three parents preferred to be interviewed at home at their convenient time. 
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Each interview lasted 30-45 minutes. In general, I asked the parents about their reasons 

for enrolling their children in the program, their expectation, their evaluation of their 

children’s academic achievement, the children’s English ability, and the program’s 

performance. All interviews were tape-recorded and later fully transcribed for analysis. 

 

Data Analysis 

Quantitative data from the questionnaire were analyzed by the statistical program 

SPSS. This method was used to find out descriptive statistics of students’ opinions about 

their learning in the English content-based program. The results from the student 

questionnaire were triangulated (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984) with qualitative data from 

classroom observations, student interviews, student works and video taping of the 

English-medium classes.  

The qualitative data was analyzed through content analysis of transcriptions and 

documents (Patton, 2002: p.453). This process was ongoing (Maxwel, 2005; Patton, 

2002) meaning that data was collected and analyzed at the same time. Miles and 

Huberman (1994) say that “Coding is analysis” (p.56), discovering patterns and themes in 

the data. I coded field notes of class observations, transcribed audio and video during data 

collection.  Codes were inductively generated using the “grounded” approach from 

grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). I followed several steps suggested by Patton 

(2002) for coding observations and interviews. 

          First, I read through all field notes and transcribed audio and videotapes and 

provided a name or a label in the margin. This first reading through the data was aimed at 
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developing the coding categories or classification system. Then, a new reading was done 

to actually start the formal coding in a systematic way. I did several readings of the data 

before field notes or interviews were completely indexed and coded.  

          Then I identified themes for my case study addressing the content-based program’s 

features and its contribution to the learning of second language and subject matter 

content. Ryan and Bernard (2002) suggested that literature reviews are rich resources for 

themes, as are investigators’ own experiences with subject matter. Supporting this claim, 

Miles and Huberman (1994) proposed that researchers start with some general themes 

derived from reading the literature and add more themes and sub- themes as they collect 

and analyze their data. 

          During data analysis, I employed the constant comparison method based on 

grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  I keep in mind when, why, and under what 

conditions the identified themes occurred in the text (Ryan & Bernard, 2002).  In 

addition, I tried out themes on my subjects. Bogdan and Biklen (2003) suggested that key 

informants can be used as resources in preliminary analysis, but researchers have to be 

selective in choosing them under appropriate circumstances. The whole process of data 

collecting, transcribing, and coding was conducted by myself. It was not feasible for this 

study to involve interraters for data coding in two languages (Thai and English); 

therefore, this study does not address the issue of interrating. To maintain the original 

data as they were in the videotapes, I did not make any changes in the transcriptions. 

 This chapter has introduced the background of current implemented English 

content-based programs in Thailand, the need for this study, and research procedures. 
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Chapter 2, Second language content-based programs: Historical overview of program 

model, Theoretical rationales, and research on CBI programs, provides an overview of 

the history of CBI, theoretical framework of CBI programs, and some major studies on 

the effectiveness of different CBI models. Chapter 3, Quantitative results and discussion: 

Student questionnaire results and discussion, includes the discussions of the questionnaire 

results and the program features and its contribution to content and second language 

learning.  

Chapter 4, Qualitative results and discussion: Classroom practice in English- 

medium classes, presents a detailed account of the qualitative findings in the classrooms. 

The chapter divides the discussions into 3 sections, including teaching and learning 

activities, focus on form and meaning, and integration of language skills and academic 

skills. Chapter 5, Qualitative results and discussion: Perceptions of students, teachers, and 

parents, discusses the perceptions of the three groups regarding the practice of the 

English content-based program. Chapter 6, Summary, implications, future research, and 

conclusion, summarizes all the findings in the study, offers some implications for the 

English content-based classroom, the program, and the parents, and some suggestions for 

future research. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion of the study.   
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CHAPTER 2 

 

SECOND LANGUAGE CONTENT-BASED PROGRAMS: HISTORICAL               

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM MODELS, THEORETICAL RATIONALES, AND 

PREVIOUS STUDIES ON CONTENT-BASED INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS 

 

Program Models 

Content-based instruction (CBI) is an integration of a language and content 

teaching approach as a result of Canadian immersion research (Grabe & Stoller, 1997). 

However, it is also used in a variety of language learning contexts such as second 

language programs for K-12 and university-level foreign language instruction (Snow & 

Brinton, 1997). There are several models of CBI adopted in such programs such as the 

Immersion model, Theme-based model, Sheltered model, Adjunct model, and Precourse 

model (Adamson, 1993). The models and the rationales are discussed in the following 

section. 

 

Immersion Model 

 The first French immersion program was established in 1965 in a public school in 

St. Lambert, Canadian provincial of Quebec. This innovative education was inspired by a 

group of English-speaking parents in Quebec who saw being highly proficient in French 

as an economic survival tool for their children because French is an official language in 

Quebec (Johnson & Swain, 1997).  
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These parents wanted to try the immersion education because they had seen that 

traditional French as a second language (FSL) education failed. When French was taught 

less than an hour a week, it was shown to be ineffective in providing functional 

proficiency in French (Genesee, 1998). The need to survive in Quebec’s sociopolitical 

context drove the parents to lobby the school board to offer this new immersion option 

for improving the teaching of French as a second language. 

 There are three major types of immersion programs including total early French 

immersion, partial early French immersion, and late French immersion (Swain & Lapkin, 

1982). The early total French immersion program begins at the kindergarten level where 

the entire (half-day) program is conducted in French. The language of instruction 

throughout grades 1 to 4 is also French, with the exception of a daily period of English 

language arts which may be introduced in grade 2 or 3.  

At grade 5, 60% to 80% of the school day is allocated to instruction in French, 

with the percentage of French dropping at grade 6 to between 40% and 50%. At grades 7 

and 8, half the curriculum is taught in French and half in English. The early partial 

French immersion program begins at grade 1 with the two languages of instruction used 

equally throughout the students’ elementary schooling. The late French immersion 

program begins at grade 8 (Swain & Lapkin, 1982). 

 These variations of immersion programs come from English-speaking parents’ 

concerns about their children’s L1 development and academic achievement with their 

simultaneous desire to have their children develop a high proficiency in French. The 

immersion programs share certain core features (Swain & Johnson, 1997). The 
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researchers proposed that the core features have implications on “program development, 

teaching strategies, learning conditions, and learning outcomes” (p.1). The features are 

the following: 

1) The L2 is a medium of instruction.  

This feature emphasizes the communicative approach to language learning. Thus, 

maximizing the quantity of comprehensible input and purposeful use of the immersion 

language in classroom is critical. 

2) The immersion curriculum parallels the local L1 curriculum. This feature is to support 

the local educational norms. However, the way the content is covered might be different 

from the L1 medium because students need to reach the threshold level of L2 proficiency 

in order to study as effectively as through the L1. This is one challenge for the late 

immersion program in secondary school because of the discrepancy between the short 

amount of time in the program and the huge amount of content area to master. 

3) Overt support exists for the L1. The role of L1 in the immersion program is that it is 

also used as a medium of instruction. Immersion pedagogies in the early period of French 

immersion education discouraged using L1 in teaching the same content since separation 

of language of instruction was believed to enhance L2 learning (Genesee, 1987). 

4) An immersion program aims for additive bilingualism. According to Swain and 

Johnson (1997), attaining additive bilingualism means that students can maintain their L1 

and develop L2 to a threshold level. The researchers suggested that “whether any 

program could achieve an ideal additive bilingualism with no replacive elements 

whatsoever is an open question, but it seems unlikely” (p.7). 
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5) Exposure to the L2 is largely confined to the classroom. This feature points out the 

limitation of learning the foreign language in a classroom with little or no contact and use 

in daily life, especially where there is no speech community of the immersion language 

speakers in the local L1 community. 

6) Students enter with similar levels of L2 proficiency. Swain and Johnson (1997) 

suggested that as students have similar levels of proficiency in the immersion language, 

immersion programs have to develop a curriculum and pedagogy that match the students’ 

language proficiency, learning needs, and promote the immersion language development. 

Therefore, resource and expertise are major factors of immersion programs’ success. 

7) The teachers are bilingual. Being bilingual in the students’ L1 and the L2 medium of 

instruction is helpful because it supports communication between teachers and students. 

8) The classroom culture is that of the local L1 community. This means that only 

bilingualism is not sufficient for teachers to function effectively in immersion 

classrooms. If the classroom culture, like the curriculum, is that of the students’ local 

community, immersion teachers need to adjust to the classroom culture of the students. 

 

Theme-Based Model  

 Adamson (1993) suggested that other than the immersion model, there are four 

types of language instruction offered through content courses. These are theme-based 

courses, sheltered courses, adjunct courses, and precourses. These models are discussed 

respectively. While the most documented CBI programs, like the immersion model, are 

usually offered in K-12 education, theme-based courses are the most common above the 
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secondary school level. Students in these courses tend to have various backgrounds and 

ages including young and adult ESL learners. They have not yet chosen their academic 

majors. 

 Due to the various backgrounds of the student populations, a theme-based course 

and the material are usually organized around a wide range of themes that are appealing 

to the populations. These themes include such issues as family, ecology, travel, 

education, money and finances, traditions and civil rights. Materials for the course are 

also from various genres including news articles, essays, short fiction, and poetry. Texts 

of some of these materials tend to be simplified versions of the original texts. 

 According to Adamson (1993), the disadvantages of the theme-based courses are 

that they do not directly relate to the students’ academic career or progress. However, 

they are good courses for ESL students to start with before they go to an adjunct course 

where more authentic texts are used. Also, as theme-based courses reach out to a variety 

of students, the course and the textbooks are not rigidly constructed. The texts tend to 

utilize a modular approach in which each unit may not follow another. The teacher can 

select any unit to motivate the students. The use of texts is flexible. They can be 

lengthened, shortened, or used only in part. 

 The important pedagogy of the theme-based course is integrating skills. Usually 

the written text serves as a basis for study skills, grammar, speaking, and writing. 

Adamson (1993) gave an example of a learning unit on John Lennon’s “Imagine”. From 

this unit, the students may read, listen, and discuss about it and then work on conditional 

constructions and wish clauses. The class may also write letters to the editor about social 
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problems. Thus, tasks assigned for theme-based classes are meaningful, promote social 

interaction, and promote linguistic development. 

 

Sheltered Model 

 According to Adamson (1993), sheltered courses are content courses that cater 

only to ESL students who need to be sheltered from competition with native speakers. 

Sheltered courses are offered at the college and high school level. Adamson introduced 

two examples of sheltered courses at both levels. 

 The first example is a sheltered course at the college level, the bilingual 

University of Ottawa. The course was an Introduction to Psychology taught in English 

and French. The course syllabuses for both courses were the same. The textbook was 

available in English and French versions. Although, the content material was the same, 

the sheltered section was different from the English psychology course in many aspects 

because the section had been modified to meet the special needs of the nonnative English 

speakers.  

 The most immediate need for the French-speaking students in the sheltered 

section was to understand the material. For this reason, the course provided support in 

terms of redundancy. The lectures were more directly related to the class readings than 

those in the English course for native speakers. The French-speaking students also met 

with a French language instructor for fifteen or twenty minutes before each lecture to 

preview the upcoming lectures in French. The organization of lecture material was also 

helpful for the students. The material was more tightly organized than that in the English 
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course, and the transitions and connections between topics were made more explicit. 

Teacher talk in the sheltered section showed slower delivery, careful enunciation, and 

more common vocabulary and syntactic patterns. 

 Analysis of lecture in the sheltered section suggested that the professors were 

more approachable and supportive. They elicited more feedback in order to determine 

whether the students understood the lecture content. Assessment for the sheltered section 

tended to be a number of short quizzes rather than writing a research paper because it 

allowed the instructor to assess accurately whether the students actually mastered the 

content. 

 Adamson concluded that since the sheltered course was taught differently from 

the English course for native speakers that even when the sheltered students were 

academically competent in their first language, it was very challenging for them to cover 

the same academic material at the same speed as native speakers. Thus, they need English 

proficiency and academic strategies to deal with material they do not fully understand. 

 A ninth-grade student in a sheltered English course was examined by the same 

researcher. A student of the study was an ethnic minority studying in the US middle 

school. The researcher provided tutoring for the student and found that the student had 

only a superficial understanding of the literature he needed to read for the class. The 

researcher suggested that this kind of ESL student needs support in close reading and 

discussion of the literature so that the student can fully understand the reading.  

 He believed that ESL students in the mainstream class benefit from a sheltered 

course, especially more academic competence and better motivation, but they need to be 
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modified. He suggested that sheltered courses ESL students should not be expected to 

cover the same material in the same amount of time as native English-speaking students 

without extensive backup support. The researcher stated that the ideal solution is to 

modify the syllabus to cover more appropriate material and teach academic strategies. 

Acknowledging that this proposal may be opposed by the content teacher and 

administrators, the researcher proposed that the course provide backup support at school.  

 The backup support means making an ESL class helpful for learning the content 

class. The researcher observed that the student learned grammar and vocabulary, 

completed workbook exercises, and wrote essays that were not connected to any of his 

content courses. Relating the learning in an ESL class to a content class would help ESL 

students learn more effectively. Another support is providing peer tutoring. Peer tutoring 

can help weaker students in many ways including explaining content material, organizing 

and keeping track of class assignments, and planning for test study. 

 

Adjunct Model 

Adjunct courses are provided for ESL students who are simultaneously enrolled 

in a regular content course (Adamson, 1993). ESL components of the course play a 

critical role in helping the students develop academic strategies to pass the content 

course. Adamson (1993) referred to two well-known adjunct course programs and 

compared the differences between the two. The first program is the Freshman Summer 

Program at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). The second adjunct 

course is at Macalester College.  
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The adjunct course at UCLA is Introduction to Psychology. The majority of the 

students are Asian-Americans graduating from American schools. The role of the ESL 

component of the adjunct course is to support the students in their reading, writing, study 

skills, grammar, and discussion of the content material. The course content and the ESL 

component are organized concurrently. While the content instructor introduced the 

content material, the ESL instructor emphasized previewing and predicting of the reading 

material. For the writing, topic sentences, paragraph unity, and writing paragraphs of 

definition were explicitly taught. The grammar components included verb tenses, 

determiners, and relative clauses. The study skills covered note-taking, dictionary use, 

and preparing for tests. Adamson (1993) maintained that these activities were much more 

effective than study skills taught in an intensive ESL program, because they help students 

understand the content material of the academic course they have to pass. 

A similar adjunct course at Macalester College also provided study skills 

instruction. The students were mostly international students. From the first week, the 

students had note-taking exercises. They were given sample notes from the previous 

day’s lecture with pieces of information missing. The students worked in small groups to 

fill in the missing pieces by looking through their own notes. The purpose of this exercise 

was for the students to improve their note-taking skills. However, the students were 

overwhelmed by the great amount of reading during the first few weeks. They were much 

more interested in the content discussion than note-taking skills. 

 For this reason, the first third of the course was devoted to helping the students 

understand the lectures and the textbook, not study skills. The backup support during this 
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period was providing study guides, reading questions, lecture outlines, and transcripts of 

the lectures for the students. After this period, the students were required to prepare 

lecture notes, outlines, and study questions themselves. The last period of the course, the 

ESL component, went beyond what was taught in the content class. The ESL activities at 

this last period included library work and readings of current events, oral research 

reports, class discussions, and peer editing of students’ papers. 

The differences between the two adjunct courses were that the first adjunct course 

taught grammar and more effort was devoted to learning academic strategies. The second 

one spent more time on understanding content materials. Adamson (1993) pointed out 

that the difference of two students population contributes to the different practice. The 

UCLA students were mostly graduates of American high schools who had considerable 

experience with American academic culture, teachers, and textbooks. However, the 

Macalester students were mostly international students.  

Lacking the background the UCLA students had, the Macalester students needed 

immediate help with the content material. Adamson (1993) proposed that the adjunct 

course provides the most authentic setting in which ESL students can learn effective 

academic strategies. However, for ESL sections not to replace enhancing the 

understanding of content material with the learning of effective academic strategies, 

enrolling only students with the requisite combination of language proficiency and 

background knowledge should be taken into consideration. 
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Precourse Model 

 According to Adamson (1993), a precourse is a language through content course 

which combines elements of an adjunct course and a theme-based course. This course is 

for ESL students enrolling in a theme-based course and joining a regular content course 

at the same time. ESL sections provide tutoring in subject content and academic 

strategies.  A precourse is different from an adjunct course in several aspects.  

First, a precourse involves intermediate-level ESL students who may not ready for 

an adjunct course. Second, precourse ESL students are not required to take a content 

course for credit. This helps intermediate-level ESL students avoid submersion in a 

content course when they are not ready for the course. However, if they want to go on to 

take the content course for credit, they will have the advantage of getting support of both 

academic strategies and background knowledge of the content material. Another 

advantage is that the ESL students have motivation when they do real academic work. 

 Adamson and colleagues (Adamson, 1993) set up a precourse in Introduction to 

Linguistics at one university. This course involved two groups of advanced and 

intermediate-level ESL students. They simultaneously enrolled in a theme-based ESL 

course and joined a regular content course with native English-speaking students. The 

ESL students and their ESL instructors attended the content course for three hours a 

week. They also had an additional two and a half hours a week to review the content 

material and to learn academic skills in connection with the content in their ESL class. 

In the content course, the ESL students participated in the discussions, wrote a 

research paper and took an exam on the material they had studied. To prepare the ESL 
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students for these activities of the content course, several academic skills were explicitly 

taught to them. They were note-taking, preparing for tests, writing the paper, and oral 

participation. 

 For note-taking training, the ESL instructors’ notes on the lectures were 

photocopied and given to the students. The instructors went over the notes point by point. 

The students highlighted, modified, and added what they missed to their own notes. Then 

the instructors collected the students’ notes and added comments and corrections. From 

the feedback, the students rewrote their notes. To prepare for the exam, the students took 

a practice test. The students answered the sample questions and received feedback from 

the teacher. Also, the class critiqued good and bad answers for the sample questions. 

 In addition to the exam, the students were required to write a research paper. The 

research was to find a subject, tape-record a fifteen-minute conversation, transcribe the 

conversation, and use some of the concepts learned in the content course to explain the 

findings. This assignment was more difficult than others, so the students gained more 

support from their ESL instructors including the research process, and the research 

writing.  

For the process, the teachers helped find subjects, make appointments for the 

recordings, demonstrate the process of tape recording, transcribing, and how to analyze 

the data. For the writing, the instructors taught a model outline for the paper, reviewed 

the students’ drafts for content, organization, and mechanics. For training on oral 

participation, the students discussed academic content in a sheltered environment without 
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fear of embarrassment of their non-native English. The discussion gave the students 

confidence to participate effectively in the content class. 

 

Theoretical Rationales 

Content-based instruction (CBI) is the integration of language and content 

learning (Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, 2003; Stryker & Leaver, 1997). It shifts from a 

traditional teaching foreign language as a subject to teaching subject matter through a 

foreign language. The theoretical rationales supporting CBI provided by Snow, Met, and 

Genesee (1989) are the following: 

1) Children use language as a tool to understand the world. First language 

acquisition and understanding the world are paired naturally. 

2) Language is learned most effectively for communicating in meaningful, 

purposeful social and academic contexts. 

3) Content leaning provides both motivational and a cognitive basis for language 

learning. Language is learned for accessing the content and it may become 

incidental to learning the content (i.e., immersion classes). 

4) Different subject areas have different specialized language or registers. Learning 

specific subjects and registers may be essential for mastering specific content.  

These theoretical rationales have strong support from second language acquisition 

research, sociocultural approaches to second language learning and relevant research 

(Grabe & Stoller, 1997). The theoretical frameworks are discussed in the sections below. 
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Comprehensible Input 

 Probably the strongest argument in support of a CBI program, especially the 

French immersion program at its early stage of the experimentation, is comprehensible 

input (Swain & Johnson, 1997). Comprehensible input is the second language input that 

is slightly above the current level of language learners’ development (Krashen & Terrell, 

1983).  According to Krashen and Terrell (1983), “an acquirer can ‘move’ from a stage i 

(where i is the acquirer’s level of competence) to a stage i +1 (where i +1 is the stage 

immediately following i along some natural order) by understanding language containing 

i + 1” (p. 32). 

 French immersion programs are based on the assumption that a second language 

is acquired in the same manner as children acquire their first language by interacting with 

native speakers of the language in authentic and meaningful situations (Lapkin & Swain, 

1982). Similar to rich input that children gain from their first language environment, 

comprehensible input in the classroom can help second language learners acquire the 

language (Goldstein & Liu, 1994; Swain, 1985).  

Based on this observation, Krashen (1991) proposed that subject matter language 

teaching, when the subject matter is comprehensible, is language teaching. Krashen 

(1984) also claimed that Canadian immersion programs have been successful because 

French immersion provides a maximum of comprehensible input in the form of subject 

matter. This claim is an initial focus in early immersion programs (Swain & Lapkin, 

1982). 
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Negotiation of Meaning  

 The roles of input and interaction have long been central to the study of second 

language acquisition (SLA). Their roles with respect to the condition considered 

theoretically important to SLA include learners’ comprehension of input, access to 

feedback, and production of modified output (Gass, 1997; Gass, Mackey, & Pica, 1998). 

While Krashen maintained that comprehensible input alone is enough to cause SLA, 

interactionists such as Long, Pica, Gass, and others argued that interaction, namely 

negotiation of meaning allows interlocutors to make the message comprehensible. 

 The notion that modifications in input and interaction facilitate SLA is basically 

from the assumption that negotiation of meaning is necessary for SLA (Gass, 1997; 

Long, 1996; Pica, 1994). Negotiation of meaning refers to “the modification and 

restructuring of interaction that occurs when learners and their interlocutors anticipate, 

perceive, or experience difficulties in message comprehensibility” (Pica, 1994, p. 494). 

Since the early 1980s, SLA research has directed considerable attention towards the role 

of negotiation of meaning as a particular type of interaction (Pica, 1994). Pica argued that 

modifications in input and interaction as a result of negotiation of meaning can facilitate 

SLA because: (1) They make input comprehensible, (2) They help learners modify their 

output, and (3) They provide opportunities to access feedback (Long, 1996; Pica, 1994). 

 Supporting the notion of negotiation of meaning, Swain (1985) claimed that 

comprehensible input in the immersion program alone is not sufficient for language 

acquisition to take place. She argued that comprehensible output, oral interaction in 

meaningful context, is necessary for second language acquisition. Her claim was 
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supported by extensive research on immersion programs pointing out a weakness in the 

programs (Lyster, 1987; Swain, 1985, Swain & Lapkin, 1986). The weakness is due to 

limited interaction with native French speakers in the community, and also with peers and 

teachers in the classrooms.  Lyster (1987) suggested that language used by immersion 

teachers does not provide sufficient authentic input.  

 

Integration of Language and Content 

 Integration of language and content teaching includes aspects of language 

knowledge (e.g., vocabulary, grammar, sociolinguistics and discourse) and the four 

language skills (speaking, listening, reading, and writing) (Swain, 1996). Swain (1996) 

pointed out that the content-based language classroom is the place where integration of 

language and content teaching happens, but it does not automatically happen as assumed. 

It needs systematic coordination of content and the language curriculum.  

 Swain (1996, 1999) reviewed extensive classroom-based studies on immersion 

classrooms. Her findings supported Snow et al.’s (1989) claim that desired levels of 

second language or foreign language proficiency are unlikely to emerge simply from 

teaching content through L2/FL languages. Swain observed that the content teaching in 

immersion classrooms paid little attention to the students’ language use and the teaching 

of target language grammar was done in the absence of meaningful context. This kind of 

teaching resulted in immersion students producing morphological and syntactic 

inaccuracies, imprecise vocabulary usage and language which was sociolinguistically 
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limited to a more formal academic register. The researcher claimed that the immersion 

students’ language was influenced by the immersion teachers’ talk. 

 Teacher talk is the main input for immersion students. As Swain pointed out “this 

input was not as rich linguistically as one automatically assumes. Certain uses of 

language simply did not occur naturally, or occurred only infrequently in the classroom 

setting” (p.2). She observed that there was grammar instruction in the classrooms but it 

was not taught in meaningful, communicative contexts. In addition, it was unlikely that 

the teachers planned specific content-based activities for the purpose of teaching 

problematic language forms.  

Vocabulary instruction was another input in the immersion classes that seemed to 

be limited. Swain found out that the vocabulary instruction was mainly limited to what 

words mean in a specific context. There was no evidence of teaching about other possible 

meanings of a word and phrases that provided coherence to speech and writing. These 

characteristics of teaching resulted in immersion students’ talk being characterized as 

‘minimal’, less in ‘phrase’, ‘clause’, or ‘sustained’ in length. 

 Based on these observations, Swain called for the integration of language teaching 

within content teaching by focusing on the following aspects: (1) focused input in 

problematic areas of grammar and vocabulary; (2) increased opportunities for the 

productive use of the target language in meaningful context; and (3) systematic and 

consistent feedback about students’ use of target language forms in meaningful contexts. 

 The classroom activity to integrate language and content as proposed by Swain 

(1999) is through the tasks using content-relevant material to encourage students to focus 
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on form. Such tasks are for example, the dictogloss and jigsaw. These tasks are 

collaborative in nature and are proved to be effective in promoting negotiation of 

meaning and focusing on form. The theoretical rationale to explain why this kind of task 

might help learners’ L2 development is its metalinguistic function of output which occurs 

when students work on the task. Swain suggested that this task can foster students to use 

metatalk or use language to reflect on language use while they collaborate in problem 

solving. This metatalk can lead to language learning. 

 Continuing the same line of studies with Swain (1996, 1999), Day and Shapson 

(2001) investigated the effect of curricular materials specifically designed for integration 

of subject content and language learning on the students’ acquisition and use of the 

French conditional. The materials’ content was a space colony which was a curricular 

unit of a science class of grade 7 French immersion. The language instruction emphasized 

the use of the conditional in hypothetical situations and in polite requests which were 

trained through four language skills.  

The language learning activities involved explicit instruction of the conditional 

through exercises, use in natural communicative situations through linguistic games, and 

developing conscious awareness of language use through group-and self-evaluation. The 

content learning activities included group works on, for example, planning of a space 

colony; presentation of an oral report about their plan; preparation of a written report; etc.  

 The research found that classes which had studied the specifically designed 

curricular materials that integrated formal, analytic and functional, communicative 

activities in teaching the conditional had significantly higher gains in their use of this 
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form than classes that had not experienced the materials and activities. However, the 

gains were revealed in writing, not speaking. The researchers suggested that the 

improvement of oral and written grammatical skills in a content-based classroom can be 

improved through curricular intervention that integrates formal, analytic with functional, 

communicative approaches to language instruction. 

 

Sociocultural Approach to Second Language Learning 

 The role of linguistic input and social interaction in content-based classrooms is 

critical for second language learning. It is also supported by concepts from sociocultural 

theory. Two major theoretical constructs on which social interaction for language 

learning have drawn on are the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) and scaffolding. 

 The fundamental concept of sociocultural theory as proposed by the Russian 

theorist, Vygotsky, is that higher forms of human mental activities are mediated by 

symbolic means (Lantolf, 1994). The symbolic means, such as language, is also called a 

psychological tool as it functions for mediating mental activity. According to Lantolf and 

Appel (1994), Vygotsky’s principal claim regarding a psychological tool is that “just as 

individuals use technical tools for manipulating their environment, they use 

psychological tools for directing and controlling their physical and mental behavior” 

(p.8). In addition, language as a symbolic tool is a crucial means for engaging in social 

and cognitive activity (Ahmed, 1994). 

The relationship between social interaction and cognitive development based on 

socicultural theory was first originated from child development research but later was 
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adopted in educational research and L2 research (Lantolf, 1994). Wertch (1985) (cited in 

Donato, 1994) referred to Vygotsky’s proposal that all cognitive development is first and  

foremost interpsychological. In other words, it arises as a result of the interaction that 

occurs between individuals engaging in social interaction. How cognitive development 

occurs is described in Vygotsky’s general law of cultural development which is 

introduced by Lantolf and Appel (1994) as the following: 

Any function in the child’s cultural development appears twice, or on two planes, first it 
appears on the social plane, and then on the psychological plane, first it appears between 
people as an interpsychological category, and then within the child as an 
intrapsychological category. (p.11) 
 

 The transition from the interpsychological category (other regulation) to the 

intrapsychological category (self regulation) takes place in the Zone of Proximal 

Development where child and adult engage in the dialogue process (Lantolf & Appel, 

1994). The concepts of ZPD and scaffolding are key features of a Vygotskian view of 

learning. Vygotsky (1978) defined the ZPD as “the distance between the actual 

developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of 

potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in 

collaboration with more capable peers” (p.86).  

Applying this notion to content-based classroom teaching, Echevarria, Vogt, and 

Short (2004) suggested that teachers can guide L2 learners to construct meaning from 

texts and classroom discourse and to understand complex content concepts by scaffolding 

instruction. The scaffolding can be done by teachers adjusting their speech (e.g., 
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paraphrase, give examples, elaborate on student response) to promote the students’ 

comprehension and participation in discussion.  

Without this scaffolding, the discourse might be beyond L2 learners’ language 

proficiency level. Another way for teachers to scaffold is to adjust instructional tasks so 

that the tasks are increasingly challenging and the students can master the skills essential 

to complete the tasks on their own. Such kind of tasks suggested by the researchers are, 

for example, preteaching vocabulary before a reading assignment, and giving practice in 

writing an outline before drafting an essay. 

Lantolf (2000) further explained about social interaction within the ZPD between 

an expert and novice by calling for a wider scope of the interaction. He argued that some 

researchers have assumed that the ZPD necessarily involves interaction between an 

expert and a novice in which the expert eventually transmits ability to the novice through 

social interaction. Lantolf suggested that this interpretation may come from the work of 

Wertsch and his colleagues on parent and child joint puzzle solving interactions which 

have made the expert/novice interpretation become the acceptable interpretation. He 

admitted that his L2 research also underpins this belief as well. Nonetheless, he 

encouraged a broader view of expert/novice interaction by finding support from 

sociocultural theory scholars. 

 These scholars proposed to extend the scope to include interaction other than 

expert/novice interaction. Lantolf (2000) suggested that people working jointly are able 

to co-construct contexts in which expertise emerges as a feature of the group. Thus, he 

proposed that ZPD is more appropriately conceived of as the collaborative construction 
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of opportunities. Supporting Lantolf’s idea, Donato (1994) and Swain and Lapkin (1998) 

call it occasions for learning for individuals to develop their mental abilities. A number of 

research studies have revealed that scaffolding within the ZPD helps novices to gain 

eventual self-regulation (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994; Donato, 1994; Ohta, 2000). 

 However, studies from this perspective have received skepticism from SLA 

researchers. Long (1997) specifically expressed his skepticism as to “whether greater 

insights into SL use will necessarily have much to say about SL acquisition” (p.322, 

italics in the original). Along this line, Ellis (1999) raised questions on the effect of 

scaffolding on L2 learning by looking at whether microgenetic development can be 

considered language acquisition. To counter Long and Ellis’ skepticism, scholars in the 

sociocultural approach to second language learning, find support from Zinchenko’s 

concept of microgenesis as the following: 

The appropriation process is not only observable during ontogenesis of children into 
adults, but also during microgenesis in which processes undergo change “right before 
one’s eyes in the space of a few days or weeks, or even a few seconds, or fractions of 
seconds. (p.467) 
 
 Microgenesis in L2 learning according to Donato (1994) is the gradual course of 

skill acquisition during a training session, experiment, or interaction. Ohta (2000) 

suggested that it is cognitive development that occurs moment by moment in social 

interaction. Lantolf (1994) maintained that “it is not the carrying out of a specific task 

that is the important feature of interpersonal activity, but the higher cognitive processes 

that emerges as a result of the interaction” (p.10) 

 Lantolf’s point that higher cognitive processes emerging as a result of interaction 

is important for language learning seems to support Mackey’s (1999) finding that 
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participants who actively participate in negotiation gain benefit in producing higher 

levels of question formation. Agreeing with Lantolf, research on scaffolding in L2 

classrooms (Donato, 1994; Swain, 2000; Swain & Lapkin, 1998) revealed that SLA  

research has not shown the effect of negotiation arising from interaction on eventual L2 

acquisition. The researchers maintained that scaffolding in L2 classroom can promote L2 

learning.  

Sociocultural research on scaffolding in L2 classrooms consists of two main types 

including teacher-student interaction and peer interaction. Compared to teacher-student 

negotiation in SLA research which often found little negotiation due to issues such as  

unequal power between teachers and students (Pica, 1994), teacher-student scaffolding 

research seems to yield positive results (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994; Anton, 1999). 

           Anton (1999) investigated teacher-scaffolded learners in an L2 classroom. The 

study relied on a sociocultural theory framework stating that cognitive development has 

its genesis in social interaction.  She claimed that teachers’ effective interaction can 

engage learners in the negotiation of meaning, language forms, and classroom rules, 

which can promote learners’ active mental participation and L2 learning.  

           Anton compared two different language classrooms; a learner-centered French 

class and a teacher-centered Italian class. The study showed sharp differences of quantity 

and quality of interaction between the two types of classrooms. In learner-centered 

French, the teacher provided the students with ample opportunities for negotiation, 

including negotiation of form, content, and classroom rules. The teacher used effective 

assistance (a scaffold) through collaborative dialogue as a mediational tool leading 
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students to problem solving. In contrast, such dialogue was not found in the teacher-

centered classroom resulting in less interaction and less negotiation.  

         For scaffolding to be effective for L2 learning, Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994) 

claimed that it must be graduated and contingent within ZPD. I think that this claim can 

be seen as one kind of modification in input/interaction within a sociocultural theory 

framework. According to Aljaafreh and Lantolf, graduated scaffolding is the help 

provided by a more experienced member in a joint activity designed to discover the 

novice’s ZPD in order to offer the appropriate level of assistance and to encourage the 

learner to work at his or her potential level of ability. Aljaafreh and Lantolf put it this 

way: 

Help starts at a highly strategic, or implicit, level and progressively becomes more 
specific, more concrete, until the appropriate level is reached as determined by the novice 
response patterns to the help. (p. 467) 
  
 In addition, help should be contingent. It should be offered only when it is needed 

by the novice, and withdrawn as soon as the novice show signs of self-regulation. 

Mackey and Philips’s (1998) finding that recasts had stronger developmental effect on 

advanced learners but not for the less advanced learners indicates that interaction within 

ZPD is very important for language learning. 

The two features of scaffolding as described by Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994) as 

mechanisms of effective help in the ZPD were observed in their study. The researchers 

investigated the effects of negative feedback of other-regulation on the microgenetic 

development of a second language among adults. The other-regulation was corrective 

feedback from a researcher. Aljaafreh and Lantolf suggested that feedback as other-
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regulation in the ZPD which is graduated and contingent can help novices to develop 

self-regulation. The researchers also argued that linguistic forms alone do not show the 

full picture of a learner’s developmental level. It is necessary to know the degree to 

which other-regulation impacts on the learner’s production of the particular forms.  

Aljaafreh and Lantolf also pointed out the shortcoming of the study which is 

recognized in SLA research as well. The shortcoming is that the linguistic feature as a 

result of the study is ‘surfacy’. SLA research showed that negotiation over grammatical 

morphology is rare (Pica, 1994). The authors suggested that it is essential to discover if 

collaborative interaction in the ZPD can also enhance the acquisition of abstract 

properties of second language. 

           In addition to scaffolding of teacher-learner, student-student scaffolding research 

also revealed positive effects on language learning. Agreeing with Lantolf (2000) on 

examining a wider scope of scaffolding in the L2 classroom, Donato (1994) proposed the 

concept of scaffolding between peer interactions. He investigated how peers co-construct 

language learning experiences in the classroom setting and how L2 development is 

brought about on the social plane. He wanted to know whether learners, in certain 

circumstances, can provide the same kind of support and guidance for each other that 

adults provide for children.  

Donato’s (1994) findings revealed that learners are capable of providing guided 

support to their peers during collaborative L2 interaction in ways analogous to expert 

scaffolding documented in the developmental psychological literature. In addition, 

Donato claimed that collective scaffolding may result in linguistic development in the 
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individual learner. The critical point of the study is that, when students have opportunities 

to help each other during nonstructured tasks and on the basis of internal goals for 

activity, they are observed to create a context of shared understanding in which the 

negotiation of language form and meaning co-occur.  

 This peer collaborative scaffolding was also observed in a young children’s L2 

classroom examined by Takahashi (1998) (cited in Donato, 2000). Takahashi (1998) 

investigated how students’ utterances developed over time in a collaborative context. He 

referred to his data set from a larger four-year study of Japanese classroom in an 

American elementary school.  

 The learners in Takahashi’s study showed microgenesis in L2 development 

through scaffolding. According to the researcher, as the students progressed in their 

language learning, they became better in providing mutual assistance during classroom 

activities. His first-year data showed that the students were mainly producing one-word 

utterances that were repetitions after the teacher. By year two, the students added 

unexpected comments to the teacher’s utterances and assisted and scaffolded one another. 

Then in the third year data, the teacher assistance had been reduced and the students 

played a more active role during the class. 

Ohta (2000) agreed with Lantolf et al. regarding the appropriate level of 

scaffolding within the ZPD. Ohta investigated developmentally appropriate assistance in 

the ZPD and the acquisition of L2 grammar among peer interaction. Her subjects were 

one experienced Japanese learner and one novice Japanese learner. The learners engaged 

in form-focused collaborative activity for grammatical accuracy. Ohta revealed that the 
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more experienced learner could provide developmentally appropriate and timely help. 

Through the process of receiving developmentally appropriate assistance, the novice 

student dramatically improved her problematic L2 sentence construction. 

 Swain and Lapkin (1998) is another study exploring the scaffolding between peer 

interactions through collaborative dialogue. They argued that SLA research still leaves 

the issue of how comprehensible input leads to L2 learning unanswered. They proposed a 

complementary perspective, sociocultural theory to discover the issue. The researchers 

suggested that by taking the perspective that students use language as a psychological 

tool, it is necessary to examine their dialogue for evidence of language being used as a 

tool in aid of L2 learning. Swain and Lapkin maintained that language use is both 

communication and cognitive activity. Their claim is different from comprehensible 

input. Their claim is as follows: 

Unlike the claim that comprehensible input leads to learning, we wish to suggest that 
what occurs in collaborative dialogues is learning. That is, learning does not happen 
outside performance; it occurs in performance. Furthermore, learning is cumulative, 
emergent, and ongoing, sometimes occurring in leaps, while at other times it is 
imperceptible. (p. 321) 
  

Based on this claim that L2 learners can use collaborative talk for learning, Swain 

and Lapkin (1998) analyzed the language-related episodes (LRE) in the dialogued 

produced by grade 8 French immersion students as they carried out a jigsaw task. The 

researchers found that the LRE provided evidence of language use as both an enactment 

of mental processes and as an occasion for L2 learning. However, some pairs of students 

in the study were observed to have low production of LREs and limited time on task. 

Swain and Lapkin (1998) concluded that students may approach the task differently and 
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will take advantage differently from the collaborative activities implemented in 

classrooms. 

Developing from Swain and Lapkin (1998), Swain (2000) further proposed that 

collaborative dialogue is what they called ‘what beyond the output hypothesis’. 

According to the researchers, collaborative dialogue extends the concept of output by 

including its operation as a socially-constructed cognitive tool. Collaborative dialogue is 

defined by Swain (2000) as “dialogue in which speakers are engaged in problem solving 

and knowledge building”.  

Applied to sociocultural theory, collaborative dialogue is where language use and 

language learning can co-occur. In fact, it is both cognitive activity and social activity. 

Swain (2000) argued that previous study on negotiation in SLA research often showed 

that attention is mainly focused on meaning rather than on form. They suggested that it is 

feasible for a communicative task to be one in which learners communicate about 

language, in the context of using the target language such as the jigsaw task in Swain and 

Lapkin’s (1998) study . 

 

Linguistic Interdependence Hypothesis and Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis 

 CBI classrooms where L2 learners study curricular subjects through second 

language require proficiency in the language of an academic content area (Chamot & 

Malley, 1994; Short, 1994). Cummins (1984, 1989) differentiated between Basic 

Interpersonal Communication Skills (BICS) and Cognitive Academic Language 

Proficiency (CALP). According to Cummins, BICS can be developed in about 2 years 
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but it is not sufficient for successful learning of subject matters in L2. However, CALP in 

L2 takes 5-7 years to develop. Cummins’ notion of BICS and CALP was supported by 

research in bilingual education (Collier, 1989). 

 The success of immersion students in French immersion programs in Canada is an 

excellent example of L2 learners mastering curricular content language and attaining high 

academic achievement (Cummins & Swain, 1986). Cummins and Swain (1986) argued 

that if it takes French immersion students 6 years to show their achievement in content 

learned through L2, it would be unreasonable to expect immigrant students in bilingual 

programs in the US schools to accomplish the same thing in 2 or 3 years. The issue of 

ESL students in mainstream classes K-12 in the US is that they may be proficient in 

English conversation but tend to lack English academic language in content areas.  

However, delaying academic instruction until the ESL students master English 

academic language is detrimental to the academic success of the ESL students (Early, 

2001). Researchers in content and language proposed that adding academic content to the 

ESL curriculum or CBI approach is the most effective means for ESL students to develop 

academic language for grade level content classrooms (Chamot & O’Malley, 1994; Grabe 

& Stoller, 1997; Mohan, 1987). 

The rationale for content-based classes for preparing second language learners for 

cognitive academic language proficiency is supported by Cummins’ Threshold 

hypothesis and Interdependence hypothesis. In other words, Threshold hypothesis and 

Interdependence hypothesis are the core of CBI programs (Bournot-Trites & Reeder, 

2001). Cummins (1979) proposed that attaining a certain minimum or threshold level of 
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competence in a second language is necessary for bilingual linguistic minority children to 

achieve cognitive growth.   

The aspect of threshold level of competence is also applied to L2 learners who 

have to master subject content through an L2 (Johnson & Swain, 1994; 1997). According 

to Cummins, threshold level of competence in L2 cannot be defined in absolute terms. It 

varies according to stages of cognitive development and academic demands. The research 

suggests that there are two levels of threshold, including lower threshold and higher 

threshold. The lower threshold in L2 competence involves only low levels of listening 

comprehension and expressive skills, but the higher threshold is necessary for deep levels 

of “cognitive competence” in the language (p.231)  

The threshold levels also have effects on types of bilingualism. Lower threshold 

levels result in two types of bilingualism and cognitive effects. One is semilingualism 

(low level in both L1 and L2 with negative cognitive effects), and the other is dominant 

bilingualism (native-like level in one of the languages with neither positive nor negative 

cognitive effects). On the other hand, higher threshold level contributes to additive 

bilingualism (high levels in both languages) with positive cognitive effects. 

 The Threshold Hypothesis is used to interpret the differences between the 

achievement of students in partial and total immersion programs. Cummins pointed out 

that partial immersion students take considerably longer time to attain high levels of 

French skills than total immersion students. In addition, they may have greater difficulty 

than total immersion students in mastering subject matter in French. In terms of types of 
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bilingualism, Cummins suggested that total immersion students may be the additive type, 

and partial immersion students would fit in the dominant type.  

From The Threshold Hypothesis point of view, Cummins and Swain (1986) 

contended that ‘linguistic, cognitive, and academic advantages are associated with high 

levels of proficiency in  both first language and additional languages (p. xvi). This means 

that the more time spent on learning academic content in a second language, the higher 

proficiency in the second language and the higher academic achievement. 

 Developmental Interdependence hypothesis is proposed by Cummins (1979) to 

explain how L1 and L2 skills are related to one another. This hypothesis assumes that a 

bilingual child who has an initial high level of L1 development can develop high levels of 

L2 competence from intensive exposure to L2 at no cost to L1 competence. This 

hypothesis is used to explain achievement of students attending primary schools of the 

other language.  

Cummins referred to Horner’s (1976) finding that there were no differences in 

English achievement between grade 6 English-speaking students attending French-

medium and English-medium schools despite the fact that they had different amounts of 

English instruction. The English-speaking students in the French-medium school received 

no instruction in English until grade 3 or 5. Cummins also found support from Swain 

(1978) that students in immersion programs achieved levels of L2 reading skills 

equivalent to native speakers by the end of elementary school. Based on the previous 

studies, Cummins concluded that the linguistic experience at home contributed to 
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prerequisites for acquiring literacy skills, and the ability to extract meaning from printed 

texts can be transferred from L1 to L2. 

The updated version of the developmental interdependence hypothesis is the 

theory of interdependence (Cummins & Swain, 1986). This theory claims that some 

aspects of linguistic proficiency are cross lingual. This means that for those aspects of 

language proficiency which are interdependent across languages, instruction in one 

language will benefit both languages’ (p. xviii).  

Bournot-Trites and Reeder (2001) suggested that most studies of achievement in 

mathematics support this hypothesis, especially when the mathematics was administered 

in a first language which is the dominant language of the society. The transfer of 

knowledge learned in one language to another language is also confirmed by research in 

bilingual education in the US. Echevarria et al. (2004) found that immigrant students who 

have strong academic background in their native language can transfer the knowledge 

they learn in their native country’s schools to the subject matter classes they learn in the 

US as they become more proficient in English. 

 

Academic Competence 

 Language educators and researchers have found that a large percentage of English 

L2 learners have failed in mainstream classrooms because of their lack of academic 

competence in English (Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, 1989; Crandal, 1987). This lack has 

been attributed to the insufficiency of traditional approaches to language teaching in ESL 

classes. The educators and researchers agreed that ESL classes should provide ESL 
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students with academic competence and the ability to learn through English, rather 

merely to communicate in English (Adamson, 1990; 1993; Chamot, 1985; Saville-Troike, 

1984). 

 Saville-Troike (1984) investigated academic achievement of limited-English 

proficiency (LEP) students in elementary school. She suggested that there was very low 

correlation between school achievement and time spent using English. The study found 

that among high achievers of content achievement are LEP students who use less English 

for social interaction with peers and in class. These students are observed to use their 

native language in discussion of complex academic tasks. Also, some of the high 

achievers possessed skills that are not generally taught in ESL classes in elementary 

schools such as how to make good use of a bilingual dictionary. 

 The researcher’s observation in ESL classes indicated that ESL lessons focusing 

on structural patterns make little contribution to LEP students’ immediate academic 

needs. Instead of emphasizing grammar and pronunciation, Saville-Troike has 

recommended that ESL classes should teach vocabulary related as closely as possible to 

students’ learning needs in their subject matter classes. She proposed that it is necessary 

to develop academic competence for students who must learn how to learn through the 

medium of English.  

One way to do that is to teach the language needed to succeed in the content class. 

This proposal is consistent with that of Snow et al. (1989) that content-obligatory 

language and content-compatible language need to be taught to students learning content 

in a second language. Saville-Troike maintained that “If ESL does not contribute to this 
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goal, then the time spent on it in elementary and secondary schools cannot be justified” 

(p. 217).  

 Supporting Saville-Troike’s notion of academic competence contributing to 

content area achievement in second language, Adamson (1990, 1993) examined ESL 

students’ use of academic skills in content courses. According to Adamson (1990), 

content-based ESL instruction is motivated by research showing that English proficiency 

does not correlate with academic achievement. One reason for ESL students’ low 

academic achievement is that they lack adequate background knowledge and effective 

academic skills. He agreed with Saville-Troike (1984) that ESL programs do not provide 

ESL students with the academic skills they need for success in content classes, such as 

note taking, reading and dictionary use, speaking in class, personal organization, and 

coping strategies. 

 In addition, Adamson (1990) suggested 4 principles for helping ESL students to 

acquire the academic skills they need. The first principle is that appropriate academic 

skills should be taught explicitly. Without explicit teaching, students may use strategies 

which are ineffective. The skills that are appropriate only for ESL students include 

discussing material in the native language, bilingual note taking, and using a bilingual 

dictionary.  

The second principle is that academic skills should be taught in connection with 

authentic academic material. Adamson argued that skills that are developed with general 

audience material may not be effective with real material. The third principle is that ESL 

students should have the opportunity to discuss the content material in an environment 
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that is “protected” from native speakers so that they can ask and answer questions 

without fear of embarrassment. The fourth principle is that academic skills should be 

taught interactively. Without constant interaction, teachers may have little idea how much 

their students really understand. 

 Moreover, these academic skills should be taught in content instruction with three 

principles in mind; experiential rather than expository, interactive, and interesting. 

Adamson (1993) recommended that an adjunct course could provide an excellent setting 

to develop academic strategies. This course would be taught to ESL students who are 

simultaneously enrolled in a regular content course; it has an ESL component related to 

the students’ academic needs. Also, it motivates students because the course deals with 

real academic subject matter. 
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Previous Studies on Content-Based Instruction Programs  

Cummins and Swain (1986) reviewed the program evaluation of French 

immersion education in Canada since the inception of the program. In addition they 

compared the outcomes among early total immersion programs, early partial immersion 

programs, and late immersion programs. First of all, for academic achievement the 

authors maintained that the results associated with early total immersion programs 

consistently show that early total immersion students performed as well as their peers in 

English-only programs in both mathematics and sciences. However, the results associated 

with early partial and late immersion programs do not consistently provide evidence for 

the equivalence of performance between the immersion students and comparison groups.  

Some groups of early partial immersion students from grades 3 and 5 on showed 

inferior performance in mathematic and sciences to their comparison groups. In late 

immersion programs, the amount of French exposure determined the students’ academic 

achievement. When French was taught as a subject in one or two grades prior to entry 

into the immersion program, the immersion students’ performance was occasionally 

inferior to that of their comparison groups in science and mathematics.  

However, when the immersion students had FSL instruction each year through to 

the immersion year, the level of mastery of content taught in French is comparable to that 

of the comparison group. Based on these findings, Cummins and Swain (1986) suggested 

that the second language proficiency of early partial immersion students and late 

immersion students may at times be insufficient to deal with the complexities of the 

subject matter.  
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For early immersio students, the attainment of average performance on 

standardized tests of French achievement can take up to 6 or 7 years (raising the issue 

that unrealistic expectations are being held for minority language students in bilingual 

education programs in the US) (Cummins & Swain, 1986). First language development 

of early immersion students is one major concern for parents and school administrators 

but not for late immersion students. Research consistently shows that immersion 

education does not have a negative effect on the students’ L1 development (Genesee, 

1987; Lambert & Tucker, 1972). 

However research findings from early total immersion programs and early partial 

programs are not exactly the same. For total immersion students, although initially behind 

students in unilingual English programs in literacy skills, within a year of the introduction 

of an English language arts component into the curriculum, the students perform equally 

on standardized tests of English achievement to that of students in the English only 

programs (Genesee 1978; Swain 1978).  

On the other hand, early partial immersion students do not perform as well on 

some aspects of measured English language skills as either their own comparison group 

in grades 2 or 3 or total early immersion students. These findings point out that teaching 

literacy skills in both languages at the same time might cause confusion. 

Second language development, French performance of early total, early partial, 

and late immersion students are found to be superior to those of core French curriculum 

students (Cummins & Swain, 1986). A study comparing L2 proficiency between three 

types of immersion programs (Genesee, 1987) shows that early total immersion students 
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achieve higher levels of L2 proficiency than early partial immersion students. The early 

total immersion students generally achieve higher levels of proficiency than one-year late 

immersion students, and superior or equivalent proficiency when compared to two-year 

late immersion students. It seems that early exposure and extended exposure are 

associated with relatively higher levels of second language proficiency.  

These positive results of immersion education on L1 development, academic 

achievement, and L2 proficiency are repeated in current programs evaluation. For 

example, immersion students’ assessment in British Columbia (Day & Shapson, 1996), 

Grade 3 immersion students’ performance and province-wide results from Ontario (1998-

1999) (Hart, Lapkin, & Turnbull, 2001) revealed a positive result. Interestingly, 

immersion programs in a non-cognate language such as early Japanese immersion 

programs in the US also support the Canadian’s findings (Thomas, Collier, & Abbot, 

1993). 

Although a number of evaluation research on immersion programs in Canada 

stress that there is no detrimental effect on L1 development, good academic achievement, 

or high proficiency in L2, the research points out some limitations of the students’ 

linguistic production. It is widely accepted that the immersion students’ French 

proficiency is far from that of the native speakers in certain aspects. The students tend to 

do well in receptive skills, listening and reading, rather than productive skills, speaking 

and writing (Swain, 1985; 1996). Due to the fact that the early focus of immersion 

philosophy is to get meaning across, not explicit grammar instruction, students tend to 

have fluency rather than grammatical accuracy.  
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Although considerable research has shown that the students develop high levels of 

the communicative fluency in the immersion language, their spoken and written use of 

the target language often contains morphological and syntactic inaccuracies, lacks 

precision in vocabulary use, and tends to be sociolinguistically limited to a more formal 

academic register (Genesee, 1987; Lapkin, Swain, & Shapson, 1990; Swain & Lapkin, 

1982; Tarone & Swain, 1995). Observations in immersion classrooms suggested that 

while there is considerable content teaching, little attention is paid to the students’ target 

language use (Swain, 1996).  

In addition, the students’ language use in and outside immersion classrooms are 

not as rich as had been assumed. Van der Keilen (1995) found that the use of French and 

contact with French speakers of the immersion students were limited. Tarone and Swain 

(1995) revealed that the higher grade of the students, the less they use French for 

communicating with peers. The researcher’s explanation for this phenomenon was teen 

identity. Teenage students want to use their teen language to express their identity which 

they can do best in their first language rather than in the target language. In addition, peer 

pressure from a monolingual program was found to contribute to the limited use of 

French by the French immersion students (Kissau, 2003) 

Despite some limitations, French immersion classrooms offered a chance for 

attaining high fluency in an L2 which would be difficult to acquire in a traditional FSL 

class (Genesee, 1994). Canadian immersion programs were the products of a response to 

official policies of bilingualism in Canada and to the practical realities of bilingualism in 
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the country. Following the Canadian immersion education, some countries began to 

explore language immersion education in their countries.  

The programs evaluation from the US and Australia seem to reveal positive 

results (Cloud, Met, & Genesee, 2000; De Courcy, 1997; 2002; Genesee, 1987; 

Lindholm-Learly, 2001; Met & Lonrenz, 1997; Read, 1996). However, evaluation of 

immersion programs in Hong Kong and English content-based programs in Thailand 

tended to involve problematic aspects of the implementations (Johnson, 1997; Johnson & 

Swain, 1994; Office of The Basic Education Commission, 2003; 2004; Yip,Tsang, & 

Cheung, 2003). Immersion programs in the US either in the form of educational 

enrichment programs or two-way bilingual programs, also known as the dual language 

program (Lindholm-Learly, 2001), show consistent findings of positive results of the 

students’ L1 development, academic achievement, and L2 proficiency (Christain, 1999; 

Cloud et al., 2000; Genesee, 1987; Lindholm-Learly, 2001). 

It is noteworthy that most of the programs are early total or early partial 

immersions. Similar results were found in late immersion programs in Australia as well. 

According to Read (1996), there is no early total immersion program in Australia. Late 

partial immersion programs in secondary schools start cold, which means no previous 

exposure to the target language until the entry to the program. Interestingly, French late 

partial immersion programs in secondary schools were consistently reported for their 

success (De Courcy, 1997; 2002; Read, 1996). 

Immersion programs in Hong Kong moved from an elite early immersion 

program to an almost mass entry program (Johnson, 1997). Johnson (1997) identified late 
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immersion in Hong Kong as an extreme example of the program operating under stress. 

He provided several reasons including a dearth of English native-speaking staff, Hong 

Kong teachers with low proficiency in teaching content areas in English, students’ 

insufficient L2 proficiency, and the linguistic distance between English and Cantonese.  

Though the admission policy for entry into the late immersion program has 

changed in 1998 by accepting only the most able students, research has shown that 

learning sciences through an L2 medium is ineffective (Yip et al., 2003). The researchers 

suggested that English medium students were handicapped in science learning by their 

low levels of English proficiency. In addition, learning English as a subject in primary 

schools did not sufficiently prepare the students to achieve in the L2 immersion program 

at the secondary level.  

Likewise, reports from Thailand have yielded some similar concerns with Hong 

Kong’s report. Simple survey reports conducted by the Ministry of Education, Thailand 

(Office of The Basic Education Commission, 2003; 2004) reported that Thai students in 

English content-based programs had difficulty in learning the core curriculum content of 

sciences and math in English. For this reason, the schools had to repeat the instruction in 

Thai. 

 In addition to evaluations of the effectiveness of the CBI program in the K-12 

context, there is a small number of research in precourse at the higher education level. An 

evaluation of a precourse in Introduction in Linguistics conducted by Adamson and 

colleagues in 1990 (Adamson, 1993) showed two major themes including ESL students’ 

achievement in the content exam and the papers, and their reaction to the precourse. For 
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the exam, the researchers found that the ESL students did not do well on the open-book 

and open-note exam. The exam required answering five of eight short-answer questions. 

Some students answered eight instead of five which resulted in lacking time to write good 

answers. Some students were unable to finish writing five questions.  

The researchers suggested that the students tended to lack test-taking skills rather 

than knowledge. Some test-taking strategies for writing the exam that the students used 

were using a safer strategy for argument but lacking of critical analysis and challenging 

the conventional ideas but lacking of a convincing academic argument, etc. However, the 

ESL students did much better on the papers than on the exams. Due to the fact that the 

students had all the time they needed to write the papers, in general, their papers 

compared favorably with those of the regular students. In addition, their papers were 

clearer and contained less grammatical errors than their exams. The common 

characteristic of the students’ writing for the exams and the papers was that they tended 

to speculate or philosophize from personal experience. 

 Regarding the students’ reaction to the precourse, the findings were that the 

course was very difficult for them, and the course indeed prepared them for academic 

courses. The criticism for the course was that the subject of language acquisition was not 

interesting. Some students mentioned that they wanted to take a precourse in their majors. 

The researchers agreed with Celce-Murcia’s (1987) (cited in Adamson, 1993) proposal 

that the selection of the content material should depend on the nature and the strength of 

the students and the institution.  
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A similar precourse evaluation was conducted by Ghawi (1995). This study 

examined the effects of the precourse model on ESL students’ academic and language 

proficiency. The content course was Human Rights in Literature and Art offered in the 

English Department at the University of Arizona in the spring semester 1994. The ESL 

students registered for the precourse were required to attend and actively participate in 

both content and language classes, write a reading log on the assignments, and take three 

essay exams in the content class.  

These ESL students received tutoring from a group of graduate students mastering 

in Teaching English as a Second Language (MA/ESL) at the University. During the 

period of tutoring, the MA/ESL students were taking a methodology course entitled 

English for specific purposes. Ghawi and some MA/ESL students joined the content 

course with the ESL students. They took notes, asked questions, participated in class 

discussions, and asked clarification questions when they felt that the ESL students were 

lost. After each content class, the team helped the ESL students compare and complete 

their notes, and review the main ideas presented in the class. The tutors also helped with 

reading and writing assignments. 

The researcher found that the ESL students’ language and academic skill 

improved in several aspects. Their listening proficiency improved but their note-taking’ 

quality and quantity depended on factors such as the content teacher’s teaching style and 

cultural-specific examples in the lecture. For oral participation, the students did not 

actively engage in the discussion in the content class because of fear of embarrassment in 

making language and content mistakes in front of English-speaking classmates. Also, 
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since the class was very large size (140), the students did not have much opportunity to 

interact with the teacher and little confidence to speak up in the large class. However, the 

cultural background and content knowledge of the ESL students also affected their oral 

participation.  

For reading proficiency, their reading scores significantly increased. The most 

efficient ESL readers used both top-down and bottom-up processing skills, while the 

ineffective ones used a bottom-up approach and relied more on bilingual dictionaries and 

less on background knowledge. For essay writing, the ESL students indeed benefited 

from explicit teaching in the rhetorical organization of English essays. Regarding 

grammatical competence, the students did not significantly improve their accuracy. 

 

Summary 

 In this chapter, CBI program models, theoretical rationales, and previous studies 

on CBI programs are reviewed. For CBI program models, the common characteristics 

include content-oriented curriculum, use of authentic text and materials, and supportive 

learning environment. As seen above, the immersion model, sheltered model, adjunct 

model, and precourse model involve actual academic courses. In this regard, although the 

theme-based model does integrate content in language teaching it is not itself a content 

subject. However, all the CBI models emphasize the use of authentic texts and materials 

for content and language teaching. This is because specialized language of the content is 

required for mastering specific content. In addition, authentic materials have a 

motivational and cognitive basis for learning.  
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 The supportive learning environment is more obvious in CBI classes than 

traditional second language classes and mainstream content classes. The immersion 

model stresses the importance of developing a curriculum and pedagogy that match 

students’ language proficiency, learning needs, and promote second language 

development. The theme-based model uses instructional materials from various genres 

but some of them tend to be simplified versions of the original texts. The sheltered model 

is designed to protect ESL learners from competition with native English-speaking 

students. Also, it has a modified section to meet the special needs of nonnative English 

speakers. This includes modification of lessons for redundancy and assessment for 

content mastering. 

The support offered in sheltered classes include providing the preview of 

upcoming lectures in the students’ native language, content teachers’ simplified speech, 

and teaching of academic strategies. ESL components of the adjunct course provide huge 

supports for ESL students enroll in a regular content course. The supports are such as 

helping the students with reading, writing, study skills, grammar, and discussion of the 

content material. For the precourse model, ESL sections offer tutoring in the content 

subject and academic strategies. The way that ESL instructors review the content subject 

with ESL students, go over the lecture notes point by point with the students, correct the 

students’ notes, train the students for oral participation and exam taking, teach the 

students how to do research, find a subject, and analyze data are indeed of tremendous 

help.  
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The CBI models find support from several theoretical rationales. Comprehensible 

input was the initial strongest claim for the success of French immersion programs. The 

assumption is that when subject matter in L2 is comprehensible, it is L2 teaching. 

However, due to the limited interaction in content-based classrooms and outside 

classrooms, and teacher talk which does not always provide sufficient authentic input, 

promoting more negotiation of meaning in such classroom is critical for L2 learning. 

Negotiation of meaning is claimed to facilitate SLA because it makes input 

comprehensible, makes learners modify their output, and provide access to feedback. In 

addition, as certain uses of L2 do not naturally or frequently occur in a classroom setting, 

the integration of language and content is important for CBI classrooms.  

Thus, it is important for CBI programs to have systematic coordination of content 

and language curriculum. The integration and coordination must have the following 

aspects; 1) Focused input in problematic areas of grammar and vocabulary, 2) Increased 

opportunities for the productive use of the target language in meaningful contexts, and 3) 

Systematic and consistent feedback on students’ use of target language forms in 

meaningful contexts. 

Sociocultural approaches to L2 learning support CBI classrooms as they 

emphasize social interaction as the genesis of learning. Social interaction of this approach 

is mainly scaffolding within ZPD.  For the L2 classroom, scaffolding can promote 

comprehension and participation. Teacher scaffolding such as adjusting speech and 

feedback as other- regulation in the ZPD develops L2 learners’ higher cognitive 

processes and self-regulation.  
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Also, peer interaction in L2 classrooms promotes scaffolding between L2 

learners. For L2 learners who learn school subjects through a second language, the 

threshold hypothesis claims that attaining a threshold level of L2 proficiency is necessary 

for the mastery of content. The interdependence hypothesis confirms that knowledge and 

skill learned in one language can be transferred to another language. Academic 

competence suggests that learning academic content in L2 needs certain academic skills 

which are more than communication skills in L2.   

Research on CBI programs illustrates both strengths and weaknesses. The major 

strength is that L2 learners of CBI programs develop higher L2 proficiency than learners 

of traditional L2 classrooms do. Also, L2 learners in programs like sheltered, adjunct, and 

precourse models can develop academic skills for mastering content areas. However, the 

weaknesses in relation to L2 proficiency are that the learners tend to develop fluency 

rather than accuracy, and receptive skills rather than productive skills. Moreover, 

vocabulary use is lacking precision and L2 use is sociolinguistically limited. The 

weakness in terms of program implementation is that CBI programs are highly 

demanding of resources including teaching staff, systematic coordination of language and 

content curriculum of content areas, and instructional materials. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

QUANTITATIVE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter describes the student questionnaire that I used for this study and 

provides justification for the fact that the questionnaire is based on facets of an 

immersion program. It also discusses the results of the questionnaire relating to these 

program features and their contribution to the learning of curricular subjects and a second 

language. The discussion of the questionnaire results also includes findings from 

classroom observations and the student interviews. First I introduce the questionnaire 

administration, the format, the organization, and the questionnaire items. Then I display 

the results and the explanation.  

The program of this study provided English content-based classes for grade 7, 8, 

and 9. The program had 2 classes per grade level. The two classes for grade 9 had 35 

students and 34 students respectively. The questionnaire was administered to both classes 

at the beginning of the first semester of the academic year 2006. The number of student 

participants answering the student questionnaire was 68. It took less than 20 minutes to 

complete the questionnaire. 

The questionnaire had 33 questions (Appendix N). A five-point Likert scale was 

used, so that the students had the option to choose “neutral.” There are controversies 

regarding whether “neutral” should be provided. I wanted to give the students this option, 
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because I thought that it was possible for the students to be neutral on selecting 

questionnaire items. The students had to mark their degree of disagreement or agreement 

as: 1= strongly disagree; 2=disagree; 3=neutral; 4=agree; 5=strongly agree. Questionnaire 

items 1 to 5 were a demographic survey. Questionnaire items 6 to 33 (28 questions) were 

designed to sound out the students views on the features of the program they had been 

studying in for more than 2 years.  

The questions used in this study addressed the issues mentioned in earlier 

evaluative research in immersion programs, especially the works of Swain and Johnson 

(1997), Johnson (1994), and Lambert et al. (1994). Although the English content-based 

program in Thailand was not an immersion program, like an immersion program it had 

second language content-based instruction (CBI).  Also, even though the features of the 

English content-based program in Thailand had not been made explicit, they seemed to 

share some similarities with an immersion program.  

The similar features are the following: the L2 is the medium of instruction, L1 

support (L1 is also used as a medium of instruction in the program), exposure to the L2 is 

confined to the classroom, and students enter the program with a similar level of L2 

proficiency. Given that the program in Thailand is similar to immersion programs, 

research on immersion students’ perceptions of their programs is relevant to this 

dissertation.   

However, there was a very small amount of survey research on student 

perceptions in immersion programs. Lambert and Cazabon (1994) conducted 

questionnaire research on the attitudes and personal estimates of progress of students who 
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have spent four or more years in a two-way bilingual program. The students of the study 

were grade 4, 5, and 6. The researchers suggested that by grade 4, students were able to 

answer questions and expressed their ideas with little or no difficulty. My student 

participants were older than the students in Lambert et al.’s study. Thus, I considered that 

grade 9 students were qualified to provide the information.  A small amount of survey 

research on immersion students’ perceptions about their programs of study in middle 

school was conducted by De Coursy (1997) and Duff (1993, 1997). The former examined 

a French immersion program in Australia and the latter explored an English immersion 

program in Hungary.   

The English content-based program in Thailand was also qualitatively different 

from other CBI programs, such as sheltered, adjunct, and precourse, in several aspects. 

The different aspects were that the English content-based program in Thailand was a 

foreign context, not an ESL context, and there was no presence of native English-

speaking students in the content classes. Thus, I decided that the eight features of an 

immersion program (Swain and Johnson, 1997) provided a useful way to look at the 

English content-based program under consideration and its contribution to the learning of 

subject matters and a second language. The questionnaire organization and the questions 

are the following: 

A. Student demographic information (Q 1- 5) 

B. Program features  

1) The second language is a medium of instruction (Q6-13) 

2) The curriculum parallels the local L1 curriculum (Q14-15) 
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3) Overt support exists for the L1 (Q16) 

4) The program aims for additive bilingualism (Q18) 

5) Exposure to the L2 is largely confined to the classroom (Q19-21) 

6) Students enter with similar levels of L2 proficiency (Q17, 22-25) 

7) Teachers are bilinguals of the local L1 (Q26) 

8) The classroom culture is that of the local L1 community (Q27) 

C. Overall satisfaction with learning in the program (Q28-33) 

Quantitative data were presented and discussed in this chapter to answer the first 

research question: How do features of an English content-based program in a junior 

high school in Thailand contribute to the learning of a second language and subject 

matter content? In this chapter, the results of the students’ questionnaire shown in 

Graph 1-25 presented the questions and the response percentage of degree of 

agreement, disagreement, and neutral. Before the illustration of the Graph 1-25 was 

presented, the demographic information of the students was introduced. 

 

A. Student Demographic Information 

The five questions about the students’ demographics were gender, age, GPA, the 

strongest English content subject, and enrollment decision in the program. There were 

68 students who answered the questionnaire, 24 male and 44 female. The average age 

of the students was 14.2 year olds. With respect to GPA, 2.9%, 20.6%, and 76.5% of 

the students got 2.50-2.99, 3.00-3.49., and 3.50-4.00 respectively. Responding to the 

question about the strongest subject learned in English, the highest percentage to the 
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lowest percentage of responses according to the subjects were 46.2% for Math, 35.4% 

for English, 10.8% of Physical and Health Education, 3.1% for Science, 3.1% for 

Social studies, and 1.5% for Computer Studies. Regarding the question of who made 

the decision to enroll in the program, a significant majority (86.6%) of the students 

reported that the decision was made by both students and their parents. A small 

number of the students (10.4%) indicated that their parents made the decision. Only 

3.0% of the students made the decision by themselves.  

 

B. Program Features  

Graph 1: Questionnaire item 6 (I understand content taught in English.) 

Q6: I understand English Content.
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As shown in Graph 1, the questionnaire item 6 asked the students if they 

understood the content taught in English, a large majority of students (agree 61.8% + 

strongly agree 11.8% = 73.6%) agreed that they understood the content taught in English. 
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Over a quarter of the students (26.5%) were neutral. It is worth noting that no single 

student disagreed with the statement. 

 

Graph 2: Questionnaire item 7 (I want teachers to teach in English only.)  

Q7: I want English instruction only.
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Graph 2 suggested that over half of the students (agree 38.2% + strongly agree 

20.6% = 58.6%) agreed that they wanted to be taught in English only. Over a quarter of 

the students (27.9%) were neutral and a small number of the students (disagree 11.8% + 

strongly disagree 1.5% = 13.3%) did not want to be taught in English only. 

 

Graph 3: Questionnaire item 8 (When I don’t understand the content, I want my teachers 

to explain in Thai.)  
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Q8: I want Thai instruction when 
Engish instruction is 
incomprehensible.
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Graph 3 showed very interesting results. The percentage of agreement and neutral 

were equal. Almost 40% of the students (agree 27.9% + strongly agree 11.8% = 39.7%) 

agreed and 40% were neutral (39.7%) about the question item 8 asking if they wanted 

Thai instruction when English content was incomprehensible. 

 

Graph 4: Questionnaire item 9 (Teachers can help you understand the content even  

 though you don’t understand all English instruction.) 

Q9: English instruction is 
comprehensible.
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Relating to question about L2 comprehensible input, graph 4 indicated that a 

dominant majority of the students (agree 61.8% + strongly agree 20.6% = 82.4%) agreed 

that English instruction was comprehensible for them. A small percentage of the students 

(17.6%) were neutral. Again, no student disagreed with the statement. 

 

Graph 5: Questionnaire item 10 (Teachers use various teaching methods to help me  

understand the content.) 

Q10: Teachers use multiple 
teaching methods.
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Graph 5 demonstrated that a large majority of the students (agree 55.9% + 

strongly agree 19.1% = 75%) agreed that the teachers used various teaching methods to 

provide comprehensible input. 

 

Graph 6: Questionnaire item 11 (Teachers use various instructional materials to help me 

understand the content. 
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Q11: Teachers use multiple media.
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Very similar numbers were shown in graph 6, except for a small percentage of 

disagreement. Graph 6 demonstrated that 72.1% of the students (agree 61.8% + strongly 

agree 10.3%) agreed that the teachers used multiple media to promote content learning. 

Over a quarter of the students (26.5%) were neutral and 1.5% of the students disagreed. 

 

Graph 7: Questionnaire item 12 (Teachers emphasize content rather than English  

vocabulary and grammar.) 

Q12: Teaches focus more on content than 
on vocabulary and grammar.
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With respect to questions asking about language and content, graph 7 showed that 

over half of the students (55.9%) did not agree or disagreed that teachers focused more on 

content than on vocabulary and grammar. A significant minority (agree 26.5% + strongly 

agree 5.9% = 32.4%) agreed with the statement. A minority of the students (disagree 

10.3% + strongly disagree 1.5% = 11.8%) disagreed with the statement. 

 

Graph 8: Questionnaire item 13: (I want teachers to explain vocabulary and grammar 

along with content.) 

Q13: I want integration of content and 
language.
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When questioned about the needs for integration of content and language, 68.7% 

of the students (agree 43.3% + strongly agree 25.4%) responded that they wanted it 

(Graph 8). 29.9% of the students were neutral and 1.5% of the students did not want the 

integration.  

 

Graph 9: Questionnaire item 14 (Content learning in English medium such as math and 

social studies is as fully covered as content learning in the Thai medium program.) 
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Q14: English content is equally covered 
as those in the Thai program.
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 Graph 9 demonstrated that 60.3% of the students were neutral to the statement 

that the content of subjects learned in English were equally covered as those learned in 

Thai. The second majority of the students (disagree 20.6% + strongly disagree 2.9% = 

23.5%) disagreed and a minority of the students (agree 13.2 % + strongly agree 2.9% = 

16.1%) agreed with the statement. 

 

Graph 10: Questionnaire item 15 (Textbooks used in the English-medium program fully  

cover curriculum content as much as textbooks used in the Thai-medium program.) 
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Q15: English textbooks are equally 
covered as those in the Thai program.
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 Again, those who were neutral comprise the majority percentage (52.9%) shown 

in Graph 10 with regard to the question whether textbooks used in the immersion 

program equally covered content as much as those used in the Thai program. 30.9% 

(agree 23.5% + strongly agree 7.4%) of the students agreed, while 16.2% (disagree 

11.8% + strongly disagree 4.4%) of the students disagreed with the statement. 

 

Graph 11: Questionnaire item 16 (Repeating the content in Thai helps me  

understand the  content learned in English better.) 

Q16: Repetition of content in Thai 
increases the understanding.
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 With regard to the question asking if repetition of the content in Thai increased  

understanding of English content, graph 11 showed that a large majority of the students 

(agree 43.9% + strongly agree 30.3% = 74.2%) agreed with the statement. 16.7% of the 

students were neutral and 9.1% of the students disagreed with the statement.   

 

Graph 12: Questionnaire item 17 (My English proficiency supports me in learning  

curriculum subjects through English.) 

Q17: My English proficiency supports 
me in learning English content.
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 Graph 12 demonstrated that a significant majority of the students (agree 63.2% + 

strongly agree 16.2% = 79.4%) were confident that their English proficiency supported 

learning content in English. 17.6% of the students were neutral and 2.9% of the students 

disagreed with the statement. 

  

Graph 13: Questionnaire item 18 (Learning curriculum subjects through English means 

that I lack the terminology in Thai.) 
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Q18: Learning English content makes 
me lack the terminologies in Thai.
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 Questionnaire item 18 asked the students if learning content through English 

made them lack the terminology in Thai. Graph 13 showed that over half of the students 

(disagree 42.6% + strongly disagree 10.3% = 52.9%) disagreed, 36.8% of the student 

were neutral, and 10.3% of the students agreed with the statement. 

 

Graph 14: Questionnaire item 22 (English from elementary school supports me in  

learning subjects in English in the program.) 

Q22: Elementary school English 
supports learning English content in 

the program.
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 Graph 14 suggested that a large majority of the students (agree 51.5% + strongly 

agree 8.8% = 60.3%) agreed, 35.3% of the students were neutral, and 4.4% of the 

students disagreed with the statement that English from elementary school supported the 

content learning in English. 

 

Graph 15: Questionnaire item 23 (English classes taught in this program  

support me in learning other subjects through English.) 

Q23: English classes support learning 
English math and social studies.
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 A similar trend of results was shown in Graph 15. Half of the students (agree 

41.2% + strongly agree 8.8% = 50%) agreed, 45.6% of the students were neutral, and a 

minority of the students (4.4%) disagreed with the comment that English learned in the 

program supported the learning of math and Social Studies in English.  

 

Graph 16: Questionnaire item 24 (Subjects taught in English in this program are 

appropriate.) 
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Q24: English subjects in this program 
are appropriate.
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 However a different trend of results was observed in Graph 16. A slim majority of 

the students (51.5%) were neutral when asked if subjects taught in English in the program 

were appropriate. Almost 40% of the students (agree 36.8% + strongly agree 2.9% = 

39.7%) agreed that the subjects were appropriate. A minority of the students (8.8%) 

disagreed that the subjects were appropriate. 

 

Graph 17: Questionnaire item 25 (The program has sufficient resources such as teachers 

and instructional materials to support learning content subjects through English.) 

Q25: The program has sufficient 
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 Questionnaire item 25 asked the students if the program had sufficient resources 

to support content learning in English. Graph 17 showed that 50% of the students agreed 

that the program had sufficient resources. 41.2% of the students were neutral, and a 

minority of the students (disagree 7.4% + strongly disagree 1.5% = 8.9%) disagreed with 

the statement. 

 

Graph 18: Questionnaire item 26 (Foreign teachers understand me when I communicate 

to them in Thai.) 

Q26: English-speaking teachers 
understand your communication in 

Thai.
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 With respect to the questions about English speaking teachers, Graph 18 showed 

that 56.7% of the students were neutral about the statement that the teachers understood 

communication in Thai. The graph also showed a slight difference between the 

percentages of agrees and disagree to the statement, 22.4% and 20.9% respectively.  

 

Graph 19: Questionnaire item 27 (Foreign teachers adjust to Thai classroom culture.) 
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Q27: English-speaking teachers adjust 
to Thai classroom culture
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 Graph 19 showed that a majority of the students (agree 45.6% + strongly agree 

10.3% = 55.9%) agreed that the teachers did. 42.6 % of the students did not agree or 

disagreed. A minority of the students (1.5%) disagreed that the teachers adjusted to the 

local classroom culture. 

 

C. Overall Satisfaction with Learning in the Program 

Graph 20: Questionnaire item 28 (I enjoy learning in this program.) 

Q28: I enjoy learning in this program.
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 In terms of preference of the program of study, Graph 20 indicated that a 

significant number of the students (agree 41.2% + strongly agree 30.9% = 72.1%) liked 

to study in the program. 26.5 % of the students were neutral and 1.5% of the students 

disagreed about the preference. 

 

Graph 21: Questionnaire item 29 (I am satisfied with my learning outcome in this  

program.) 

Q29: I am satisfied with my learning 
outcome in the program.
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 Questionnaire items 29 to 33 probed the students’ views on the program itself and 

its impact on them. Questionnaire item 29 asked about the students’ satisfaction in their 

learning outcome in the program. Graph 21 showed that a majority of the students (agree 

44.1% + strongly agree 13.2% = 57.3%) were satisfied with the outcome. 41.6% of the 

students were neutral and 8.8% of the students disagreed. 

 

Graph 22: Questionnaire item 30 (I am satisfied with my English proficiency.) 
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Q30: I am satisfied with my English 
proficiency.
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A similar trend of results was shown in Graph 22 with the question regarding the 

students’ satisfaction in their English proficiency. Almost 60% of the students (agree 

47.1% + strongly agree 35.3% = 57.4%) were satisfied with their English proficiency. 

35.3% of the students were neutral and 7.4 % of the students (disagree 5.9% + strongly 

disagree 1.5%) disagreed.  

 

Graph 23: Questionnaire item 31 (I should have studied in the Thai program.) 

Q31: I should have studied in the Thai 
program.
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 Questionnaire item 31 asked the students if they should have studied in the Thai 

program. Graph 23 showed that almost 50% of the students (disagree 32.4% + strongly 

disagree 14.7% = 47.1%) disagreed that they should have done that, while 39.7% of the 

students were neutral, and 13.3% (agree 7.4% + strongly agree 5.9%) of the students 

agreed with the statement. 

 

Graph 24: Questionnaire item 32 (I want to continue this program in high school.) 

 

Q32: I want to continue senior high 
school in the English content-based 

program.
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 The two final questions (questionnaire item 32 and 33) asked about the students’ 

future with the program and their recommendation. Graph 24 demonstrated that a 

majority of the students (agree 17.6% + strongly agree 22.1% = 39.7%) wanted to 

continue high school in the English content-based program. More than 30% of the 

students (disagree 20.6% + strongly disagree 11.8% = 32.4%) did not want to continue 

their high school in this kind of program. A minority of the students (27.95%) were 

neutral to the idea.  
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Graph 25: Questionnaire item 33 (I would like to recommend this program to my siblings 

and my friends.) 

Q33: I would like to recommend this 
program to my siblings and my friends.
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 Graph 25 showed that more than 50% of the students (agree 33.8% + strongly 

agree 19.1% = 52.9%) would like their families and their friends to study in this program. 

35.3% of the students were neutral and a minority of the students (disagree 10.3% + 

strongly disagree 1.5% = 11.8%) disagreed with the idea. 
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Discussion  

The purpose of this section is to provide an answer for the first research question: 

How do features of an English content-based program in a junior high school in Thailand 

contribute to the learning of a second language and subject matter content?  

1) The L2 is a medium of instruction. 

 Beginning first with the finding of the students’ understanding of content taught 

in English, a significant majority of students reported that they understood the English 

content. This finding seems to be surprising considering the fact that the students were 

exposed to English medium classes only 15 hours per week for 2 academic years. This 

questionnaire was administered to the students at the beginning of the first semester of 

their third year in the program. Previous studies often showed that the quantity and 

quality of an L2 education in elementary school prior to the entry into an L2 content- 

based program in secondary schools were insufficient to support mastery of the content. 

(Johnson, 1994; Johnson & Swain, 1997; Yip et al., 2003).  

However, the actual practice of English content-based programs in Thailand was 

quite different from that of previous studies. The major difference was that the program 

in Thailand adopted L1 compulsory courses and L2 elective courses. The contents of 

these two types of courses were interrelated. Thus, the finding supported the fact that 

students had mastered the major concepts of learning contents in their compulsory 

courses in Thai first, and then learned additional contents in elective courses in English 

later. Since the students already had background knowledge in L1 compulsory courses, 

they could transfer their knowledge when they learned similar content in L2. Thus the 
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possibility of interdependence (Cummins, 1979) helped in comprehending content taught 

in L2. 

 Oddly, given that the students understood English content, Graph 2 showed that 

the number of students who wanted English-only instruction was not particularly high. 

Unfortunately, the question was ambiguous: Students might have interpreted it to mean 

all curriculum subjects taught in English only. Regardless, the majority number reflected 

the fact that the students realized that their exposure to English instruction was less than 

that in Thai. Also, both parents and the students made their choices to enroll in the 

program. The parents paid high tuition for their children and the students had to pass an 

entrance examination. Thus, the students wanted to gain a lot of input in English as much 

as possible. 

 Similarly, the number of students who wanted instruction in Thai when English 

content was not understood was not particularly high either. Interestingly, the number of 

those who agreed and were neutral was equal. Considering the fact that there were only 

native English-speaking teachers teaching English medium classes, the students might 

have been realistic about the teachers’ proficiency in Thai. Some teachers understood 

some Thai, but none of them was able to provide instruction in Thai. Moreover, several 

students asserted in interviews that the teachers could simplify English instruction for 

them. These students could be characterized as being well motivated to learn content 

through English. One student believed that if the instruction was in Thai, then it would 

not help her learn English.  
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 The students believed that English instruction in the program was 

comprehensible. This was confirmed by the highest majority of agreement compared to 

those responding to other features of the program. What might account for this? Second 

language content based classroom researchers (Genesee et al., 2000; Snow et al., 1989) 

have proposed that specific pedagogy is required for making L2 input comprehensible. 

The teachers in this program seemed to effectively employ various teaching methods and 

multiple media to increase comprehensible input in English for the students. 

 However, the finding that a majority of the students neither agreed nor disagreed 

with whether the teachers focused more on content than on language was somewhat odd. 

Previous studies in immersion programs overwhelmingly showed that content teaching 

was given more weight than language teaching (Pica, 2002; Swain, 1996). This result 

might be explained by the curriculum, which provided explicit instruction in English in 

both the English Fundamentals class, and the English Conversation class. Thus, the 

students might have been confused between English language classes and English content 

classes. Though the students were neutral about the weight of content and language, they 

wanted the teachers to explain vocabulary and grammar along with content. This finding 

supported the conceptual framework of integrating language into content teaching (Snow 

et al., 1989). 

2. The immersion curriculum parallels the local L1 curriculum. 

This feature emphasizes the fact that students in a second language content based 

program need to fully master the content of the local L1 curriculum (Swain & Johnson, 

1997) because academic achievement is one of their major concerns. The results showed 
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that the students seemed to be reserved in terms of being critical. They were neutral in 

evaluating whether the content and textbooks were as fully covered as those in the Thai 

program. Such results might be limited to this population alone and might have a 

relationship with the uniqueness of the practice of this kind of program in Thailand. 

Though the questionnaire results did not clearly show the students’ perception of 

the two issues, later interviews supported previous research in second language content- 

based programs in secondary schools (De Coursy, 1997; Duff, 1997). These studies 

showed students’ concerns about attrition in their knowledge of the subject matter, math 

and science in particular. Also, students in the previous studies complained that textbooks 

used in the programs did not fully cover those used in their local L1 programs.  

Student interviews suggested that the students actually realized that the English 

contents in elective math and elective science were covered partly, not in much depth and 

not in as detailed a way as those in the Thai program. However, this did not seem to be a 

serious problem for the students because they already mastered major contents of 

compulsory math and compulsory science in Thai. Also, although the contents in elective 

math and elective science were not as fully covered as those in the Thai program, it did 

not hurt their academic achievement in the program. This was because the English 

speaking teachers tested the students on what they taught, not on what the Thai teachers 

taught in the Thai program. Having different sets of tests may help avoid the 

consequences of the content not being fully covered. 

In fact, the curriculum of English content-based programs in Thailand was 

required to follow the Thai program. The Ministry of Education required that the 
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programs used either the national curriculum or the local school curriculum. The 

difference was only the language of instruction. The controversies of “no curriculum” for 

English content based programs and the effect of content not being fully covered started 

with the first year of the program implementation. Teachers and program implementers 

across the country constantly complained about the lack of curriculum for English 

content-based programs (Office of The Basic Education Commission, 2003)  

With respect to textbooks for English medium classes, student interviews 

suggested that there was no textbook for elective math and elective science. English 

speaking teachers prepared their lessons by using information from the internet or 

copying materials from several English textbooks that had similar content with those in a 

Thai textbook. Thus, basically the students learned from copied sheets and lecture in 

class with fewer suggested readings and exercises outside of class compared to those in 

the Thai program. 

3) Overt support exists for the L1. 

The practice of repeating the same content in L1 and L2 is discouraged in 

immersion and second language content based classrooms because separation of the 

languages of instruction is believed to enhance L2 learning (Cloud et al., 2000; Genesee, 

1987). However, the result showed that the students actually benefited from the 

repetition. They believed that the repetition in Thai increased their understanding of 

content learned in English. Thus, the kind of overt support through the L1 in my study 

was different from that of previous studies. Overt support with the L1 in immersion 
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research means that L1 is also used as a medium of instruction in the program. However, 

it is not used to teach the same content taught in L2.  

There were several types of support with the L1 in the English content-based 

program in Thailand. First, the program could choose to provide either compulsory 

subjects or elective subjects in English. Of course, compulsory courses covered more 

complex content than elective courses did. Thus, the program chose to provide English 

elective courses to avoid the possibility that complex content might not be fully covered. 

In fact, the program offered English medium for compulsory math and science in the first 

year of its implementation. However, the students and parents complained about the 

content not being fully covered. Since then, it was changed to provide English medium 

for elective courses.   

Second, the content of compulsory courses and elective courses was interrelated 

such as compulsory math and elective math, and compulsory science and elective 

science. Although the program did not literally repeat the same content in Thai and 

English, students mastered the major concepts in math and science in compulsory courses 

before they studied the related content again in English.  

Third, a unique educational practice in Thailand whereby students went to special 

classes after school almost every day greatly supported content learning in the program. 

Not only were contents reviewed, test taking strategies were also taught in these kind of 

special classes. All the students (10) whom I interviewed went to special classes after 

school almost every day. In addition to reviewing the contents taught in school and 
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providing test taking strategies, the class was also a place where students came for 

socialization after school. 

4. The program aims for additive bilingualism. 

 Given that the students had more exposure in Thai and learned major content in 

compulsory courses in Thai, it would have been reasonable to expect a high majority of 

them to say that they lacked Thai terminology in the subject matter. Though the majority 

of the students disagreed with the statement, the number was not particularly high. Based 

on my classroom observations and video taping, the students were in fact far from 

lacking terminology in Thai. On the contrary, they more often lacked the terminology or 

language needed to express their ideas in English for particular subject matters than in 

Thai. They used Thai terminology most of the time when they did not know how to say it 

in English.  

Many students consistently mentioned that they studied English content by 

translating English into Thai. They also complained that extensive English vocabulary in 

science and Social Studies was difficult for them. Perhaps learning by translating the 

extensive vocabulary into Thai was quite a challenging task for the students. The finding 

of this study showed the tendency that the students relied on understanding major 

concepts through L1.  

5 Exposure to the L2 is largely confined to the classroom. 

As Thai is the only language used in the community, students have limited 

opportunities to use English, except when speaking with their English speaking teachers. 

Based on questionnaire item 19 (open ended question) asking how the program 
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encouraged students to use English outside the classroom, a major theme was using 

English for communication. As the word ‘encourage’ in Thai means both support and 

contribution, students also pointed out that the program contributed to their ability and 

confidence to speak in English with foreigners. 

 My survey in the program suggested that the program had many kinds of 

exchange programs with international organizations. Thus, the students in the program 

had plenty of opportunities to contact, work, and participate in many kinds of activities. 

The activities that the program encouraged the students to do were, for example, being 

tour guides for foreign visitors who came to the school and the town. Also, whenever 

there were foreign visitors to the school, the program always sent their students to help 

these visitors. The students told me that they enjoyed using English for these activities 

very much. Not only did the students expect these kinds of activities, but also the parents. 

With respect to the ways of using English outside the classroom, the major themes 

were reading the magazine and newspaper in English, watching English TV programs, 

and listening to English songs. Few students pointed out chatting in English through 

email. The students’ answers illustrated that writing and speaking modes should be more 

encouraged. My observation suggested that not only was exposure to English confined to 

the classroom, students used Thai a lot of time. They spoke English only when answering 

the teacher and doing role plays with peers in English.  

In fact, students were indeed aware of their limited chances to use English outside 

the classroom. What seemed to discourage them from using English were personal and 

societal concerns. Personal concerns were being shy and having no confidence in their 
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English proficiency. The more societal concern was that English was not used in their 

speech community, thus they did not use it in their daily life. 

6. Students enter with similar levels of L2 proficiency. 

 This feature emphasizes the importance of sufficient resources and appropriate 

pedagogy that adjust to the students’ needs and the level of their L2 proficiency (Swain & 

Johnson, 1997). Moreover, elementary English education prior to entry into the English 

content-based program and English education in the program are important factors for the 

students to successfully acquire the curriculum content (Johnson, 1994).  

 Despite the availability of a good amount of resources in the program, the 

students did not perceive this aspect uncritically. The interviews suggested that they 

showed more concerns about teaching staff than about instructional materials and 

technology. In fact the program had what was called an “English corner” housing plenty 

of English books and a good amount of computers for the students. Moreover, the 

program had a multimedia room with advanced technology resources including an 

interactive board for their English speaking teachers to use. However, the students 

heavily emphasized the quality of the teaching staff as the resource they needed.  

Also, the students mentioned that there were both qualified and unqualified 

teachers in the program. The students interviewed supported studies conducted by De 

Coursy (2002) that teachers who were more informed of immersion strategies could 

provide more effective classes than teachers who were not. One student said that the issue 

was not about technology but about whether or not the teachers used it. 
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 The finding that students believed that English from elementary school supported 

them in learning in English medium classes in the program seemed to be contradictory to 

what would typically be expected both theoretically and based on previous studies. 

Perhaps the different context of implementing an English content based program in 

Thailand yielded different findings. The students in this study raised several aspects of 

how elementary school English helped, including passing the English test of the 

program’s entrance examination, a stepping stone for adjusting to learning English 

content, being familiar with English speaking teachers, and supporting communication 

with the teachers.  

 With respect to the support of English classes provided in the program for 

learning English content, the finding indicated that it was not significantly high. 

Moreover, the difference between degree of agreement and neutral was very small. Based 

on student interviews and my observations, English classes in the program actually 

provided language skills for communicating in classes and doing academic tasks such as 

writing essays and giving presentations in English.  

Several students mentioned that English classes learned in the program helped 

them in communicating in class and provided listening and writing skills for class 

assignments. My class observations suggested that the students had to give several 

presentations in English in Social Studies class; therefore, speaking was required of them. 

Also, one student thought that vocabulary from English classes was helpful. Another 

student said that grammar features such as tense helped in writing homework.  
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Student interviews and classroom observations confirmed the notion that 

language skills and the particular language needed for understanding L2 content were 

critical for students in a second language content based program (Adamson, 1990; 1993; 

Cantoni-Harvey, 1987; Saville-Troike, 1984; Snow et al., 1989). This was also related to 

teachers’ expectations. The teachers of three classes (English Conversation, English 

Fundamentals, and Social Studies) I observed emphasized the students’ participation in 

the classroom. They made it clear to the students that the students would get points each 

time they raised their hands to answer questions. Thus, the students showed their effort to 

speak in class whenever they were asked to. The speaking skill was, therefore, an 

important academic skill (Adamson, 1990) for L2 learners to master in order to study in 

L2 content classes. 

Though the result of the support of English classes for English content learning 

was not high, the students’ confidence in their English proficiency was significantly high. 

The students believed that their English proficiency supported their learning content in 

English. This was again a very rare case based on previous studies, which often claimed 

that L2 learners needed to attain a threshold level of L2 in order to have academic 

achievement (Johnson, 1994; Yip et. al., 2002).  Since this survey did not assess the 

students’ L2 proficiency, whether or not they attained the threshold level was beyond the 

scope of this study. However, considering that over 75% of the students had a particularly 

high GPA (demographic survey), the result implied that the students’ English proficiency 

supported their academic achievement. It was important to state here that all evaluation in 
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the program was done internally. The students took tests in English for all subjects 

learned in English. The tests were all created by their English speaking teachers. 

Regarding appropriateness of the subjects taught in English in the program, the 

finding was not clear. Though the program had sufficient resources and the English 

classes supported the learning of English content, it was hard to tell if all English- 

medium classes were appropriate. Student interviews indicated that mathematics taught 

in English was too easy and was not covered in as much detail as in the Thai program. 

Also, for science and Social Studies, students mentioned that scientific terminology and 

extensive vocabulary were very difficult for them. 

7. The teachers are bilinguals. 

 The result was quite odd in that a majority of students were neutral when asked if 

the English speaking teachers understood them communicating in Thai. The rationale for 

an immersion teacher to be bilingual in the immersion students’ L1 is that the teacher can 

respond to immersion students in a meaningful way when the students have limited 

proficiency in L2 (Swain & Johnson, 1997). My interpretation of the odd result was that 

some teachers in the English content-based program understood Thai, but some teachers 

did not. Also, in fact, the students did not speak Thai to the teachers, because they knew 

that the teachers did not speak Thai. Moreover, since the students were high achievers 

with confidence in communicating in English, whether the teachers understood Thai or 

not did not impede teaching and learning activities in class. Student interviews suggested 

that the teachers could tell from the students’ body language and facial expression when 

the students did not understand English instruction. 
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8. The classroom is that of the local L1 community. 

 The result was not quite high. The student interviews indicated that the teachers 

conformed to the local culture in terms of greeting and dress (formal). My observations 

suggested that there were some practices in the English medium classes that were 

different from those in the Thai program. First, the classroom organization was different. 

In a typical Thai classroom, students sat in rows. However, in the English medium 

classes, the students sat either in small groups (4 or 5) or in a circle around the classroom. 

Related to this classroom organization, the second difference was interaction in the 

classroom. There was more interaction between the students and teachers, and interaction 

among students than in typical Thai classrooms. The English speaking teachers required 

more participation and interaction from the students. Students mentioned that they liked 

active participation and interaction with the teachers. They could raise their hands 

whenever they wanted to express their ideas. They also enjoyed working in groups. The 

students said that in Thai classes, they listened to Thai teachers’ talk most of the time and 

they had to wait to be called on to give an answer. This suggested that the students, in 

fact, preferred more active participation for their learning. 

 The final discussion of the results of the questionnaire was about the students’ 

evaluation of their learning in the program, and the program itself. Despite the fact that 

over 75% of the students had a 3.5-4 GPA, they were quite reserved about their 

satisfaction in learning outcomes and their English proficiency. Perhaps they expected 

more than what they acquired. However, the result clearly showed that the student liked 

to study in the program. Although the students had a clear preference to study in the 
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program, they did not show a high degree of disagreement to choose the Thai program. 

The reason was because the best class in the Thai program was not easy to get into. Some 

students told me that they did not think that they could get into that Thai class because of 

the highly competitive entrance examination. Some students chose to enroll in the 

English content- based program instead.  

The students were pretty realistic about their academic future and recommending 

the program to others. Student interviews suggested that the students had started to think 

about their college entrance examinations. Most students wanted to study science in 

college. Therefore, they had to be strong in math, physics, chemistry, and biology in high 

school. They said that these subjects were very complex and not easy to comprehend 

even in their L1. Also, they were not sure that the program at this level could provide 

qualified content specialists in these subjects. They were worried that the uncertainty 

might hurt their chances in college. For their recommendation of the program to others 

who may be interested, the students seemed to be realistic as well. They mentioned that 

though they liked the program very much, they were not sure if their friends and siblings 

will pass the entrance exam. They suggested that students who want to study in this 

program must like English very much; otherwise they may suffer in the program. 
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Summary of Findings 

 Overall, the student questionnaire regarding the 8 features of the English content-

based program showed positive results for content and language learning. However, the 

unique practice of the program and the students’ strong academic backgrounds were key 

factors for the results. The unique practice of having students learned compulsory courses 

in Thai, and related courses in English helped promoted content learning in English 

medium classes. Also, the local educational culture, such as going to special classes, even 

assured and increased academic achievement for the students in the program. 

 English elective classes seemed to have a secondary role compared to Thai 

compulsory classes in terms of promoting the students’ mastery of the academic content. 

Their major role tended to be providing English skills for communication and performing 

tasks in English. The students’ limited exposure to English before entry into the program, 

and the teachers’ low or no proficiency in Thai did not impede teaching and learning 

activities in English medium-classes because there was a lot of English teaching in the 

classes. The finding about the program feature of aiming for additive bilingualism was 

not clear. The unbalanced role of Thai compulsory courses and English elective courses 

seemed to make students rely more on Thai for understanding major contents than on 

English. However, the students enjoyed active participation in English medium classes. 

 The actual teaching and learning in English medium classes can give more of a 

picture of how the features contribute to content and second language learning. The next 

section of the analysis was based on video taping of 40 lessons including 12 lessons of 
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English Conversation, 16 lessons of English Fundamentals, and 12 lessons of Social 

Studies.   
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CHAPTER 4 

 

QUALITATIVE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: CLASSROOM PRACTICE IN 

ENGLISH-MEDIUM CLASSES 

  

 Qualitative results and discussion of classroom practices in English-medium 

classes are examined in three separate sections, and each section is followed by a short 

summary. Furthermore, the findings of each section are from instructional and learning 

activities in three English-medium classes, including English Conversation class, English 

Fundamentals class, and Social Studies class. The results are used to triangulate with the 

student questionnaire results.  

  

Section 1: Teaching and Learning Activities in the English Conversation Class, the 

English Fundamentals Class, and the Social Studies Class 

 This section of analysis and discussion is based on qualitative data including 

video tapes of 40 lessons from three English- medium classes, course syllabi, 

instructional materials, students’ note books, samples of students’ works, and field notes 

of classroom observations. The qualitative findings are used to triangulate with the 

student questionnaire, which is mainly quantitative. The findings illustrate the actual 

practice and process in the English-medium classes and demonstrate how these classes 

contribute to L2 learning and content learning. The discussion of this section begins with 
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a course description, instructional activities, samples of teaching units, and findings for 

each class – the English Conversation, the English Fundamentals, and the Social Studies. 

 

The English Conversation Class 

Table 4.1 

English Conversation’s Course Description (Appendix A) 

 
Description Expected Learning Result Method of Evaluation 
Advanced speaking and 
listening:  
Functions:  
- Travel 
- Personal interest 
- Daily activities 
- Activities with friends  
- Comparatives 
- Question tags 
- Demonstrative and 
qualitative adjectives 
Students will be able to 
produce clear written 
dialogues. There will be the 
basis of class presentations 
and to guide class 
discussions. 

Students will better be able 
to use acceptable grammar 
in conversation. 
They will improve their oral 
skills; using better 
intonation and 
pronunciation. 
Students will better be able 
to identify specific content 
related information. 
Students will gain 
confidence in pursuing 
conversation based on 
content of presentations 
made in class by other 
students. 

Written assignments 
 
Class presentations 
 
Listening abilities based on 
response to other students. 
 
Speaking abilities based on 
expression of ideas and use 
of new vocabulary and 
language functions. 

 
 

The English conversation class was taught three periods per week. The teacher 

was a Canadian French-English bilingual male. The course description and other sources 

of data indicated that this was a communication class focusing on grammatical accuracy, 

as well as the integration of language skills, including speaking, listening, and writing. 

Reading was also emphasized, but was limited to role-play dialogues. The expected 

outcome from the class was for students to communicate in English with accurate 
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grammar, intonation, and pronunciation, and also to understand specific content-related 

information.  Moreover, another expected result of the course was that students could 

build confidence in their ability to communicate in English. This aspect is also reflected 

in the English Fundamentals curriculum, and will be discussed later as it relates to 

findings for research question 2.  

 

Teaching and Learning Activities in the English Conversation Class 

Based on my observations of 12-videotaped lessons, the main activities of this 

class included listening for specific information in conversations, and responding to the 

questions.  In each class, the teacher gave several questions to students regarding a given 

dialogue and asked the students to listen for specific information in the dialogue so that 

they could answer the questions. Then, the teacher chose two volunteer students to read 

the dialogue. The students must listen carefully for specific information in order to 

answer the questions given to them beforehand. After the dialogue was read out loud to 

the class, individual students were called on to answer related questions. All the answers 

written on the board provided the basis for lecture and discussion. 

 Building on this activity, students worked in pairs and wrote their own similar 

dialogues based on previously read models. From the 34 students in the class, about 17 

dialogues were written. The students then used their own dialogues as a basis for 

presentations to the class.  Finally, the teacher offered feedback on these presented 

dialogues. This practice provided the main activity for almost the entire semester.  
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This routine of writing dialogues constituted the main writing activity of the class, 

and also provided the basis for homework assignments. On the day that homework was 

due, the teacher collected the students’ notebooks from each pair and distributed them to 

different pairs. This means the pairs who wrote the dialogues and the pairs who read the 

dialogues were different. The class then must listen to the dialogues as they were read 

aloud. If at any time they did not understand what was being read aloud, they said 

“Again” until they understood every word in the dialogues.  

Once students had achieved a fundamental understanding of the dialogue 

presented, then some were called to answer relevant questions. If the students were not 

sure or did not know the answer, they asked the writers of the dialogue to confirm the 

information. The teacher used all the answers as the basis for teaching language forms 

including grammar, spelling, intonation, and pronunciation. 

Model dialogues given by the teacher and the dialogues written by the students 

were the major sources of instructional materials for this class. Sometimes the teacher 

copied conversations from certain ESL books and used these as the basis for a class. 

Otherwise, there was no textbook, nor other listening or reading materials in this class. 

The teacher’s oral lecture was the dominant means of teaching. There was no other form 

of media for teaching and learning other than the teacher’s markers and white board and 

the students’ paper and pencil observed in the class.  
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The English Fundamentals Class 

Table 4.2: English Fundamentals’ Course Description (Appendix B) 

This course is aimed at developing the students’ language skills at an intermediate level. 
The students will study graded readers from the Penguin Reader’s series, and continue 
learning more advanced grammar principles in English. Intermediate writing assignments 
will be given, with significant emphasis on creative learning, research, and independent 
thinking. The Diary of Anne Frank and the Rainmaker are two intermediate novels that 
students will read and study for this year. The unit on Anne Frank will coincide with 
lessons that are taught on World War 2 in Social studies. 
 
Semester/Assessment Plan 
Unit (Description) Expected Learning Result Method of Evaluation 
1 a) Grammar Four 
(chapters 1-4) present 
simple, adverbs of 
frequency, present 
continuous; present perfect 
simple, present perfect 
continuous, for and since 
 
 
 
 
 b) Penguin Graded Reader 
 

a) Increased confidence and 
competence in the 
following grammatical 
structures in Grammar Four 
(chapters 1-4): present 
simple, adverbs of 
frequency, present 
continuous; present perfect 
simple, present perfect 
continuous, for and since 
 
b) Comprehension of the 
Penguin Graded Reader 
 

Written grammar test 

2 a) Grammar Four 
(chapters 5-8); past perfect 
simple; past perfect 
continuous; the future; 
questions; question tags, 
short answers 
 
 
 
 
b) Penguin Graded Reader 

a) Increased confidence and 
competence in the 
following grammatical 
structures in Grammar Four 
(chapters 5-8): past perfect 
simple; past perfect 
continuous; the future; 
questions; question tags, 
short answers 
 
b) Comprehension of the 
Penguin Graded Reader 

Writing exercise about the 
Penguin Graded Reader 

3 a) Grammar Four 
(chapters 9-12) rejoinders; 
comparison of adjectives; 
adverbs of manner; adverbs 

a) Increased confidence and 
competence in the 
following grammatical 
structures in Grammar Four 

Written grammar Test 
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of time and place, adverbs 
of degree, too and enough 
 
 
 
 
b) Penguin Graded Reader 

(chapters 9-12); rejoinders; 
comparison of adjectives; 
adverbs of manner; adverbs 
of time and place, adverbs 
of degree, too and enough 
 
b) Comprehension of the 
Penguin Graded Reader 

4. pay attention in class; ask 
questions; ask others for 
help; participate in group 
discussions; encourage, 
respect and listen to 
classmates 

Increased competence in the 
following skills: pay 
attention in class; ask 
questions; ask others for 
help; participate in group 
discussions; encourage, 
respect and listen to 
classmates 
 

Ongoing evaluation of 
students’ effort and 
participation 

 
The English Fundamentals class was taught twice a week, with each period 

lasting fifty minutes. The teacher was a male Taiwanese-Canadian who was a native 

speaker of English. According to the course description and semester/assessment plan, 

the English Fundamentals class had three major emphases including grammatical 

competence, reading comprehension, and learning skills. The learning skills included 

creative learning, research, and independent thinking, which were expected to be 

acquired through writing assignments and a reading project. The assessment was mainly 

based on written grammar tests and writing assignments. 

 This syllabus combined a typical grammar class that one would find in Thai 

schools with a modified English class for the English content-based program.  Grammar 

lessons were treated separately from other lessons, because the national English 

curriculum required certain grammar features for the particular grade level. However, it 
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was clear that a modified component of the course included integration of language skills 

and learning skills. 

 Also, even though the expected learning results were concentrated on 

grammatical structure and reading comprehension, there was a focus on content, rather 

than mere language learning for general communicative purposes. In addition to a 

grammar book for the intermediate level, the students read literature from the Penguin 

Graded Reader (intermediate level) and photocopied short stories in order to learn the 

content of the class. Moreover, classroom observations showed that content was provided 

through the use of video clips and multimedia from the Internet. 

In addition to these expected learning results, this class, like the English 

conversation class, carried an expectation of increasing confidence in English. This was 

illustrated in the official documents (Office of the Basic Education Commission, 2003), 

which mentioned that “confidence” was raised in the goals and objectives of EP.  

Furthermore, students, teachers, and parents, all indicated an expectation that students 

would acquire “the confidence in communicating in English”. (Later discussion in 

Chapter 5 for research question 2) 

 

Teaching and Learning Activities in the English Fundamentals Class 

            The main grammar textbook provided the basis for lectures and discussions 

regarding focused grammar structures. The grammar lessons in the textbook were 

presented in the form of short essays.  Furthermore, all descriptions about the linguistic 

forms were in English and examples are provided. The grammar drills included matching, 
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sentence completion, writing a short paragraph essay, etc. In class, the teacher explained 

the grammar by oral lecturing and writing on an interactive board. He often used graphic 

organizers for lecturing on grammar tense. There was not much oral practice or 

interaction for grammar lessons, except for comprehension checks, for which there were 

usually one-word answers, such as “Yes”, or “No”. 

           The grammar lessons were followed by activities pertaining to reading 

comprehension and essay writing. A few of the readings used during these activities were 

short essays in the textbook, but the majority of the reading comprehension activities 

came from the Penguin Graded Reader, The Diary of A Young Girl: Anne Frank. As a 

complement to the reading chapters, the teacher used other authentic materials such as 

video clips from the BBC and a world map from the Internet to promote understanding 

and arouse the interest of the students.  

            The lecture on reading seemed to be teacher-centered and the interaction pattern 

was mostly teacher-student. The teacher began discussion of the essays in the textbook 

and chapters of the literature by simplifying the stories for the students. Whenever there 

were new words in the stories, the teacher asked, “What does this word mean?”  The 

students often voluntarily raised their hands to explain the definitions. The teacher 

rephrased and wrote the definition on the interactive board for the class. The teacher also 

invited the students to discuss the stories and define the meaning of new vocabulary. 

Finally, after the students read and discussed the stories, and defined new words, the 

teacher then related the stories to the students’ life experiences and encouraged them to 

discuss this further in class.  
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            Though there was not much group work in this class, the students were required 

to present their reading projects in groups of three or four students. Each group was 

required to do research, write project proposals, and give their presentations at the end of 

the semester. All groups skillfully used multimedia to present their reading projects 

through a PowerPoint presentation. 

            In addition to reading comprehension and discussion of stories in class, writing 

essays was another major activity of English Fundamentals. The essays were based on the 

assigned readings, and the teacher offered explicit instruction regarding composition – 

this was especially true of the argument genres at the beginning of the semester. This 

explicit approach to teaching writing supported the students in expressing their views 

about the stories they read. For example, when the students were given instructions 

regarding how to write an argument essay, they were not only taught how to organize an 

essay, but they were also instructed on the necessary language for argumentative writing. 

This writing lesson also allowed for other pedagogical opportunities as well: first, the 

lessons could be applied to assignments in Social Studies which required writing essays; 

and second, writing assignments were generally used as a basis for further discussions in 

class. 

 These discussions were part of a routine where the teacher called on certain 

students   to read their work in class. The teacher followed up the reading by eliciting 

discussion and encouraging the class to express their ideas about the essays. Finally, the 

teacher posted well-crafted sample essays on his website so that all the students had 

access to them in order to learn from these models.  
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 In sum, activities in this class integrated all skills related to learning content. For 

example, certain lessons on literature lent themselves to utilizing multimedia, like 

watching video clips or gathering information on the Internet from such sources as the 

BBC news or the world map. This use of authentic resources in turn allowed the students 

to expand their knowledge in terms of gathering research, which was useful for them 

when they worked on their Social Studies projects.  

 

The Social Studies Class 
 
English Social Studies’s Course Description (Appendix C) 
 
This course is a new course with no equivalent in the Thai curriculum. The course plan 
that I set out was approved by the Social Studies Department, and I then developed the 
course materials using photocopies, materials from the Internet and books. I used Power 
Point presentations to help give a visual picture of some topics that we studied (available 
on file). 
 
As the course title suggests, the students will study special topics in World Issues, which 
could be any topic that you choose. The topics that I chose were of interest to me, and 
some were happening at the time which gave them more relevance. (World Health) 
 
The unit of the United Nations was very successful, as there were readings assigned, 
short answer questions, and maps of organization charts. The unit ended with a small 
group project: the Mini-United Nations General assembly. (File attached) The students 
were assigned a country and were asked to research the country; then they were given a 
political problem to solve as a representative of their assigned country. Overall, the unit 
lasted about two months, with plenty of learning, visual overheads, reading, and 
presentation of their learning. 
 
The topics in World History were also very useful in giving students a different study of 
history than their normal textbooks. The students had not studied much about World War 
2 or China, and this unit gave the students an opportunity understand, by PowerPoint 
Slideshows, how important these two topics are in shaping the world. 
 

The Social Studies class met for one fifty-minute period per week. The teacher 

was the same person who taught the English Fundamentals class. According to the course 
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description, this course had no equivalent in the Thai curriculum. Based on the Social 

Studies curriculum of the Thai program (personal conversation with a Thai Social Study 

teacher at the school), the elective Social Studies focused on current world affairs, which 

included a variety of topics. Thus, the teacher of the English elective Social Studies had 

certain flexibility in selecting content related to those topics in the Thai curriculum. For 

example, this English Social Studies class involved global issues and current topics, 

including some topics having to do with world issues, and others with the United Nations. 

However, topics related to World History were not taught in the class due to the time 

pressure during the semester (There were a few class cancellations on school activity 

days).  

Because the course emphasized topics related to current world events, there was 

no specific textbook for the class. All of the course materials were authentic in that the 

teacher developed them.  Materials included a teacher-prepared handbook, overhead 

projector slides, video and audio files. In addition, some lessons were presented through a 

PowerPoint, including visual aids and video clips.  

 

Teaching and Learning Activities in the Social Studies Class 

The main activities in the class were oral lectures by the teacher. He introduced 

the topics of study through an interactive board. The interactions were typically teacher to 

students more than by the students to the teacher or among the students. Usually the 

teacher explained the topic and confirmed with the students their understanding of the 

vocabulary and the content. Whenever there were new words in the lessons, the teacher 
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called on some students to give the definitions, or some students may volunteer 

definitions. While the teacher did not directly correct grammatical errors, he did rephrase 

the students’ answers for the class. 

In terms of the lectures, the teacher generally invited students to talk about their 

own experiences as they related to the topic at hand. Usually, some confident students 

(almost always the same ones) raised their hands to talk about their experiences relating 

to the topics of the lessons. Whenever the students required clarification of the content, 

this is primarily achieved through spoken discourse from the teacher to the students, not 

among students. When the students discussed their own experiences, the teacher 

rephrased the stories for the class. If the students discovered that many others shared their 

experiences, then they supported one another to tell the story to the teacher. 

Building on this activity, the teacher assigned short argumentative essays related 

to the topic of the lessons. Once the essays were completed the teacher called on some 

students whose essays were interesting to read aloud in the class, and then he followed up 

by retelling the stories again, inviting the class to give definitions of new vocabulary 

along the way. 

Group work activities were observed as part of the final phase of the semester. 

The students were required to work in small groups to create two projects. The first 

project involved conducting research and giving a presentation about United Nations’ 

member countries. This group work was conducted both during and after class time, and 

groups discussed their work in their native language. Also, two weeks before the project 

presentation day, each group had a meeting with the teacher to report their proposals, and 
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the progress of the project. Then teacher offered feedback on their information and 

bibliographies. On the presentation day, each group brought posters about their countries 

and gave presentations in English in front of the class. 

The second project was related to the first one in that each group was given a 

political problem to solve as representatives of their assigned countries. Then they had a 

Mini-United Nations General Assembly in class. The assembly simulation day was 

scheduled in the last week, and the teacher reserved the school’s meeting room for the 

students to demonstrate their projects. The activity was experiential. The students sat at 

round table and those who represented the same country sat together with their country’s 

flag in front of them.  Since the political problem was given to the students two weeks in 

advanced, they prepared scripts about the issues ahead of time. Finally, each student was 

required to express her own ideas in the assembly.  

 

Summary of Findings 

 The course descriptions and the observed teaching and learning activities in the 

classes showed that the English-medium classes provided maximum comprehensible 

input in both the English classes and the content class. Language skills for 

communication were heavily focused in the English Conversation class including 

listening and speaking. At the same time grammatical features and language forms were 

explicitly taught. This reflected a typical EFL class in Thai schools. It seemed that the 

English Conversation class simply followed the Thai curriculum without significant 

modification for the students in the English content-based program. Although there were 
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many speaking and listening practices among the students, the activities and materials 

were not authentic. The sample units of the class will be discussed in detail in the next 

section. 

On the other hand, the English Fundamentals class indicated certain kinds of 

modification for the students learning in the L2 content-based program. Despite the fact 

that the course had to cover required grammatical features based on the national 

curriculum, it also provided academic skills along with language skills. This kind of 

combination was not typical in a traditional EFL class in Thailand. However, the 

grammar lessons seemed to not be integrated well with the rest of the lessons. Reading, 

writing, and presentation of independent projects in this class indeed provided academic 

skills for learning in other content classes through English. It was fortunate that the same 

teacher instructed both the English Fundamentals class and the Social Studies class, 

because the requirements in English Social Studies—in terms of language skills and 

academic skills—were taught in the English Fundamental class. In addition, the 

instructional materials and activities were authentic, interesting, and experiential.  

 In sum, the course descriptions and the instructional activities relating to second 

language and content learning lead to two major themes: The first is focus on form and 

meaning, and the second is integration of language skills and academic skills.  
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Section 2: Focus on Form and Meaning in the English Conversation Class, the 

English Fundamentals Class, and the Social Studies Class 

 After coding the multiple sources of data in my study, I have discovered two 

major themes, which were developed. They are, 1) Focus on form and meaning, and 2) 

Integration of language skills and academic skills. These themes are central to the CBI 

classrooms and are often discussed in previous research. The main objective of this 

section is to discuss the first theme that emerged in the three English medium classes: 

focus on form and meaning. To investigate how the actual practice of the three classes 

contributes to language and content learning, I analyzed video transcriptions of 

representative samples of class instructions. I then explored how L2 forms and meaning 

were emphasized in these classes. Abbreviations in the transcript are as follows: 

T: Teacher  
C: Class 
S: Student 
B: Boy 
G: Girl 
Other letters than the above are pseudonyms of identified students. 

 

The English Conversation Class: Focus on Form 

The lessons on form started with the teacher inviting two students to read 

conversations (copies from an ESL book) for the class. Then the teacher instructed the 

class to write several questions in their books. The questions and answers produced by 

the students were then used as a basis for instruction on form. As part of the emphasis on 

form, the teacher stressed that the answers must be in full sentences.  
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Lesson “syllables, and stress” (May, 18, 06) 

The lesson that I videotaped was a conversation between two international students. 

Below are the questions that the students used, they worked in pairs and presented their 

answers in the class. 

1. Who are the two persons in the conversation? 
2. How old is Young-Mi? 
3. Do you know Kana’s age? 
4. Where is Young-Mi from? 
5. Is Kana from the same country as Young-Mi? 
6. What is the relationship between the two girls? 
7. Where did they meet? 
8. Where do they live now? 
9. What is Young-Mi doing there? 
10. How about Kana, why is she there? 
 

The teacher selected the words that the students did not pronounce correctly. Then the 

students had to identify the number of syllables and the stressed syllable of the given 

words.  

T: What is this word?  
“Relationship” (The teacher writes on the board.) 
C: Relationship 
T: How many sounds? 
C: Four 
T: Where?  
C: Re la tion ship. 
T: Where is the underline?  
C: la                                                      
 
T: What is this word? 
C: DOING 
T: How many sounds? 
C: Two. 
T: Where? 
C: DO ING 
T: Where is the underline? 
C: DO 
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T: Right. What is this word?                                   
C: Department. 
T: Again. 
C: Department. 
T: How many sounds? 
C: Three. 
T: Where? 
C: De part ment. 
T: Where is the underline? 
C: Part.. Depart (mixed answers) 
T: Where? 
C: (mixed answers) 
T: Say it again. 
C: De part ment.                                                                          
 
T: What is this word? 
C: Office. 
T: How many sounds? 
C: Two. 
T: Where? 
C: Of fice 
T: Where is the underline? 
C: OF 
T: OK.                                                                                          

 

As the learning activities were focused on eliciting correct answers about 

pronunciation and syllables, the students’ productions were limited to one or two words, 

not a phrase or a sentence. 

Lesson “Past Tense” (May, 18, 2006) 

The following grammar lesson was based on responding to the questions provided 

above. The teacher nominated G (a girl student) and B (a boy student) to ask and answer 

questions. The teacher used the answer from the nominated students to ask the class for 

the purpose of grammar instruction. 

T: Next question. 
G: Where did they meet? 
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B: xxxxxxx (incomprehensible speech) 
T: What? Did you hear what he said? 
C: No. 
T: Ask him again. (The teacher tells the girl student.) 
G: Where did they meet? 
T: SLOW. 
G: Where did they meet?. (G speaks clearly and slowly.) 
B: They meet in language school. 
T: What did he say? What did he say? Ask him, what did he say? (The teacher points to 
the girl.) 
G: They meet at language school. 
T: Is that right? 
C: No.  
G: They met at language school. 
T: Ah, what is the difference? 
C: MET (louder) 
T: What is the answer? 
B: They met at language school. 
T: Is that right? Ok. They MET.                                                  
 

The teacher gave feedback on the verb tense by pointing out that there was an 

error in the student’s answer. He did not give explicit instruction that “MET” was the past 

tense of “MEET’. However, by the feedback, the class corrected the error and the student 

who made the grammatical error was able to produce the right form later.  

Lesson “How to make this into a good question?” (June, 1, 06) 

The teacher dictated one conversation to the class. The students listened to the 

conversation and wrote it in their notebooks. Then the teacher told the students to make 

questions from the conversation. The given conversation between two international 

students is as follows:  

Sofia: Hi’ I’m Sofia. I’m from Taipei, the capital of Taiwan, and I’m a university 
student. 

Hiro: And I’m Hiroyuki. I’m from Kyoto. I’m a student too. We’re both 21. Oh by the  
         way my friends call me Hiro. 
Sofia:  We met last year while studying in Australia. That was fun, and now we’re on  
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vacation in New Zealand. I’m really looking forward to doing some hiking. How 
about you, Hiro? 

Hiro:  I’m looking forward to doing some windsurfing. 
 

The teacher looked in the students’ notebooks, chose the error samples, and 

started the instruction.  

T: Write in your book. “Where is Sofia come from?” Read this one. 
C: Where is Sofia come from? 
T: How to make it right? 
C: Where does Sofia come from? 
T: If you say to me “Where is Sofia come from?” I understand but (The teacher turns to 
the whiteboard and writes a sentence) “How feel is Sofia in Australia? Read this. Who 
can answer this? Read it again. 
C: How feel is Sofia in Australia? 
T: Who can answer this question? 
C: (Silent) 
T: Can anybody? Can you? Can you? Why? How to make this into a good question? 
G: How did Sofia feel when she was in Australia? 
T: Ok. Read the question again. 
C: How did Sophia feel when she was in Australia? 
T: Now can you answer the question? 
C: (Silent) 
B: She was fun. 
T: She was fun? 
C: (Many trials) 
B: She had fun. 
T: Can you say ‘She was fun.’? 
C: (mixed answers) 
T: Yes? No? Why do you say ‘No’? Did you say ‘No’? Somebody says ‘No’. Who says 
‘No’? ‘No’ is right? Who says ‘No’? 
J: Because on the tense. It has verb to do, not verb to be. 
T: Ah. 
(The teacher writes on the board) She was fun to be with. 

There were three samples of grammatical error in the above conversation, “Where 

is Sofia come from?”, “How feel is Sofia in Australia?”, and “She was fun” The teacher 

had the students correct the errors by themselves. The whole class corrected the first one. 

Individual students corrected the second and the third. The most challenging one for the 
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students was the sentence “She was fun.” The teacher wanted the class to explain why 

“She was fun.” was wrong; however, it was a challenging question for the students. 

Probably the students simply did not know the answer or they might find it was difficult 

to construct sentences that explained ‘why’. There was one volunteer student who tried to 

explain. The teacher did not give feedback on her answer but he instead gave an example 

of how to use ‘fun’ in a sentence. However, the class still did not know why the sentence 

“She was fun.” was wrong. 

 

The English Conversation Class: Focus on Meaning 

Although the main focus of the instruction was on form, at times the focus shifted 

to the meaning of the lessons as well. Indeed, meaning became relevant when confusion 

and miscommunication occurred. When the teacher and the students communicated for 

clarification of the right meaning, the language production of the students increased to 

more than one or two words. 

Lesson “I don’t understand the question.”’  (May, 18, 2006) 

T: Next question. 
B: What is Young-Mi doing there? 
T: Do you understand? Yes? No? Again? Slow? Loud? 
B: What is Young-Mi doing there? 
T: Who will answer? 
G: She works in department store. 
T: Is that right? Do you have the same answer? 
B2: I have different answer? 
T: Why not you have this answer? 
B2: I don’t understand the question. I don’t know the question asked that what they do in 
Bangkok or what they do in their country. 
T: Ok, again. Say it again. What is your answer? 
G: She works in department store? 
T: OK. Is there more than one answer? 
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B2: I don’t know about the question. 
T: What don’t you know? 
B2: I don’t know that the question ask…. 
T: ‘There” (The teacher writes on the board) 
B2: There. Where is there, Bangkok or their country? 
G: Yeah, where is there? 
T: You don’t know about ‘there’? 
G: Yes. 
T: Good, because the question does not say which ‘there’. Good. So the answer can be 2 
answers. What are 2 answers? 
G: Bangkok or department store. 
T: Not one word, a sentence. 
G: She is working in Bangkok or she is working in department store. 
T: Right. Good. Your listen is very good because this question can have 2 answers, very 
good.                                                                                            
 
 Based on the above lesson, B2 told the teacher that he had a different answer from 

what G said. The question “Why not you have this answer?” from the teacher encouraged 

B2 to explain the reason. His explanation reflects that negotiation of meaning contributes 

to interactive and meaningful communication. 

Lesson: “Weekends” (May, 31, 2006) 

In the next lesson, the teacher instructed the students to work in pairs and made 

their own dialogues based on the questions below. 

1) When was the last time you went out with friends? 
2) How often do you go out with friends? 
3) Where do you like to go? 
4) What do you usually do on weekends? 
5) Do you prefer going out with one friend, two friends, or many friends? 
6) Why? 

After the students finished the assignment, the teacher called on some pairs to 

read their dialogues aloud to the class. Then the teacher corrected errors from the 

students’ dialogues. There was one dialogue, which when read, created 

misunderstanding. The student who wrote the dialogue tried to clarify her point, which 
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led to negotiation of meaning not found in the written dialogue previously prepared by 

the pair. 

T: Read this. This is what I heard. (The teacher writes on the board) “I go to study my 
friend house.” 
C: I go to study my friend house. 
T: What does this mean? 
C: Study the house. 
T: Study the house. Is that what you do? (The teacher points to Snow) Is that what you 
do? What did you do? 
Snow: I go to study math and sciences. (The student speaks with confidence) 
T: What about ‘friend house’? 
Snow: not my answer. 
T: So what did you say? Say it again. 
Snow: I go to study math and sciences (The student reads from her book). 
T: NO. You said something about ‘friend house’. What did you say? 
Snow: I didn’t say it. 
C: (Clapping for the girl’s courage to argue with the teacher)  
T: (The teacher approaches the girl’s desk and takes a look at the girl’s notebook.)  
So she said something like this. What did she want to say? 
C: I go to study at my friend’s house. 
T: So what did you do? 
Snow: I go to study at my friend’s house.                                 
 
 The communication happened inside the context of the girl trying to defend 

her answer. The girl tried to explain to the teacher that he misunderstood her answer, 

and this was followed by a negotiation between the teacher and the girl in terms of the 

meaning of her answer. The girl’s defense seemed to be acknowledged by the class as 

they clapped for her argument with the teacher. But finally, she accepted the 

interpretation offered by the class instead of her own. 

 

Summary of Findings 

Focus on form in this English Conversation class included activities where the 

students must identify the number of syllables in a given word, identify its stress and 
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verb tense; and then finally, they must formulate questions. The teacher pointed out 

all errors. The students had to correct the errors and then the lessons continued. The 

negotiation of meaning occurred when there were some misunderstandings, such as 

when questions were unclear to the students, and when the students needed to defend 

their answers. This interaction was sometimes from the students to the teacher; and 

although the interaction was rare, it was meaningful communication in context.  

 

The English Fundamentals Class: Focus on Form 

The objective of focus on form in the English fundamentals class was different 

from that in the English Conversation class, wherein the English Fundamentals class 

emphasized certain grammatical features rather than dictation. The first part of the class 

offered instruction on essay writing; and the second part emphasized grammatical 

features focusing on present perfect, present perfect continuous, past perfect, and past 

perfect continuous. Finally, the third part of the class was about reading and giving a 

presentation on a reading project. 

 The class devoted a few sessions to the study of grammar, focusing particularly 

on present perfect, present perfect continuous, past perfect, and past perfect continuous. 

These grammar lessons, based in the main grammar book, were presented by the teacher 

through the use of a PowerPoint presentation and an interactive board. Thus, the teacher’s 

oral lecture and what he wrote on the board provided the main activities for the grammar 

lessons.  
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Lesson “Past Perfect and Past Perfect Continuous” (June, 19, 2006) 

T: Today, we are studying Past Perfect Continuous Part 2. What did we learn last  
     class? We learned how to make Past Perfect and Past Perfect Continuous. Let’s review 
     how to make Past Perfect tense. Pun, how do you make past perfect tense? Without  
     looking in your notebook. 
Pun: Subject plus had plus past participle. 
T: Very good. Very good. Subject Past tense of Verb have and past participle V-ed or in  
     Thailand Verb number three. OK? How do you make Past Perfect Continuous? Ice,  
      how do you make Past Perfect Continuous? 
Ice: Subject had been BUAK (Thai word means PLUS) 
Ss: (Laughing) 
Ice: Subject plus had been plus… 
T: Say it again. 
Ice: Subject Had Been and Verb Ing. 
T: OK. Subject Past Tense of the Verb Have Been Verb Ing. Very good. Now we learn  
    that use the Past Perfect when we are talking about…. Ek, when we are talking about.. 
Ek: Past Perfect? 
T: Yes, Past Perfect, when we are talking about… 
Ek: About something happened in the past until now. 
T: OK. We are talking from now the time in the past and the thing that happened up until  
     the time.. Yes? OK. Let’s try that again. Bon, when do you use the Past Perfect tense? 
Bon: Things that happened in the past…. and things that happen  
         in the past up to that time in the past. 
T: Yes, something that happen in the past and up to that time in the past. Ying, would you  
     like to try to explain it again? Past Perfect. 
Ying: Happened in the past and up to that time in the past. 
T: OK. You are talking when? 
Ying: Now. 
T: Now. About? 
Ying: Story about the past. 
T: Something that happened in the past and? 
Ying: Up to now. 
T: OK, let’s me give you another example. 
   (The teacher writes on the board) ‘We have studied for 20 minutes.’  
   What tense is this? What tense? 
C: Present Perfect. 
T: Present Perfect. Very good.  

(The teacher writes on the board) ‘We had studied for 20 minutes.’ 
So, what tense is this? May. 

May: Past Perfect. 
T: Past Perfect. OK Do you understand that? Yes? No? (The teacher talks to the class.) 
G: Yes. 
B: Not yet. 
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T: Let’s explain it again. Here we are. (The teacher writes on the board.) 
 
To contrast Past Continuous with Past Perfect Continuous. 
Example: Somchai was tired because he had been jogging. 
                Somchai was tired because he was jogging. (No) 
 

T: Golf, why do… Past Perfect Continuous and not Past Continuous? 
Golf: Because Past Perfect Continuous… finish… but Past Continuous still… 
T: Yes, that correct. Past Perfect Continuous is a finished event. It continued up to the  
     time in the past and then something happened. Past Continuous tells the reader it     
     continues and continues and continues and continues. OK. Reason number 2. We use     
     the Past Perfect Continuous because you are telling the story now about time in the   
     past and something had happened up to the time and then something changed. 
    Suudyood (Thai word means ‘cool’), hah? 
C: (Clapping) 
T: Do you understand that? 
G: Yes. 
T: OK. Let me tell you that you don’t need to know that for your test. OK? You don’t 
need to know how to make Past Perfect Continuous. 
G: Koy Yang Jua (What a relief!). 
T: You need to know how to make Past Perfect, Present Perfect, Present Perfect  

Continuous, Simple Past, and… Shuu…. (Students are talking.) There are 30 multiple   
choices question, A, B, C, D. F is a writing question hundred to hundred and fifty   

    words, no dictionary. OK.  
 

The explicit teaching of grammar, particularly when the lesson was focused on 

certain grammatical features, indicated that when students responded to the teacher’s 

questions, they tended to rely on the recitation of grammar rules. For example, one 

student responded that “Subject plus Had plus Past Participle” was for making past 

perfect tense; and another student answered that “Subject Had Been and Verb Ing” was 

for making past perfect continuous. In addition to reciting the grammar rules, the students 

tended to repeat similar formulaic phrases to explain the usage of certain grammatical 

features. For example, the students answered a question about when to use Past Perfect as 

“things that happen in the past and up to that time in the past”. 
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 Another way that students responded to the teacher’s questions regarding 

grammar was to simply name the classification of tense. For example, the question, 

“What tense is this?” elicited short answers such as, “Present Perfect”, and “Past Perfect”. 

One exception was the response to the question, “why past perfect and not past 

continuous” The answer, “Because past perfect continuous finish but Past Continuous 

still…” was a fragment, but it was still understood by the teacher. This fragment was then 

rephrased by the teacher in order to contrast past perfect continuous with past continuous. 

 At the end of the grammar lesson, the teacher acknowledged his students’ effort in 

terms of their oral participation, which seemed to be quite a challenge for the students. 

This grammar lesson was later reviewed a week before the midterm examination. The 

teacher, who realized that his students were nervous about the exam, helped reduce their 

anxiety by telling them what they needed to know for the test and what was not 

necessary.  

 

The English Fundamentals Class: Focus on Meaning  

 Reading comprehension was one of the major components of this class; thus, 

focus on word meaning was given great importance.  Indeed, the students must know the 

meaning of related key words in order to comprehend the story they were assigned to 

read.  The major reading assignments came from the Penguin Graded Reader, A Diary of 

a Young Girl: Anne. The sample lesson below focused on A Diary of a Young Girl: Anne 

Frank. The teacher assigned the students to read the introduction, and then led a 

discussion in order to check comprehension. Furthermore, the teacher utilized strategies 
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such as briefing the story and asking questions.  The questions related not only to the 

story, but also to the students’ own experiences, as they related to the story. It was 

obvious that vocabulary played an important role in this reading class. 

Lesson “Introduction of A Diary of a Young Girl:  Anne Frank” (July, 24, 2006) 

It is 1942 in Holland. It is the time of the Second World War, and the Germans have 
invaded the country. All the Jews are frightened for their lives. The Frank family decides 
to hide in a secret flat in Mr Frank’s office building. Their young daughter, Anne, begins 
to write a diary of their lives in hiding. 
Soon another Jewish family, Mr and Mrs van Daan and their son Peter, join the Franks. 
Life in the hiding-place is full of arguments and dangers, and the people are often hungry 
and frightened. But they hope for the best too, until that final day when the police 
arrive… 
 
T: This is a diary of Anne Frank. Anne Frank is a teenager in history. You know she is a 
teenager when she wrote it. What do you think she writes about as a teenager? What do 
you think happens in the life of the teenager? 
G: love, love, love 
B: friends 
G: Argument 
T: Argument? Have you ever had an argument with your friends? 
S: Yes. 
T: Have you ever had arguments with boys? 
S: Yes. 
T: Anything else? 
Jern: I will think that diary is one of my friends. I will write everything. 
T: OK. That’s a good answer. So, Jern says a diary is like a friend, and I would tell, she 
would tell a diary everything. That is interesting. 
What about boys? Boys do you have a diary? 
B: No. 
T: Why not? 
Ss: Lazy. 
T: Autobiography (The teacher writes on the board.) 
Do you know what autobiography is? 
Fit: Introduction. 
T: Introduction. OK. What kind of introduction? 
Fit: Tell about myself. 
T: Tell about yourself. That’s right. Tell about yourself. In autobiography is a piece of 
writing that you write about yourself to tell others. If June writes a book about her life, 
about everything she had done, about her family, about her friends, about her boyfriends, 
then we know June has written an autobiography. OK? The diary of Anne Frank is not an 
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autobiography. It is similar because it tells the story of her life. And she is the author. But 
its purpose is as a diary, not as an autobiography. If my purpose is to write an 
autobiography, I would sit down and write a story of my life and think about a people 
who would read my story. But here, we have a people like June, who sits down, and a 
diary is her friend. And she tells her diary everything that happens everyday. It is a little 
different from an autobiography. OK? The other word is… 
 (The teacher writes on the board.) ‘biography’ 
C: Biography 
T: Biography. What is biography? 
G: Profile. 
T; Profile. OK. About? 
C: (silent) 
T: Biography is a profile, right? About someone written by.. another person, so if I want 
to do a life story of Ja, I would write about Ja. And this would be my biography about Ja. 
But if Ja writes her own story. She writes an … 
Ss: Autobiography. 
T: Autobiography. OK? OK. Let’s continue reading here. 
Ying, would you like to read? 
Ying: (Read) 
T: OK. Thank you. The last sentence, but they hope for the best … until the final day 
when the police arrived. What do we know? We know that the end of the story. We know 
that the police arrived and they take Anne Frank. 
OK. Continue reading. Ploy. 
Ploy: (Read) 
T: OK. So we learned about the family moving to Amsterdam hiding in the secret annex. 
The secret annex, the secret room in this house. We also learned that she died in 1945. 
Remember 1945 was the end of the war in Europe. And she ended up dying. Last part, 
Ueng. 
Ueng: (Read) 
Anne’s diary tells us about the awful suffering of the Jews in the war. But it is also a 
story about love and hope for the future. 
T: OK. So we have the facts of her life. We learn this word ‘suffering’. What does this 
word mean? 
Po: Don’t give up. 
T: Don’t give up. No. 
Tong: Wait. 
T: Wait. No. 
A: Passion. 
T: Anyone else? 
C: (Silent) 
T: (The teacher writes on the board.) ‘to suffer’ 
Yap: To be patient. 
T: To be patient. No. This is a key word and everyone is missing. To suffer is usually to 
be… 
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C: (Silent) 
S: Pen Lok lua plao (Get sick?) 
T: Think Think. If you suffer, you must be in some kind of pain. 
(The teacher writes on the board.) To suffer – to be in pain 
S1: Jep puad (pain) 
S2: Toramaan (suffering) 
T:  So often you see a dog outside who only be walking on three legs. So the dog is 
suffering. He is in pain because his four legs can not be….  
The suffering of Ann Frank was Jew as she says. Suffering of Jews, you have, of course, 
Jews were not only in pain but they were in fear of death, fear of dying. OK. Let’s 
continue the reading on Saturday…  
 
 The students already read the introductory chapter of The Diary of A Young Girl: 

Anne Frank, and the teacher began the discussion, pointing out the differences between 

diary, an autobiography, and a biography. He invited the students to define the word 

autobiography in order to see the differences between diary and autobiography and 

autobiography and biography. An activity was organized around the word ‘suffering’ 

from the sentence ‘Anne’s diary tells us about the awful suffering of the Jews in the war.’ 

in order to arrive at a definition. Several students tried to give the definition of the word 

but they failed to arrive at the correct meaning. Once the teacher explained that ‘to suffer’ 

means ‘to be in pain’, then the students understood what the word means.  

 

Summary of Findings 

 The English Fundamental class provided explicit teaching of grammatical 

features. When the content of the lesson included grammatical features, the students’ 

responses to questions fell into one of three categories: reciting grammar rules, repeating 

formulaic phrases, or naming the classifications of verb tenses. The grammar lesson did 

not seem to be integrated with other lessons; but rather, it was separated from the rest of 
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the curriculum, and was “taught to the test.” However, when the content of the lesson 

included literature, the class focused on word meaning and story comprehension. In this 

case, the students must be familiar with several keywords in order to understand the 

story. Thus, their responses during the reading activity were mainly focused on defining 

key words. The linguistic forms of the students’ answers were not given attention.   

 

The Social Studies Class: Focus on Meaning 

 The focus of the English Social Studies class was different from that of the other 

two English classes in that there was very little, if any, focus on form. Instead, this 

English content class emphasized the meaning of various topics discussed in each unit. 

Thus, knowledge of vocabulary became important in order for the students to understand 

and discuss the content of the lesson. Furthermore, because the content of each unit 

included topics relating to current world affairs, the teacher used authentic materials as 

much as possible. However, some materials, particularly news from English websites, 

often contained an advanced level of vocabulary – beyond the level of the students. Thus, 

word meaning was the major concern for this class. Below is an example of one topic of 

the unit on United Nations, where the teacher used reading material from the United 

Nations Development Program website.  

Lesson “United Nations Development Program” (June, 12, 2006) 

T: OK, today lesson, we are continuing studying some of the United Nations. But I have 
a little different plan today. Not looking at the paper, oh you are looking at one part. 
Sorry. You look at one part. You look at this page, the United Nations.  
C: (Students look for the print that the teacher mentioned) 
T: You have this one? (The teacher points to the print he has in hand.) 
C: No. 
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T: Mai pen rai (It is ok.) We are studying something called .. 
(The teacher writes on an interactive board.) U. N. D. P. I am sorry I didn’t give this to 
you. Here is a chart, a map of United Nations. You see many many many many many 
many departments with many many many many people from many many many many 
many countries working in these departments. I want to talk a little bit about the UNDP, a 
department here (The teacher points to the chart.) It is called United Nations 
Development Program. So you see from this word ‘Development’. What is that word 
mean?  
S1: To make it better. 
S2: To improve 
T: Good. To make it better, to improve, anyone else? To.. 
S3: To go up 
T: To go up? To raise, to rise, to develop your body, yes to develop, you get bigger, 
taller. Can you give me an example of something that develops? 
Fit: Knowledge. 
T: How does knowledge develop? 
Fit: Study. 
T: Study. OK, and anything else? 
Fit: Learn. 
T: Learn and? 
Fit: Reading 
T: Read, yeah. 
G: Speak. 
T: Speak. Yes. 
P: Practice. Yes. 
S: Listen 
T: Listen. Yes, anything else that you can develop? 
Some: country. 
T: How does country develop? 
Som: transportation. 
T: OK. Very good. Develop transportation. OK. You have better.. better.. what? 
Som: (Som is thinking.) 
T: (Gesture) 
Som: Ways 
T: Yes, better way, better roads, better.. 
Som: Streets 
S: Traffic 
T: better traffic, better bus, better bus system, better train system, right? for everyone to 
use, anything else that countries can develop? 
Snow: people 
T: Develop people, OK. What areas of people can be developed? 
Snow: Give people to study more.  
T: OK. 
Snow: Let them.. (incomprehensible speech) 
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T: OK. Snow mentioned to develop people, in what area. Number one, give them 
opportunities to study. Give them opportunities to go to schools. That’s true. For you, you 
have all the opportunities in your school. You study extra lessons. You have libraries 
here. You have books in an English corner here. You have the opportunities. But not 
everyone has the opportunities. So Snow is thinking about people who don’t have the 
opportunities. Where would this be?  
A: countryside 
Ss: rural 
T: A far away places where there is not such good transportation system, not so good 
roads, not so good school system. So Snow is talking about teaching in these places 
which is a very good idea. This is the United Nations Development Program.  
 

The teacher began his lesson by focusing on the keyword, ‘development’, inviting 

the students to offer a definition.  Several students offered an accurate translation. Then 

the teacher linked the word meaning with its use in context by asking students to give 

examples of things that could be developed. Several students offered different examples. 

The teacher’s feedback on the last example offered by a girl ‘Give people to study more.’ 

further indicated that content was the primary concern. He then elaborated on this further 

in order to connect back to the topic of the study. The next excerpt from the same lesson, 

not only emphasized the importance of vocabulary, but also demonstrated the teacher’s 

reliance on authentic materials in order to make the content more comprehensible for the 

students. 

Lesson “United Nations Development Program’’ (continued)  

T: The UNDP goes into many many different countries. Usually countries that are lower 
in economy. Countries that do not have a lot of money or not able to pay for a lot of 
things that you have such as a good library system, a good school. Why am I talking 
about this today? The UNDP, the important part of United Nations. But there is also, 
something very important for you and Thailand. I don’t know if you know about it. I 
think Mr. Tankapipob, he mentioned about it last week. He said the King of Thailand… 
What happened to the King of Thailand?  
S1: Krongraj hoksippii (sixtieth anniversary of the King’s accession to the throne) 
S2: sixty years 
T: Anyone knows? 
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Som: (The student raises her hand.) 
T: Yes, Som. 
Som: U.N. gives the prize to the King for his good develop… the country. 
T: That’s right. The UNDP gave the King, your King. They gave your King a prize for 
developing Thailand in 60 years as he serves as the King. So today we are going to look 
at something here.. I have copies for you just to read. This is taken from the UNDP 
website. OK. from the website, this is a very difficult language. OK? very difficult, not 
Matayom 3 (Grade 9) EP. I am sorry. But we are gonna try to read through it. It is 
important that you now that this from U.N. And the U.N. celebrates with Thailand.. and 
here we have.. Do you know who he is? 
C: Kofi Annan. 
T: He is the one who wrote the letter we read last week. He is the secretary general of the 
U.N. Here is the King. Of course, and here is the Queen. Here is the prize he is giving 
your King. Let’s read through the story. OK?  
C: (The students raise their hands.) 
T: Golf 
Golf: (Read) 
 
26 May 2006, UN Secretary General Kofi Annan will present the first ever United 
Nations Development Programme Human Development Lifetime Achievement Award to 
His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej of Thailand for his extraordinary contribution to 
human development on the occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of his accession to the 
throne. 
 
T: OK. Let’s stop there. So it happened just few weeks ago. Right? Kofi Annan came to 
Bangkok and presented the King the award. Let’s just take a look here at this word 
‘extraordinary’. OK. Anyone know what this word mean? You have the word ‘ordinary’. 
And then you have ‘extraordinary’ OK? So very very very very above ordinary. Very 
very very above ordinary. So the human development lifetime achievement award .. 
Lifetime meaning in his whole life, the King’s whole life, the U.N. sees that he has 
achieved, he has done, he has finished, he has completed many good things. And the 
U.N. D. P. will recognize, will see that he has done his things, and they will give him this 
award. And of course, on the Saturday, no Friday. 
C: Friday. 
T: Friday. Yes. It is a sixtieth anniversary of his accession to the throne, accession 
meaning his taking the place, his going up to the throne. The throne is usually the (The 
teacher draws a picture.) 
Ss: Banlang (Throne) 
S: Chair 
T: Big chair, right? He has a special chair, right? A special chair called a throne. A throne 
is usually for a king or a queen, or sometime you have princes, but usually for the highest 
person in the kingdom. OK? Let’s continue here.  
Tong: (Read) 
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This special prize is to be given to leaders who have over the years exemplified 
dedication in their leadership to the values underlying human development – social 
justice, growth with equity, human security, democratic governance and environmental 
sustainability. 
 
T: OK. Very difficult language, very difficult language. Let’s just look here. This word 
‘dedication’ dedication. What does this word mean? Could you explain? 
Fit: Give. 
A: About time. 
T: About time? What about time? 
A: You use your time with your friend. 
T: OK, dedication can be, may be the way you use your time, the way you use your time. 
Also, it means, anyone else?  
(The teacher writes on the board) ‘The king dedicated his time to his country.’  
So he worked. He used his time for his people. So he focused on his country. He used his 
time especially for his country. We also learned that this prize here is used for his values. 
So why do they give this prize? They only give it to someone who they think has worked 
in these values. It is a very difficult language to explain so I won’t explain them all. But 
the one that they think, in this paragraph, the one that they think is very important for 
them is environmental and economic sustainability. What does this word mean? Well, 
very difficult word. Environment, you understand that word. Yes? Sustainability, it 
means how we use the environment. Do we cut all the trees and use them to make 
something and don’t care about the land? Or do we cut the threes and plant more trees so 
we will have more in the future? It is how you use things in the environment. So you see 
pictures of the King making some dams, making some hydroelectricity dams. You see the 
picture of the King here in Phetchaburi working the Phetchaburi river, working in 
Krankajaan national park. You see pictures of the King working along the boarder 
helping people with King’s projects. So we have examples of the King helping to make 
sure that the environment is … They are using the environment but they also are 
protecting the environment. So they are balancing the protection and the use. Use the 
environment but remember to protect the environment. Very difficult language, I am 
sorry.  
T: OK. Do you understand somewhat? 
C: Yes. 
T: I won’t continuing reading. I won’t continue reading because it is a very very difficult 
language. I wanted to introduce it to you so that you can see that the King of Thailand has 
been doing very excellent, great things here for his people for sixty years. And the United 
Nations has recognized, has seen the King has done great things for this country. OK? 
 

Building on the first key word, ‘development’, the teacher further discussed the 

UNPD and draw a connection between this organization and Thailand. He reminded the 

students about one of the biggest events in Thailand (the sixtieth anniversary of the 
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King’s accession to the throne) that happened a week before the class, by referring to Mr. 

T (the principal of the school)’s talk. The students had the background knowledge about 

the event but they did not know the English vocabulary. One student said in Thai 

“Krongraj Hoksippii” (the sixtieth anniversary of the King’s accession to the throne). 

When the teacher said the word “throne”, one student offered the equivalent term in Thai, 

“Banlang”.  

Then, in order to understand the first two paragraphs of the reading assignment, 

the teacher and the students worked on several vocabulary words, including 

extraordinary, lifetime, achieve, recognize, accession, dedication, and economic 

sustainability. Since the teacher had been teaching this group of students for two years, he 

was familiar with their level of vocabulary. The techniques he relied upon most often 

were simplifying and giving examples – in order to make these specific vocabulary words 

comprehensible for the students. 

 However, due to the limited class time and the advanced level of the vocabulary, 

the class was only able to read through one-fourth of the assigned reading. 

This excerpt illustrated some important factors: first, we can see that the students were 

able to demonstrate background knowledge as it pertained to the reading assignment; 

second, the material was authentic, meaningful and interesting; and third, the teacher 

successfully provided comprehensible input; even though, the content of the reading 

might not be fully covered. 
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Summary of Findings 

The focus of the Social Studies class was on the meaning of the content. The class 

involved several topics of current world affairs and the authentic materials included 

vocabulary beyond the level of the students. Therefore, focusing on the meaning of 

vocabulary was the major concern for this class. The findings showed the crucial 

importance of vocabulary in order for the students to understand the lesson; however, it 

was clear that the students used Thai words when they did not know the English 

vocabulary.  Furthermore, the data indicated that the teacher must rely upon the use of 

certain teaching techniques in order to make English content comprehensible for the 

students.  For example, he not only related the content to the students’ background 

knowledge, but also simplified difficult vocabulary, and provided examples. However, 

the heavy load of difficult vocabulary challenged the students to the degree that they were 

unable to cover much of the material. 
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Section 3: Integration of Language Skills and Academic Skills in the English  

Conversation  Class, the English Fundamentals Class, and the Social Studies Class 

 This section is concerned with the second theme, integration of language skills 

and academic skills. First, I introduce how the integration of language skills is 

emphasized in each English-medium class. Second, I then examine the English-

medium classes that involve academic skills for second language and content 

learning. 

 

The English Conversation Class: Integration of Language Skills 

 The English Conversation class emphasized language skills including 

listening, speaking, and writing. Reading was not included as observed in the class 

and course description. On the other hand, students practiced speaking, listening, and 

writing skills through routine exercises in the class. The familiarity with this routine 

allowed the students to reduce anxiety and gain confidence; thus, they were better 

prepared to follow the lesson.  Indeed, some students who were usually very quiet and 

not inclined to volunteer in other classes tended to speak much more in this one. 

 The routine exercises for speaking and listening skills involved listening to 

specific information in conversations and asking for information. The teacher 

prepared the students by giving them a set of questions so that the students knew in 

advance what information they were looking for. The samples below demonstrated 

the students’ familiarity with the routine practice of the class. 
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Lesson “Routine activities” (May, 31, 2006) 

The teacher read focused questions for the students to copy in their book. Then 

the teacher called on individual students to read each question and nominated individual 

students to write the questions on the board. Then he asked the class to confirm if the 

questions read and written on the board were as same as what he originally read to the 

class.  

T: (The teacher reads the following questions to the class.)     
When was the last time you went out with friends? 

1. How often do you go out with friends? 
2. Where do you like to go? 
3. What do you usually do on weekends? 
4. Do you prefer going out with one friend, two friends, or many friends? 
5. Why? 
 

T: OK. You read the first question (The teacher points to a girl student). 
G1: When was the last time you go out with friends? 
G2: (G2 writes the question read by the G1 on the board.) 
T: OK. Read it. 
C: When was the last time you go out with friends? 
T: Is that right? 
C: Yes. 
T: Who read for you? (The teacher asks another girl who is nominated to write on the 
board.) 
G3: (G3 points to G4.) 
G4: How often do you go out with friends? 
T: Read it.  
C: How often do you go out with friends? 
T: Is that right? 
C: Yes.                                                                                           
 
G5: (G5 writes on the board) ‘What do you usually do on you weekend?’ 
T: Is that right? I say “What do you usually do on weekends?” 

Read it again. (The teacher tells the class.) 
C: What do you usually do on weekends? 
G6: (G6 writes on the board) ‘Why?’ 
T: Is that right? 
C: Yes. 
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T: Read it again. (The teacher tells the class to read all the questions written on the 
board.) 
C: How often of you go out with friends? 
T: Do you understand? Yes? 
C: Yes. 
T: Next one. 
C: When was the last time you go out with friends? 
T: You understand? 
C: Yes. Where do you like to go? Yes. 
T: Next. 
C: What do you usually do on weekends? Yes. Do you prefer going out with one friend, 
two friends, or many friends? Yes. 
     

According to this exercise, the students were familiar with the class routine. They 

even responded (“YES”) to the teacher’s feedback such as “Do you understand?”, “Is that 

right?” before the teacher asked them. Building on this exercise, the teacher instructed the 

students to write a conversation, which was used as a basis for further discussion in the 

class. 

Lesson “Writing a conversation”’ (May, 31, 2006) 

T: This is what I want you to do. 1,2,3 sit together. So, 1,2,3, 1,2,3 OK? I want  
you to write these questions, 3 of you, and talk about this. You write a 
conversation. You write in your book, a conversation with these questions. 
Understand? I don’t want you to just answer the questions, but a conversation you 
speak with. OK? In your book you write Conversation with names and numbers. 
(The teacher writes on the board) “Conversation with Nist number… and Tong  
number…” 

 
The format for composing written conversations (a pair or a group of three 

students) is as follows: The students composed their written dialogues in class and 

continued this task as homework if they did not finish. Their presentations in class were 

usually based on these written dialogues; and, the students usually read these written 

dialogues aloud instead of generating the dialogue from memory. 
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Speaking and Listening Skills  

The class emphasized skills for conversations rather than the content of 

conversations. The focused skills for the class were speaking and listening. Speaking 

skills were taught by the teacher, heavily stressing that the students must speak with 

comprehensibility by slowing the speed of their speech. Moreover, the students must 

answer questions in full sentences and they must include every exact word. 

Lesson “Speak slower” (May, 31, 2006) 

T: So, you finished your conversation. Yes? OK. 1,2,3. Who go first? 
C: (Silent) 
Fit: (Fit raises his hand and reads his dialogue with two partners.) 
 
T: OK. You have to speak slower. I understand what you are saying. Do you understand 
what she is saying? (The teacher asks the class.) 
C: NO.  
T: NO. See? But I understand what you are saying. Do you understand what they are 
saying? 
C: (Silent) 
T: See? Too fast. If you speak slower, everybody will understand. OK?      
 

Another pair of students took turns reading their conversations to the class. The 

teacher repeated the same instructions to each pair about speaking slowly and clearly. 

T: OK. Good. See. When you make your conversation that is why you have to speak 
slowly and clearly and also that is why you have to listen hard. 
 
 In addition to emphasizing speaking for comprehensibility, this class also 

stressed that students must say the exact words as those in the model dialogues. 

Usually the teacher had each pair of the students repeat their dialogues many times 

until they could say the exact word as previously demonstrated in the original model 

dialogue. 
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Lesson “Say every exact word” (May,31,  2006) 

Som: Pete, how often do you go out with your friend? 
Pete: Just some times. 
Som: Pete, … Pete… go out with his friend some times. Pete sometimes go out with his 
friend. 
T: One word, one very important missing. How often do you go out with your friends? 
Pete: Just some times. 
T: Ah. How often does he go out with his friend? (The teacher points to Som.) 
Som: Pete go out with his friend just sometimes. 
T: Ah, yes.                                                                                                 
 
Lesson “Role play dialogue” (13 June, 2006) 
 
Vera: That’s sound like fun. When do you want to go? 
Andrew: How about tomorrow night? 
Vera: Oh, that’s right. I almost forgot. I have to meet my cousin. 
Andrew: Oh, too bad, may be some other times. 
T: Again, say it again. Say every word. 
Andrew: (Andrew repeats the same sentence but louder.) Oh, too bad, may be some other 
times. 
T: Is that right? 
C: Yes. 
T: Yes. Good. 
 

 As with the speaking skills activity, the focus on listening skills in this class 

required listening for specific words and specific information. The students had to repeat 

their conversations many times until they heard the exact words that the teacher pointed 

out. 

Lesson “Listen for exact words and specific information” (June, 13, 2006) 

T: Andrew 
Andrew: Would you like to see a movie? 
T: Is that right? 
C: No. 
T: Ah, what’s wrong? 
C: Where. 
T: OK. Andrew. 
Andrew: Where would you like to see a movie? (Almost incomprehensible) 
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T: Andrew, again. 
Andrew: Where would you like to see a movie? 
T: Is that right? 
C: No. 
T: Is that right? 
C: No. 
T: Is that right? What is it? 
C: Well. 
T: Who says NO, it’s not right? Do you say ‘No’? What do you have? 
G: Well, would you like to see a movie? 
T: What did you say? 
B: Where would you like to see a movie? 
T: What did he say? 
G: Where would you like to see a movie? 
T: What did you say? 
G: Well, would you like to see a movie? 
T: What did she say? 
B: Where would you like to see a movie? 
T: What did they say? 
C: Well, where. 
T: You say ‘where’. 
B: (B nods his face.) 
T: Ah. 
(The teacher writes on the board: ‘Where, Well’.) OK. What is this word? 
C: Where. 
T: What is this word? 
C: Well. 
T: Again. 
C: Where, Well. 
T: Say it again. Say what you said. 
B: Where would you like to see a movie? 
T: Now, you say what you said. 
G: Well, would you like to see a movie? 
T: Ah, is she right? 
C: Yes. 
 
 The above lesson showed that students had to listen carefully and distinguished 

between the words ‘well’ and ‘where’. One student was asked to read from his written 

dialogue. However, instead of saying ‘well’, he said ‘where’, which was not the exact 

word previously presented in the model dialogue. Then the teacher asked the girl who got 
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the right word, ‘well’, to say what she had.  In addition to learning how to differentiate 

between words, the class also emphasized listening for specific information. The next 

lesson showed the practice of listening and giving accurate information. 

Lesson “Listen for specific information” (June, 13, 2006) 

Som: Andrew and Vera is talking… 
T: Oh, oh, what do I hear? 
Som: Are talking 
T: Everything right? It’s OK. Good good but… (The teacher looks at the note book.) 

Andrew has plan… Is this right? Does Andrew have plan? 
(The teacher writes on the board.) 
‘Andrew has plans to see a movie.’ 
Read to me where you see ‘Andrew has plans.’ (The teacher shows the book to a boy 
student.) 
So, what are they doing? One sentence. 
C: (Silent) 
T: One sentence. Think. What are they doing? Andres has a plan? Yes? No? 
C: (mixed answer) Yes. No. 
T: Where? Where does it say Andrew has a plan? 
B: Would you like to see a movie? 
T: Ah, Andrew has a plan? 
B: I think that he ask “Would you like to see a movie?’ that means he has a plan to see a 
movie, so he asked…. To see a movie. 
T: OK. What are they doing together? 
C: Talking. 
T: OK. If they are talking, they are doing what? About the movie.. 
C: Planning. 
T: What are they doing? 
C: Planning. 
T: They are planning. Make a sentence. 
C: They are planning to go to see a movie.   

 The above sample showed that most of the students listened to the model dialogue 

given by the teacher and comprehended the message in similar ways. They heard the 

sentence “Would you like to see a movie?” and comprehend that the speaker had a plan 

to invite his conversation partner to see a movie. However, the teacher pointed out that 

there was no information in the dialogue that explicitly stated that the speaker had a plan 
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to see a movie. One student tried to argue with the teacher why he thought the speaker 

had a plan to see a movie. The lesson indicated that listening for specific information in 

order to give literally stated information was more important than listening for overall 

comprehension in this class. 

 

Summary of Findings 

The English Conversation class provided integration of language skills including 

listening, speaking, and writing for communication through routine activities. The 

students practiced these skills by listening to model dialogues given by the teacher, 

responding to the questions relating to the dialogues, and writing their dialogues on 

similar topics. No reading activity other than reading the written dialogue was observed 

in the class. The emphasis on speaking skills in this class was speaking for 

comprehensibility, including appropriate levels of voice, speed, clear speech, and 

language accuracy. For listening skills, the stress was on listening for specific detailed 

information. Learning skills were not emphasized in this class. 

 

The English Fundamentals Class: Integration of Language Skills and Academic 

Skills 

Integration of Language Skills: Oral Participations in Reading Lessons 

In the class activities, the students tended to have more oral participation through 

discussions on reading and giving presentations. For the reading activity, the way the 

teacher invited the students to explain the meaning of vocabulary in the story contributed 
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to more oral participations in class. (See samples of explaining words’ meaning in the 

section of focus on meaning). Involvement in the topics of the reading was another 

situation where the students seemed to show active participation in the discussion. Below 

are two samples of reading where students showed involvement and active participation. 

One passage from the literature reading is about the relationship between the author and 

her boyfriend and how the families react to their relationship. The other reading is about 

the Loch Ness monster. 

Lesson “Anne Frank” (July, 27, 2006) 

Reading passage: 
I haven’t had time to write until today. Hello and I know each other quite well now. His 
parents are in Belgium. He came to Holland alone, and is living with his grandmother. 
He had a girlfriend called Ursula, but now that he’s met me, he’s not interested in her 
any more. I know her too – she’s very sweet and very boring! 
 
Hello came over on Sunday evening. He told me that his grandmother doesn’t like our 
meetings. But on Wednesday nights, his grandmother thinks that he goes to woodwork 
lessons – he doesn’t, so he’ll be free to meet me! And he said that he wants to see me on 
Saturdays and Sundays too! 
 
‘But if your grandmother doesn’t want you to meet me, you shouldn’t do it behind her 
back!’ 
‘Everything’s allowed in love and war!’ 
 
Hello visited us yesterday to meet my Father and Mother. We had a big tea, and went out 
for a walk together later. It was ten past eight when he brought me home. Father was 
very angry because it is so dangerous to be out after eight o’clock. I promised to come 
home by ten to eight in future. 
 
T: OK. My question for you for today, boys and girls in Thailand, you see here in 
Europe, Hello was sixteen. You can see that Ann likes Hello. Right? And they have a 
relationship that is different from only classmates, right? What about in Thailand? What 
is that like for you as teenagers? It says here, Hello came over on Sunday evening. He 
told me that his grandmother does not like our meeting. What do your parents, your 
grandparents think about teenagers being in the relationship? What do you think? 
C: (silent) 
T; May 
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May: I think it is the same. They don’t like too in Thailand. Parents don’t like that. 
T: So your parents don’t like you to meet a boy. Ying, what do you think? 
Ying: I think, my parents, he doesn’t like, doesn’t like that, when boy call me. 
T: He doesn’t like boys call you. Do boys call you very often? 
C: laughing 
T: Fit, what do you think? 
C: laughing 
Fit: My parents doesn’t want.. 
C: laughing 
Fit: My parents doesn’t want me to sleep at friend’s house.  
C: laughing 
T: Fit, if girls call you, is that ok? 
Fit: Sometimes maybe. 
T: Is it ok for girls to come to your house? 
C: laughing 
T: Now, no? 
Fit: Maybe. 
C: laughing 
T: Before, may be Matayom 1 (Grade 7), Matayom 2 (Grade 8), OK? 
Fit: Yes. 
T: Last question, Fit 
C: laughing 
T: How do you feel when a girl calls you, you are at home, your parents are at home? 
Fit: Sometimes I am shy. I am unhappy. 

 The teacher led the discussion about the story by asking several questions relating 

to the students’ life experience in Thai culture. The questions about the relationship 

between boys and girls seemed to motivate the discussion as the students could talk about 

anything based on their experiences.  

Lesson “Loch Ness Monster” 

T: Let’s me ask you a similar question. Do you think there is a large animal like the Loch 
Ness monster living in Kangkrajaan (a local national dam) ? 
Ss: No. 
Ss: May be. 
T: Has there ever been a story similar to Loch Ness monster in Phetchaburi? 
Ss: No 
S: Elephant. 
T: How about in Thailand. You have a similar story? 
Por: Payanak. 
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Ss: Payanak. 
T: Tell me the story about… 
C: Payanak. 
Por: Payanak is the… 
S: Maenam Khong (Khong river) 
Por: Payanaka is an ancient animal in the.. 
S: story 
Fit: Fairly tale. 
Por: In the north east part of Thailand. They believe that it in.. 
Ss: Khong river 
Por: Khong river next to Laos and they believe because on.. 
S: Wanpen duansipsong (A full moon in November) 
Por: On the lunar month, eleventh month there will be.. 
Ss: Light ball 
Por: A light ball come out from the water. 
T: Fire ball out of the water? 
Ss: Yes, yes. 
Por: Yes, every year. 
T:  Where is the light ball come from? 
S: Laos. 
C: No (Laughing) 
T: Does it come from the animal or..? 
Por: We don’t know. 
C: We don’t know. 
Por: They believed that Payanak send ball out of the water. 
T: Payanak. 
Por: It’s like a big snake but big head… they are like dragon but more like snake. 
T: Has anyone ever seen Payanak, in this class? 
Pun: In television. 
T: Pun, was it real video? Or was it made by.. 
Pun: They make. 
T: Do you have any story about Phetchaburi river? 
Ss: Lung Yam, Lung Yam 
Tong: He is a famous person because he is a fisherman and now he is.. 
S: One hundred.. 
Tong: One hundred and six years old. And television… and he lives in a boat all the time. 
T:…. ? (incomprehensible) 
C: Yes.  
Tong: You can see a boat. A… white… white… (gesture) 
Ss: Roof. 
Tong. White roof. 
T: White roof. 
Tong: This boat, the king gives him. 
T: OK. He is one hundred and six. He is real? 
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C: Yes (Laughing) 
 

The teacher asked if the students knew any other stories that were similar to the 

one they read. The two stories about Payanak and a one-hundred-and-six year old 

fisherman proposed by two students seemed to motivate other classmates to participate in 

telling the story. This was demonstrated by the eventual participation of most students in 

this task. It was obvious that after one student introduced the story, other students who 

had involvement in the topic jumped in and provided certain words, which seemed to be 

relevant to the stories. Some words were spoken in Thai and some were in English. The 

students relied on Thai when they were struggling to find the right words for the stories.  

 

Giving a Presentation on the Literature Reading Project  

 The opportunity for each student to speak to the whole class occurred on the day 

that the students presented their independent reading projects. The independent reading 

project required the students to think about the literature they had read, write about a 

similar topic, and then present it to the class. The students worked in groups of three for 

their projects. Since the class had 34 students, there were about twelve groups. Each 

group had about five to ten minutes for the presentation. Thus, there were two days for 

this activity. Each student had her part to speak and presented their project to the class. 

 Each group was required to submit a written project proposal one week before the 

presentation day. The students then used the proposals as scripts for their presentation. 

The students with high proficiency tended to make their presentations by talking through 
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the script. The lower proficiency ones were more likely to memorize whole scripts or 

read through them for the presentations.  

 

Academic Skills 

Writing Skills 

At the beginning of the semester, the teacher explicitly taught how to write an 

argumentative essay and also discussed the language needed for accomplishing academic 

tasks. Essay writing had an important role in this class, and most class assignments 

required writing an essay. The students had one presentation on a reading project at the 

end of the semester, which required choosing one topic and then writing a proposal.  

Additionally, the teacher required that all references be cited in the proposal. The 

students were free to choose the method of presentation.   

Lesson “Argumentative Essay” (May, 22, 2006) 

From the first week, the teacher introduced how to write an argumentative essay. 

The teacher emphasized that arguments must have an introduction, main ideas, and a 

conclusion. The students also learned expressions regarding the degree of agreement, 

neutrality, and disagreement. The writing technique that the teacher introduced for this 

semester was the comparison-contrast essay. He taught several key words for this genre, 

including: like, both, the two, than, more, unlike, on the other hand, however, while, as 

opposed to, not like, and whereas. 

T: You are going to study something called an argument. Pun, you want to read? 
Pun: (Pun reads the passage on the interactive board) 

“I think now you are intermediate English students. One difficult part about 
learning language is answering this question.” 
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T: First let’s explain intermediate. Does anyone know this? Intermediate. 
S1: Matayom (Junior high school) 
S2: higher, higher than.. 
T: Higher than what? 
S3: Prathom six. 
T: What the question, do you think? What question is very difficult to answer? Where 
is..?  
      Who is..? How much..? 
S4: Why. 
T: That’s right. Listen to S4. 
S4: Because why can have to has reason. 
T: Have to has a reason. Very good answer. Does anyone know what argument is? 
S5: a quarrel. 
T: Yes, a quarrel. Could you give me an example? 
 
T: (The teacher writes on the board about what argument is.) 

Arguments 
What is an argument?  
1. It is a discussion. 
2. It is a chain of reasoning. 
3. It is a discussion with reasons. 
 
Why do people argue? 
1. Some people don’t agree with another person. 
2. Some people want to show their feelings about the topic. 
3. Some people want to teach others about a topic. 
 
Where do you stand? 
1= disagree completely 
2= disagree somewhat 
3= Neutral (neither disagree nor agree) 
4= Agree somewhat 
5= Agree completely 
 
T: Do you understand this so far? Yes, we learn today an argument is like a chain  

of reasoning. Yes. One reason is linking to another reason. Now, what do you think 
your homework is? Where do you stand? Here is your homework. 
(The teacher writes on the board) 
 

1. It is important for me to have a lot of money. 
2. ….. 
 
Are you number 1, number 2,… Let’s say this. If you write, what do you write? 
S: Reason. 
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T: Write reasons for writing number 1.  
 
 The students first learned how to write an argumentative essay in this class, and 

then they demonstrated their performance through writing assignments and writing exams 

for both the English Fundamentals class and the Social Studies class. The following 

example of a writing lesson indicates the teacher’s feedback on writing assignments. 

Lesson “Discussion about essay assignments in class” (June, 5, 2006) 

In addition to grammar exercises, and reading chapters (from the main grammar 

book and the literature reading), writing assignments were used as a basis for discussion 

in the class. The discussion was teacher dominant. The teacher called on some students 

who had written excellent examples and asked them to read aloud. Then the teacher gave 

a brief explanation of what the examples were about. The focus was on content rather 

than on linguistic forms. This activity did not show much language production in the 

class, except for the students who were called on to read their essays. There was no 

feedback on linguistic forms of the essays. 

T: The ones that I enjoy they had used many of the key words very impressed. If you  
     listen carefully, you will hear every keyword. I will call on Fit. 
Fit: (Fit reads his essay about comparing and contrasting his sisters.) 
 
I have 1 elder sister and 1 younger sister. Today I will tell you abut us. My elder sister, 
Her name is Fluke. she is 16 years old and My younger sister. Her name is Freshy she is 
5 years old. There are very friendly. We always do activity together. It is fun. Freshy and 
I is a little white skin not like Fluke skin is black. but it’s not problem. and Fluke 
sometime is fat unlike Freshy; Fluke like to eat. Fluke study at Prommanusorn school 
and Freshy study at St. Joseph school. Freshy like to talk at home. on the other hand she 
never talk at school. I don’t know why. Whereas Fluke and I like talking in class, Freshy 
doesn’t like to talk in class. It’s a problem. ^ ^. I think my elder and younger sister is 
beautiful however my mum is more beautiful. Fluke she very good for do housework. She 
look like a man. and I agree. because she do everything for them and I think sometime 
she is the best woman same as my mum. and the last thing I hope Freshy will become a 
perfect person same as Fluke. 
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Ss: (Clapping their hands) 
T: Fit’s essay was special because it was about his elder sister and his younger sister. It’s  
     also a close meaning for him in his life. Also, because he used over 5 or 6 of the key  
     words in his paragraph. Ja 
Ja: (Ja reads her essay.) 
      Someone thinks that the tall people are better than the shorter one so I agree 
somewhat. First of all I have to tell you that the tall people are better than the short one 
because if you are a tall person, you can see higher views, not like a short person who 
can’t see higher views. Thus, this is the reason why I think that the tall people are better 
than the short one but at some part of the first sentence I write, I agree somewhat, hence, 
I have to show you why the short people are good. Despite some people don’t like to be a 
short person but I think it sounds good because at the first semester of the term, I see 
many people who are the short people have to buy some new uniforms which are small 
size therefore they must purchase a small size of a uniform in a lower price; on the other 
hand, the tall people have to buy some uniforms which are big size and then they have to 
pay a higher money than the small one. 
 
T: Ja’s topic is very simple. Right?... she explained… less money for uniform. 

A’s paragraph is about comparing and contrasting about comparing and contrasting.  
Very funny idea. OK, open up your notebooks.  
 

 The essay prompt for the above writing assignment was to use certain key words 

to write a comparison-contrast essay. The teacher’s feedback regarded his impression of 

the students’ use of certain keywords and on the content. Feedback on form such as 

punctuation was not paid attention to.  

 

Research and Presentation Skills (Appendix D: A sample of a PowerPoint 

Presentation slideshow of a reading project) 

In addition to language skills and knowledge of grammar, a significant emphasis 

in the English Fundamentals class was given to creative learning, research, and 

independent thinking. This emphasis was reflected in the students’ performance on their 

independent project relating to the literature reading. This task performance required each 
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group of students to do the research on a topic of their interest, find the information, write 

project proposals, and design the method and form of presentation.  

The source of information for the projects’ research was mainly from the Internet 

where the students accessed the information in both Thai and in English. However, 

groups that found their information in Thai had to translate it into English. Furthermore, 

the project proposals had to be written in the students’ own words. In fact, the teacher 

strongly emphasized original writing. Copying English writing from the Internet was not 

allowed; and if students turned in proposals with copied English writing, they received 

negative feedback from the teacher, such as lacking of creative thinking and original 

writing. Of course, this affected their grade as well. 

Regarding the method of presentation, all groups used a PowerPoint presentation. 

Their presentations were full of graphics downloaded from the Internet. Some groups 

utilized other software such as Imovie to create animation, and/or they simply utilized 

more advanced functions in PowerPoint; but in general, they all skillfully made use of the 

technology. Thus, basically all groups used oral presentations with accompanying visuals 

provided in the PowerPoint. Other than the presentation itself, there was no interaction 

between the groups presenting and the audience. 

 

Summary of Findings 

 The English Fundamentals class provided both integration of language skills and 

academic skills for the students who had to learn subject content through L2. For the 

integration of language skills, reading lessons encouraged more oral participation.  This 
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was especially true when the students were involved with topics based on their own life 

experiences and/or when the students had to give a presentation relating to the literature 

reading. For academic skills, writing, researching, and presentation skills all played an 

important role in this class. In terms of writing, a particular essay genre, argumentative 

style, was introduced along with related expressions and key words. The teacher’s 

feedback on students’ writing focused mainly on the essays’ content and the use of key 

words. Finally, the students clearly demonstrated research and presentation skills, which 

were required for giving a presentation on the reading project. 

 
The Social Studies Class: Integration of Language Skills and Academic Skills 

Listening and Note-taking 

Listening to lectures and note-taking in L2 content classes are generally 

considered challenging tasks for L2 learners. However, in the Social Studies class it 

seemed that the students listened to the teacher’s lecture but took notes from the teacher’s 

writing on the board. Thus, listening and note taking in this class did not seem to provide 

much of a challenge to the students. Probably, there were two supportive environments, 

which supported their success in this arena. First, the students were familiar with the 

teacher’s speech and his teaching strategies or suggestions, such as using clear and slow 

speech, repetition, etc.  Second, the teacher always wrote clearly and drew graphic 

organizers on the board. 

 Furthermore, despite the fact that note-taking is generally considered a major 

aspect of most L2 classes, the note-taking in this case usually consisted of about ten 

pages on average for an entire semester. These ten-page long notebooks included the 
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teacher’s lecture of each class period and writing assignments from each lesson. In 

addition, when comparing the number of pages in students’ notebooks, there was no 

significant difference among excellent students, good students, and average students. The 

only difference was that the ones who wrote fast can copy all details from the board, but 

the ones who wrote slowly can only copy some.  

 Another interesting finding was the way the students used electronic English-Thai 

dictionaries (no paper dictionary was observed in the class) and did not concentrate on 

the teacher’s explanation. Whenever the lessons included difficult vocabulary that the 

students were seeing for the first time, they tended to look for the word-meanings in the 

dictionary. Then they wrote the meaning in Thai instead of listening to the teacher’s 

explanation and taking notes about what the teacher said in English. 

 

Writing Skills 

Essay writing was a major homework assignment for this class. The teacher gave 

essay prompts for homework, which were related to the topics of study. In the whole 

semester, there were 6 essays assignments. They are:  

1. Some people say that we live in a global village, what do you think this means? 
Why do they use the words “global village”? 

2. How do people communicate now, and how will they communicate in the future? 
3. Think about your life in Thailand. How does the world price of oil affect you here 

in Phetchaburi? 
4. What can you do to help your community?  
5. If you compared your quality of life with a 14-year-old in Ethiopia, what would 

you write? How do you measure your life? 
6. If you had to make rules for the world on a country, what kind of rules would you 

make? Why?  
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These essay assignments were used in class for discussion. The discussion was 

teacher dominant, and the emphasis was on the content of the essay, especially when it 

came to the original idea of writing. The sample below showed what kind of writing was 

valued by the teacher based on his feedback. 

Essay prompt “What can you do to help your community?” 
 

I will try to considerate to other people. I think ‘understanding’ is most important for 
community. Because if we see only outside and you don’t try to understand him your 
community from positive will be negative.  
 
T: Pin’s writing is very short but it doesn’t mean that it is bad. I really like her idea of.. 
She thought that understanding was the best, the most important part for the community. 
Understanding within the community, everyone understands each other, so I thought it 
was very important point that Pin made. You understand everyone from the inside not 
only from seeing from the outside. 
 

 Even though the teacher introduced how to write an argumentative essay at the 

beginning of the semester in the English Fundamentals class, there were huge differences 

in writing proficiency among the students. Some students wrote many paragraphs with 

appropriate organization and punctuation (sample 1). While others wrote only one 

sentence, or one paragraph without organization and no use of punctuation (sample 2), 

some students were in between the two groups (sample 3).  

 

APPENDIX E: Samples of the students’ essays in the English Social Studies 

(1) 
To help the community, we have to do things that are good and appropriated. There are 
many ways to help our community. The first thing we can do easily is to stay off from 
drugs. These days, drugs can be found everywhere and it seems like everyone is doing it 
but it’s not true and we don’t need it in our community.  
Drugs make things worst. It can cause serious injury or even death. Secondly, we can 
help reduce air pollution. Ride a bike instead of other vehicles that use fuel and if we do 
this, we can save our money from the increment of oil price too. Donation is also a good 
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way to help our community. We can donate to charities in the community and they will do 
something good as a result. The last easy way to make our community better is to be 
united with everyone. Be helpful, respectful and honest to everybody and be a good 
citizen. 
(2) 
I think that first. I have to know the problems when I know I think of next thing  I want to 
know what people in my community want and call them to have meeting and exchange 
some idea and the last thing I want they to have the vote to should the best idea. 
 
(3) 
I think, I’m too young and sometime not strong enough to go and help or solve a big 
problem in a community but it’s an easy way to begin with my house and my family such 
as always keep in clean, If we can control myself to make my house keep in clean be sure 
that we can also make my community keep in clean too. It doesn’t mean I have to sweep 
the floor or wait for someone to throw the garbage and I run to pick it to the bin all the 
time but I just be a good pattern to let them follow me, or another example is make my 
community livable through decorate my house face with green lerves tree or beautiful 
color flower so if i do that another family may be a little bit jealous me and they follow so 
my community is more livable etc.  
 
 
Speaking Skills 

 As shown in the discussion of focus on meaning in the Social Studies class, 

interaction in the class was from the teacher to the students, and less among the students. 

Usually students were asked or nominated to explain the meaning of the vocabulary in 

the topic of study.  This interaction pattern was similar to what was practiced in English 

Fundamentals. Also, another oral participation in this class was when the teacher invited 

the students to talk about their experiences relating to the topics of study. Here was when 

some students – more proficient and confident ones – had a chance to talk to the teacher 

or to the class. 

However, even though the majority of class time was devoted to working on word 

meaning and telling stories by some, but not all students, the teacher also provided 

experiential, interactive, and meaningful speaking activities for all students. The activities 
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involved giving a presentation on the United Nations’ member countries and a mock-UN 

meeting. These activities required the student to do self- study from authentic materials 

and speak to the class in a presentational style. 

 The presentation and the mock-UN meeting were related activities, conducted in 

two consecutive weeks. The students worked in pairs for the presentation and then in 

small groups for the meeting. There were only two class periods devoted to the 

preparation of these two activities. So, most of the preparation was conducted outside of 

class time. The discussions among the students when they worked on their presentations 

and/or met outside of class were all in Thai. Furthermore, the teacher never prohibited the 

students from speaking in Thai.  

 During the pair and the group work in class, each group also met with the teacher 

for a short conference to report their progress on the preparation. In this situation each 

student had the opportunity to interact with the teacher in oral English. A few weeks after 

the preparation began in class, each pair of students gave their presentations on the 

countries they were assigned. The dominant method of presenting was reading from 

English scripts (Appendix F). More proficient students skimmed through their scripts and 

talked about the content of their presentations. By contrast, students with lower 

proficiency simply read or memorized their scripts. This presentation was one-way 

communication from the presenters with no interaction between the presenters and the 

audiences.  

 Interaction in context was observed during the mock-UN general meeting. This 

activity was built on the previous presentation. After the students understood and 
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reported on the information regarding their assigned countries, they were given world 

problems to solve and discuss in the meeting. Each small group represented an assigned 

country. The objective was to present their ideas regarding how to solve a given problem. 

As part of the assignment, they must agree or disagree with the proposals from 

representatives of the other countries. This activity also required each student’s oral 

participation in the discussion. 

 

Researching and Presentation Skills 

 The two major projects mentioned above required a certain level of research and 

presentation skills. The students had to do the research and presentation preparation tasks 

outside the class time. The major source of their information seemed to be the Internet. 

Obviously the students used English to do the research and learn from authentic 

materials. According to the sheet assignment, the teacher required the students to do the 

following  

Task “Presentation and representation of the UN’s member country” (Appendix G) 
 
For your country, you must research, understand, and report the following information: 

- The country’s neighbors and allies 
- The country’s economic and trading partners 
- The country’s political system 
- The country’s population, culture, and customs 
- The country’s flag and its meaning (s) 
- The country’s healthcare system 
- The country’s judicial system 
 

At the mock-UN General Meeting, there will be “world problems” given and the meeting 
will be decided on what to do. You must represent your country, not Thailand. So, you 
must know and understand what your country would do. You are diplomats and officials 
for the country you researched. 
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 After each pair of students did the research on the assigned country, they had to 

work on poster board presentations. First, they had to think about the organization of the 

poster board in terms of where to put all the information. Then they designed the poster 

board, focusing mainly on artistry. It seemed that the students enjoyed the latter task very 

much as they wanted to show their artistry in addition to presenting the required 

information. 

 

Summary of Findings 

The major language skills and academic skills in the Social Studies class were 

listening, note-taking, writing, speaking, researching and presentation skill. Listening and 

note-taking did not seem to be challenging for the students due to the comprehensible 

input and the supportive text on the board provided by the teacher. Despite the supportive 

environment, the students in some cases spent more time consulting their electronic 

bilingual dictionaries and less time taking notes or listening to the teacher’s explanations.  

Writing skills in this class definitely benefited from what was taught in the 

English Fundamentals class.  The focus of the writing was on content and creative ideas. 

Different writing abilities were found among the students.  For example, the more 

advanced students had the ability to write many paragraphs with appropriate organization 

and punctuation, and the less proficient students tended to write one or two sentences 

without appropriate organization and/or punctuation, and then some fell in between the 

two groups.  
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Speaking skills were taught in a similar pattern as the one in the English 

Fundamentals class.  For example, in this class there was a focus on oral participation in a 

discussion regarding the meaning of words, and a presentation. Often, when it came to 

oral participation in word-meaning discussions, the more proficient and confident 

students displayed more active and voluntary participation.  However, every student also 

had a chance to engage in experiential, interactive, and meaningful speaking activities 

through the Social Studies projects. The projects required certain levels of research and 

presentation skills. The students’ performances showed that they were able to use English 

to find information and learn through the use of authentic materials. In addition to 

organizing the required information for their presentations, the students also worked on 

the artistry of their presentation. 

 

Conclusion  

 The findings of this section are concluded by addressing the eight features of the 

English content-based program because these findings are used to triangulate with the 

quantitative results from the questionnaire.  

1) The L2 is a medium of instruction 

The findings from the actual practice in the three English-medium classes 

indicated that the L2 content taught in these classes was comprehensible to the students. 

The teachers indeed adopted several speaking techniques to provide comprehensible 

input, including slow and clear speech. In addition to repetition, the teachers also 

simplified vocabulary and gave simple examples to support the L2 content learning. In 
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the English Conversation class, the teacher also trained the students how to speak clearly. 

Moreover, he emphasized the practice of speaking in a comprehensible manner. The 

students had to speak with an appropriate level of voice and in a clear manner so that 

other classmates could understand.  

The English Fundamental class and the Social Studies class clearly showed that 

the teacher (the same teacher) used multimedia to support the content learning for his 

students. The purposeful interaction for content learning was relating the topics of study 

to the students’ experiences and encouraging the students to talk about the topics. Though 

the students’ responses were in few words or short utterances, the teacher could make 

sure whether the students understood the content or not. 

Content was the major concern in the Social Studies class where the teacher 

emphasized meaning over linguistic forms. However, linguistic forms were emphasized 

differently in the two language classes. The English Conversation class heavily focused 

on forms, as reflected in abundant indirect error corrections. On the contrary, the English 

Fundamentals class focused on form only in the lessons relating to grammar, but not the 

lessons on reading or the writing activities. Teacher’s feedback on the students’ language 

production and written assignments pointed out that word meaning and ideas in the 

essays were the most important. These findings were consistent with the students’ 

responses to the questionnaire that they wanted the teachers to explain both vocabulary 

and grammar along with content.  

2. The immersion curriculum parallels the local L1 curriculum. 
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The content analysis of the official documents regarding the curriculum of the 

English content-based program indicated that the program used the same curriculum as 

the Thai program. There was no specifically designed curriculum for the English content-

based program.  The course description, the instructional activities, and materials for the 

three English-medium classes showed that some classes followed the Thai curriculum 

and others made some modifications.  

The English Conversation class indeed followed the Thai EFL curriculum 

focusing on dictation, including drills on syllables, stressed sounds, and pronunciation, 

and grammar. Language skills were more emphasized than content, academic skills, and 

using language in meaningful context. The English Fundamental class used a 

combination of the Thai EFL curriculum and a modified curriculum for the English-

medium classes.  It followed the Thai curriculum in that certain grammatical features 

were covered. However, the modified aspect provided academic skills and content for 

language learning as well. The explicit teaching of essay writing, key words for 

argumentative essays, research and presentation practices supported the students’ 

learning in the Social Studies class as well.  

However, another important issue was the degree to which all content was fully 

covered in the English-medium classes. For example, the English Conversation class had 

no exam; therefore, if all the content was not fully covered, there was little or no effect on 

the students’ academic achievement. On the other hand, the English Fundamentals class 

had a test; but the teacher only tested the students on what had been covered in his own 

class, not on any content that other Thai classes of English Fundamentals taught. 
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Apparently, the grammar taught in the class included Past Continuous, Present Perfect, 

Present Perfect Continuous, Past Perfect, and Past Perfect Continuous.  It was unlikely 

that the verb tenses represented all the content learned for a whole semester in the Thai 

program. The sample unit of the Social Studies class indicated that working on 

vocabulary from authentic texts took much time and only one-fourth of the content of the 

reading was covered.    

3. Overt support exists for the L1 

 In addition to the support of interrelated content between Thai compulsory 

courses, English elective courses, and special classes after school, academic skills gained 

from Thai classes also promoted the accomplishment of academic tasks in the English 

medium classes. The academic skills that the students might have acquired through their 

academic training from Thai classes were research and presentational skills. The English-

medium classes, especially the English Fundamentals and the Social Studies classes were 

the places where the students had the opportunity to demonstrate their skills in English. 

Interviews with teacher reflected the teacher’s belief that encouraging the students to 

utilize the skills that they already acquired indeed supported and enriched the academic 

performance in the English-medium classes. 

4. The program aims for additive bilingualism. 

 The samples of the English-medium lessons showed that the students did not lack 

Thai vocabulary when it came to the content taught in English. They often used Thai 

words when they did not know the English vocabulary. Sometimes they used Thai 

vocabulary immediately after the teacher offered the English vocabulary. When the 
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students worked in pairs or in small groups, they had discussions in Thai. Moreover, the 

students often consulted their electronic bilingual English-Thai dictionaries. On the other 

hand, the students demonstrated a lack of vocabulary and language accuracy during 

discussions about the readings, particularly when they were expected to talk about their 

own experiences, communicate their points to the teachers and the class, and write 

assignments.  

The course descriptions of the two English classes clearly stated that competence 

in grammar was one expected learning result. The actual practices in the two English 

classes also showed both focus on form and meaning. However, the samples of lessons 

showed that both aspects did not seem to be integrated in each lesson. On one hand, the 

English Conversation class heavily focused on form, in that the teacher required the 

students to correct almost every single language error. This kind of practice sometimes 

prohibited the flow of communication. On the other hand, the English Fundamentals class 

provided explicit teaching of grammar, but the lessons seemed to stand alone in that the 

literature reading and writing assignments received no feedback on language forms. And 

finally, the Social Studies class solely focused on content and word meaning with very 

little if any focus on form.  

5. Exposure to the L2 is largely confined to the classroom. 

The English Fundamentals and the Social Studies classes showed that the 

introduction of multimedia in addition to exposure to certain academic tasks enhanced the 

opportunity for students to gain access to rich resources and authentic English input 

outside the classroom. Tasks such as doing research for the Social Studies or doing a 
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presentation on a literature reading required that students spent more time with English 

multimedia resources outside class time.  

6. Students enter with similar levels of L2 proficiency. 

 The three English-medium classes showed how the teachers adjusted their use of 

resources and pedagogy to the students’ needs and their level of L2 proficiency in 

different ways. The findings here supported the data from the student interviews in that 

the teaching staff was considered the key factor whether the use of resources and 

pedagogy promoted the students’ L2 learning or not. In terms of resources, while the 

English Fundamentals class and the Social Studies class utilized all resources that the 

program had to offer, such as multimedia and authentic materials, the English 

Conversation class used only a white board and a marker.  

For instructional activities, the English Fundamentals and the Social Studies 

classes seemed to motivate the students more than the English Conversation class. Also, 

academic skills such as writing, doing research, and giving a presentation in the two 

classes indeed supported the students’ learning in other English content classes as well. 

However, these skills were not practiced in the English Conversation class. The findings, 

which demonstrated different practices in the two English classes, explained the 

questionnaire results in terms of understanding why there was little support of English 

learning in the program for learning English content. However, both English classes 

indeed provided language skills for communication in class, in that both classes required 

oral participation in class. The emphasis of the English Conversation class on speaking 
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and listening skills through repetition practice and routine activities also contributed to 

the students’ confidence in their ability to communicate in English.  

7. The teachers are bilinguals in the students’ L1. 

Considering the students’ confidence in communicating with the teachers in English, 

the teachers’ lack of understanding of Thai did not impede the teaching and learning in 

the classes. The interaction was face to face; the teacher could tell whether the students 

understood the instruction. Even though the students usually did not speak Thai to the 

teachers, they used Thai words when they did not know the English vocabulary. When 

the students were involved in the topic of study and tried to tell a story with Thai words 

in it, the teacher could guess what the students were trying to say from the context and 

the students’ gestures  

8. The classroom culture is that of the local L1 community. 

 The instructional activities that were student-centered, promoted active 

participation, utilized experiential, interesting, and authentic material seemed to motivate 

and support the L2 content learning of the Thai students. The findings showed that the 

students had preference for the type of pedagogy introduced in the English-medium 

classes.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

QUALITATIVE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENTS, 

TEACHERS, AND PARENTS 

 

The following discussion will focus on my second research question, "What are 

the perceptions of students, teachers, and parents of the practices of the English content-

based program?" Subjects involved in the cited interviews included ten students, six 

guardian/parents, and eleven (eight Thai-speaking and three English-speaking) teachers. 

The transcriptions have been made in the language used in the interview. The issue here, 

as pointed out in the previous chapter, is that the interview data coding in both languages 

does not involve an inter-rater. This limitation should be taken into consideration for 

reading the findings. Translating interviews conducted in spoken Thai into written 

English presented a significant challenge. However, the translations reflect my best 

attempt to convey the original meaning intended by the participants.  

 

Students’ Perceptions  

 An analysis of students’ perceptions of the English content-based program has 

been based on interviews with ten students. Four major themes emerge: English 

proficiency, English content, pedagogy and teachers, and an alternative program. The 

students' questionnaire results suggest that they have positive attitudes about the program. 

The findings from emerging themes tend to support the findings from the questionnaire. 
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The ten student interviewees included three excellent students, three above average 

students, and three average students.  

 

English Proficiency 

The students described several different types of motivation for enrolling in the 

program. For example, some students wanted to obtain a strong English foundation for 

their advanced education and future career, while others wanted to be able to 

communicate with English-speaking people and travel abroad. The following comments 

reflect discussion of this issue: 

ชอบภาษานะคะอยากพูดภาษาอังกฤษเกงๆอยากเปนแอรก็เลยเรียนภาษาคดิวาไปไกลกวา เดี๋ยวเรียนมหาลัย 
ก็ตองเรียนเกี่ยวกับภาษา 
I like English and would like to be fluent in it. In the future I would like to be an air 
hostess. I think there are more job opportunities for people who know a foreign language. 
I will choose a foreign language major in college. 
 
 หนูเหรอคะอยากพูดใหไดแลวสามาถคุยกับชาวตางชาติสามารถนําไปใชไดในอนาคตนะคะ เพราะวาหน ู
อยากไปเทีว่ตางประเทศนะคะ 
For me, I want to be able to speak English and communicate with foreigners. English will 
be useful in the future. I would like to travel aboard. 
 
การที่เราเรียนอยางอืน่เปนภาษาองักฤษทําใหเรามีความรูเก่ียวกับคําศพัทในทางตางๆของวิชานั้นๆ ซึ่งผม 
รูสึกวาพอเรียนในระดบัสูงข้ึนเริ่มมีภาษาอังกฤษใชไหมครบัอยางปริญญาโทนี่เริ่มมีภาษาองักฤษมากยิ่งข้ึน 
ซึ่งการเรียนอีพเีนี่ยเปนการปูพืน้ฐานใหเราเรยีนชั้นตอไปไดงายยิ่งข้ึน 
Learning other subjects through English helps us to acquire a good vocabulary in those 
subjects. I feel that English is more important in higher education such as in graduate 
school. This program will provide a good foundation in English. 
 

The comments suggested that the students expected to gain a high level of English 

proficiency through the program. In fact, when comparing their skill levels before and 

after their participation, they believe that their skill levels have progressed. Prior to 

entering the program, the students studied English in their elementary schools but most 
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never had native English-speaking teachers. Students described their low proficiency and 

lack of confidence in speaking English during their first semester in the program - 

especially with native English teachers.  

ความยากลําบากเหรอครบัสมมติตั้งแตตอนม.๑ความยากลาํบากทีสุ่ดเลยคอืเนี่ยคอื การพยายามตั้งใจฟง 
สําเนียงของเคา คือเราตองจับวาพูดอะไร แลวก็ความยากลาํบากอีกอยางหนึ่งคือ คําศัพทภาษาองักฤษครับ  
The difficulty in my first semester, the most difficult thing was listening and trying to 
understand English teachers’ accents. I had to listen very carefully to what they said. 
Another difficulty was English vocabulary. 
 
หนูไมคอยไดเจอไมคอยไดพูดกับคนตางชาติเทาไหรโรงเรียนเกาของหนูมีแตครูไทยสอนมันตองปรบั ปรบัวิธี 
ฟงใหดีข้ึน 
I rarely had a chance to see foreigners. My elementary school had only Thai English 
teachers. I had to adjust, adjust my listening skill. 

 
ถาสมัยกอนจะเขินๆถามฝรั่งก็ไมรูจะถามอะไรบางทีอยากจะพูดแตพูดไมถูกเดี๋ยวนี้ยกมอืถาม อาจจะพดูผิดๆ 
ถูกๆ แตก็พูดจนเคาเขาใจได 
Before I came to the program, I did not know how to ask questions in English. 
Sometimes I wanted to speak English but I did not know how. Now, I raise my hand 
when I have a question. My English may be right or wrong, but I can communicate and 
make English teachers understand me. 
 
เมื่อกอนหนูไมคอยรูเมื่อกอนคาํศัพทไมคอยแข็งแรงจะใชแตคํางายๆแตตอนนี้ก็เริ่มรูมากขึน้ อยางเวลาเคา 
ใหแตง วทิยเนีย่คะ เคาใหตอบเปนประโยค เราก็สามารถนาํมาใชในประโยคได 
My knowledge of English vocabulary was very poor. I used very simple words. Now I 
know more words. In science class, I can use English to make sentences. 
 
คิดวาประสบความสําเรจ็ ก็ไปเมืองนอกมา ก็สื่อสารกับฝรั่งได 
I succeeded in learning English. I went to a foreign country and communicated in 
English. 
 

The students’ comments indicated that the two years of exposure to native 

English-speaking teachers helped them to improve their listening skills, which in turn 

increased their confidence in interactions with the English-speaking teachers. One student 

spoke about his successful experiences communicating in English in a foreign country. 

Moreover, learning subjects in English helped them acquire more specialized vocabulary. 

This finding supports Cummins’s notion of BICS that English for social interaction can 
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be developed within two years (Cummins & Swain, 1986). In addition to perceiving 

English proficiency development in themselves, the students confidence in using English 

was higher than Thai students in other programs. 

คิดวาการเรียนอีพีเนี่ยชวยเสรมิความกลาแสดงออกยิ่งข้ึนชวยแบบวาเวลาเจอฝรั่งเนี่ย คนไทยสวนใหญหรือ 
เด็กไทยสวนใหญเห็นฝรัง่จะเดินหนวีิ่งหนซีึ่งผมคิดวาการมาเรียนโปรแกรมเนี้ย ทําใหเรารูภาษาองักฤษ 
สามารถกลาแสดงออกยิ่งข้ึน  
This program increased my confidence in expressing myself. It helped when I 
communicated with English-speaking people. Most Thai people or Thai students avoid 
speaking with English-speaking people. My English learning experience in this program 
helped me to express myself in English.  
 
เรื่องการคุยกับฝรั่งเด็กอีพีจะมคีวามกลามากกวาแลวก็จะพดูไดคลองกวาเวลาพูดอะไรเนี่ยจะเขาใจฝรั่ง แต 
สําหรบัเด็กหองธรรมดาเนี่ยจะฟงแลวไมรูเรือ่งก็จะตองคอยถามเพื่อนหรอืไมก็ฟงฝรั่งพูดคํา เปดดิกชนันาร ี
คําหนึง่  
We have more confidence in communicating with English-speaking people. We are more 
fluent in English. We understand what English-speaking people say. But students in the 
Thai program do not understand English conversation. They consult their friends and 
open a dictionary to look up each word when English-speaking people talk to them.  

 

Leaver and Stryker (1989) examined two theme-based courses in Spanish and 

Russian that were designed to prepare students to work abroad. The instructional 

materials addressed a variety of topics such as politics and culture, and used multimedia 

materials such as authentic videos. The study showed gains in general L2 proficiency, 

enhanced motivation, and self-confidence. The lack of confidence in speaking English 

has always been an important issue in English education in Thailand where students are 

not exposed to authentic input. Previous studies in CBI classrooms also showed similar 

result about students gaining more self-confidence in their second language proficiency.  

However, even though the Thai students enjoyed their English development and 

expressed confidence in their spoken English as compared to other Thai students in the 

non-English content-based program, they pointed out concerns and challenges as well. 
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The students realized that their linguistic forms were not as developed as their fluency. 

This concern is consistent with findings from research in the French immersion programs 

as well. Swain (1996, 1999) found that among many factors, lack of specific content-

based activities designed for teaching language forms resulted in students producing 

morphological and syntactic inaccuracies. 

The interesting comments from the students about acquisition of grammar 

included assertions that grammatical rules must be memorized and that it would be better 

to learn English grammar in Thai from Thai teachers. This finding reflected the fact that 

the students were used to their previous English learning experience in elementary 

school. Tomlinson (2005) proposed that, “Learners have expectations about how they 

will be taught EFL that are shaped by cultural norms and by previous experience” 

(p.139). 

ประโยคเราก็ยังแตงไมคอยสมบูรณเลยครบั แกรมมาบางทีเราก็ยังใชไมคอยถูก 
My English sentences are not quite correct. My grammar is not quite accurate. 
 
ตอนนี้มีฝรัง่มาแลวใหทาํงานโดยการไปพูดกับเคาก็กลาพูดแมวาแกรมมาจะหวยไปหนอยก็แลวแต ที่แกรมมา 
หวยนี่ไมใชอาจารยสอนไมดนีะ แตตัวเองไมคอยมานัง่ทอง 
I can work with English-speaking people. I am confident about speaking English with 
them, although my English grammar is poor. But it is poor because I haven't worked hard 
to memorize the rules, not because my teacher is poor. 
 
ครูไทยจะสอนแกรมมาไดดีกวาครูฝรั่งจริงๆนะครบั เพราะฉะนัน้ผมคิดวาเด็กธรรมดา โปรแกรมไทย จะ 
แกรมมาดีกวาครบั 
Actually, Thai teachers teach English grammar better than English-speaking teachers do. 
I think that Thai students in the Thai program have better grammatical competence than I 
do. 
 Another challenge pointed out by the students relates to the acquisition of 

specialized terminology for a particular subject such as science. The students encounter 

extensive English vocabularies in their reading materials everyday, and are usually 
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required to express their ideas regarding these readings either orally or in writing. They 

struggle with the vocabulary. Their comments about this issue are consistent with my 

observation in the class. The students often look for definitions in their electronic 

bilingual dictionaries whenever they come across new words in English classes. 

However, technical terminology is not always in the dictionary. This challenge supports 

the proposals that language needed for content should be taught explicitly (Saville-

Troike, 1984; Snow et al., 1989)  

 เชนคําศัพทของวิทยมันเปนคําศพัทเฉพาะทางบางคําที่ดิกไมมีเราตองไปถามอาจารย แตวาบางทีเราก็แปล 
ไมคอยรูเรือ่ง 
Science-related terminologies are not included in dictionaries. I have to go and ask the 
teacher, but sometimes I do not find the correct definition. 
 
ภาษาองักฤษฟงบอยๆก็ชินสาํเนียงพอถึงวิชาอื่นก็สบายแลวก็เลยไมคอยมีปญหามาก จะมปีญหาก็แคคําศพัท 
บางคํา ศัพทใหมๆที่ไมรูตองหา 
The more I listen to English, the more I am familiar with the accent. This makes me 
comfortable in learning other English subjects. The only problem is I don’t know the 
definition of some English words. I have to look up new words in a dictionary. 
 
 

English Content 

Academic achievement is one of the major concerns for any L2 content-based 

program, and also applies to the program in Thailand. A demographic survey of student 

showed that over 75 percent of the students have a GPA from 3.5 - 4.0. Findings from the 

student interviews are consistent with this survey. Although the students are satisfied 

with their academic achievement in the program, they perceive that the English content is 

not covered as fully as the content in the Thai program.  

The students do not consider the relative lack of content in English subjects to be 

a problem for several reasons. First, they learned the major concepts in compulsory 
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courses in Thai before they studied additional content in elective courses in English. They 

also reviewed the concepts in their special classes after school. Some students pointed out 

that English math is quite easy for them. However, there are individual differences as 

excellent students tend to succeed in English while average students do better in subjects 

taught in Thai.  

โครงการอพีีก็ดชีวยใหเรากลาคิดกลาแสดงออกในเรือ่งภาษาอังกฤษ แตจะดอยในเรื่องเนือ้หาของวิชาตางๆ 
เพราะมันจะนอยกวาภาษาไทย 
Learning in EP is good. It helps us to be confident in expressing ourselves in English, but 
English content is not as extensive as Thai content. 
 
วิทยคณิตนี่ไมเทาเลยคะเพราะวาวทิยคณิตนีห่องศักยภาพไดเรียนเวลาเยอะกวาเพราะวทิยเคาเรียนถึง หา 
ชั่วโมงเราเรียนเปนภาษาไทยแคสามชั่วโมงเปนภาษาองักฤษอีกแคสองชั่วโมง บางทีเนือ้หามันไมคอยเหมือน 
กัน แตบางทีมันก็เหมือนกันนะคะ ก็เลยบางททีําใหเรารูนอยกวา 
Math and science are absolutely not as fully covered as in the Thai program. Students in 
the Thai program study science five hours per week. We study science in Thai for only 
three hours, and then in English for two hours. Sometimes the content covered is not 
exactly the same. Sometime the content is similar. So it makes me feel like I know less 
than the students in Thai program do. 
 
วิทยคณิตอาจจะดอยกวานิดหนอย แตพวกเราสวนมากเเรียนพิเศษกันอยูแลวดวยมันก็เลยโอเค 
English math and science may not be fully covered but most of us go to special classes. It 
is ok. 
 
คลอบคลุมไหม ไมเทาเลยคะ เพราะอยางทีบ่อก เรียนเลขเปนภาษาองักฤษมันงายกวาเลขภาษาไทยมาก 
The English content is not fully covered. As I told you before, English math is much 
easier than Thai math. 
 
เพราะวาเวลาหนูเรียนหนูเขาใจหมดในเรื่องภาษาไทยนะคะทุกวิชาที่เปนภาษาไทยหนูไดสี่หมด ยกเวนวชิาที ่
เปนภาษาอังกฤษ ถาหนูไมมีพวกนี้ หนูก็คงไดเยอะนะ เพราะภาษาองักฤษมันดึงเกรดลงมา 
When I study in Thai, I understand all the content. I get an 'A' in all subjects taught in 
Thai, but not in English. If I didn't have any English subjects, I might have a higher GPA. 
English subjects decrease my GPA. 
 

This is consistent with findings from previous studies on immersion programs that 

L2 content is not covered as fully as the local L1 content (De Coursy, 1997; Duff, 1997). 

For example, De Coursy (1997) examined a French immersion program in Australia. The 
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3 year program taught mathematics, science, physical education, and social studies in 

French and paralleled the English curriculum with some modification. The modification 

was that the first six weeks of all eighth grade subjects except math were spent in 

intensive language instruction. Although the same topics and themes were covered, they 

were not taught to the same depth as the English program. Grade 9 and 10 students 

constantly complained about doing fewer science experiments than the students in 

English program.  

Duff (1997) investigated an English content-based program in a secondary school 

in Hungary. Her finding suggested that the students enjoyed rapid progress in EFL, but 

had concerns about the attrition of their knowledge of subjects, mathematics in particular. 

Adamson (1990, 1993) claimed that learning subject content through a second 

language needs strong backup support.  The students in the English content-based 

program in Thailand had backup both within the program and outside the program. 

Ghawi (1995) showed how a team of ESL/MA tutors helped the ESL students with their 

academic skills. However, the students’ positive attitude in spite of fewer gains in 

English content showing confidence and fluency in English is a unique finding. Perhaps 

they appreciate that they know more English vocabulary from English content classes. 

Students claimed in interviews that the support of Thai compulsory classes and special 

class after school actually compensated for what was not fully covered in English content 

classes. 

บางครงเนี่ยเราอาจเรียนนอยไปหนอยนอยกวาคนอื่นนะครับเพราะวาภาษาองักฤษนะ บางครั้งเราไมสามารถ 
เขาไดลึกมากเรายังไมรูอยางแนนอนเพราะฉะนัน้การเรียนเนี่ยแบบเราอาจจะไมไดแนนอนกบัวิชานั้น แต 
อยางนอยก็ยัง โอเคนะ ยงัไดศพัท 
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Sometimes we may have less content than others do because of the use of English. We 
cannot study the content in depth. We have not completely acquired English, so we may 
not thoroughly master the content. But it is fine because at least we learn English 
vocabulary. 
 
ถาเรียนในโปรแกรมไทยเราเรยีนวทิยพื้นฐานมาแลวมาเรียนวิทยเสริมอีกเหมือนวาเจาะลึกไปอีก ทําใหรู 
มากขึ้นแตถาเราเราเรียนวทิยพื้นฐานภาษาไทย แลววทิยเสริมภาษาอังกฤษมันเหมือนวาเราไดภาษาเพิ่ม 
ข้ึนมันตางกัน 
In the regular Thai program, students learn compulsory science in Thai and then study 
elective science. They study in depth and know more. But we learn compulsory science 
in Thai and then elective science in English. We know more English vocabulary.  
 

Despite the fact that the students are content with their English proficiency, and 

with learning outcomes in the program, they are not sure that they would be as satisfied at 

senior high school level. Most students in this program plan to study in the science-math 

track in high school and major in science-related fields in college. Due to the fact that the 

university entrance examination in Thailand is highly competitive, the students have 

started thinking seriously about their academic strength in math and sciences and their 

chances of passing the exam. The students believe that physics, math, chemistry, and 

biology in high school are difficult even in Thai. They are afraid that if they learn these 

subjects in English, they will fall behind in acquisition of content. They stated their 

opinions on why they don’t think high school continuation is a good choice for them: 

ถาเรียนภาษาองักฤษแบบม.ปลายอีพคีิดวาไมเอาแบบวาไมเคยคิดเลยคะ  เพราะวาม.ปลายเปนชวงที่แบบวา 
การแขงขันมันสูงนะคะแลวถาเรามามวัเรียนแตภาษาแลวเนือ้หาไมได แลวแบบพอไปสอบแขงขันกับคนอื่น 
ทั่วประเทศก็ติดวาเราจะไดคะแนนเทาไหรคิดอยางนี้นะคะเหมือนกับวา เนื้อหาในการเรียนของเราไมเหมอืน 
เคานะคะ อาจจะนอยกวาดวยคะ แลวพอไปสอบวัดผลเราจะนอยกวา 
I don’t think I would continue the [English] program in high school. High school is 
highly competitive. If we concentrate on language and have a poor grasp of the subject, 
we cannot compete with other students in the country. What kind of grades will we get? I 
think that learning English content is different from learning Thai content. It may be less 
comprehensive. When we take the exam, we may get low scores. 
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เพราะวาวิชาฟสิกสเคมีชวีนี่มันเปนวิชาที่ยากนะครบั ยากมากขนาดเรียนเปนภาษาไทยกยั็งอาจจะไมเขาใจ 
เลยก็ไดแตถาเรียนเปนภาษาองักฤษก็ย่ิงยากเขาไปใหญแลวหากครูเคาลดเนื้อหามาใหนักเรียนเขาใจ 
นักเรียนก็จะไมไดเนื้อหาอะไรประมาณนี้นะครับ 
Physics, chemistry and biology are difficult subjects. They are so very difficult that even 
if we learn them in Thai, we may not understand them. If we study these subjects in 
English, it would be more difficult. And if teachers reduce the content so that students 
can understand, students will not get a full grasp of the subject. 
 

Pedagogy and Teachers 

 The teachers in English medium classes use different pedagogical techniques than 

those used in a traditional Thai classroom. Students perceive the differences as positive, 

useful for learning both language and content, and overall education in general. All the 

students interviewed unanimously agree that the English-speaking teachers put great 

effort into making English input comprehensible for them. The teachers adopted multiple 

techniques including slowed speech, simplified vocabulary, simple examples, and 

gestures. Also, most but not all teachers often used multimedia and games in class. This 

made the students enjoy, and be excited about, their learning.  

 Although they admitted that learning subjects in English was challenging, 

students valued teaching strategies that supported their language development and 

content comprehension. These techniques included active participation, interacting with 

the teachers for feedback on their language production, and integration of language skills 

for content learning. Also, peer teaching (scaffolding) was important for this kind of class 

when the teacher did not speak the local language and some students could not follow the 

lessons. Comments reflecting the students’ evaluation of their English-speaking teachers’ 

pedagogy included: 
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ชอบแกรมมานะคะเพราะสอนใหรูหลักแกรมมาแลวบางทคีําศัพทยากๆ เคาก็จะแปลเปนภาษาองักฤษใหเขาใจ 
งายขึ้นสวยคอนเวอรเซชนันี่มันสมันสมันสมากๆสนุกชอบ ทกุๆปก็สอนดี สนุกใหเรียนการบานนอยดีแตเวลา 
พูดเนี่ย ไดพูดมาก คอนเวอรเซชันนี่จะมโีอกาสไดพูดมาก 
I like English grammar because I learn the structure. When we encounter difficult words, 
the teachers simplify them. Conversation class is so much fun. I enjoy it a lot. Each year 
we have a good conversation class. I enjoy learning and we don’t have much homework. 
The teachers make us speak a lot. We have a lot of opportunities to speak English. 
 
อาจารยเคาจะมีสื่อมอียูครัง้หนึ่งผมไมเขาใจเรื่องPast Perfect กับ Past Perfect Continuous 
ผมก็ถามไปแลววันรุงข้ึนอาจารยเคาก็ดีเคาทาํเปนPower Point โชวในคอม แบบสรปุความใหมันเขาใจงายขึ้น 
แลวโชวใหทั้งหองไดเรียนกัน 
The English fundamentals teacher uses multimedia. One time I did not understand Past 
Perfect and Past Perfect Continuous and I asked the teacher about it. The following 
morning, he made a PowerPoint presentation, simplified the content and showed it in 
class. 
 
ที่หลากหลายทีน่ึกออกก็ครทูี่สอนแกรมมาเคาจะมีเกมสคอนเวอรก็ใหเขียนเนื้อเรือ่งแลวใหคิดเอง หัดพูดกับ 
เพื่อน จะไดฝกไรทติง รดีดิงแลวก็สปคคิง 
The multiple methods used in English class that I can recall right now are games used in 
the grammar class. Also, in our conversation class, we think about and write our 
conversations, and practice speaking with friends. So we practice writing, reading, and 
speaking. 
 
คือเคาจะพยายามใหพวกเราพดูแมพวกเราจะพูดไมได ารพดูออกไปจะผดิจะถูกเนี่ยเคารบัฟงแลวเคาจะแกให 
ผมวาเปนสิง่ทีด่ทีําใหเด็กรูวาพดูอยางไรถึงจะถูกซึ่งผมคดิวา ถาเกิดเด็กพูดผิดเนี่ยจะดีกวา เพราะกาที่เด็กตอบ 
พูดผิดเนี่ยแลวเขาแกใหใหมเนี่ยจะทําใหเด็กจํานะครบัครูแกรมมาเปนครทูีด่ีมาก เขาจะพยายามสอนใหเด็ก 
เขาใจไมวาสเดก็จะงงแคไหนเนี่ยเขาก็จะพยายามแปลออกมาเปนภาษาองักฤษใหได หรอืวาบางครั้งเขา 
พยายามแลวเดก็ก็ยังไมเขาใจ เขาก็จะพยายามหาศัพททีง่ายที่สุด ที่เด็กฟงแลวเขาใจนะครบั 
The teachers encourage us to speak, even though we do not speak English well. They 
don’t care if we speak English correctly or not. They listen and correct the errors for us. I 
think correction is good because it tells us how to make it right. I think that we learn from 
the teachers’ corrections of grammatical errors. It helps us to remember. The grammar 
teacher is a very good teacher. He tries so hard to help us understand the lecture. 
Regardless of how confused we are, the teacher always does his best to help us 
understand. He tries to find the easiest words for us to understand. 
 
 
เคาก็จะชวยแบบวาเวลาเราไมเขาใจเคาจะพยายามใหเราเขาใจใหไดเคาจะอธิบายใหเดก็เขาใจ แบบวาบาง 
ทีเด็กไมเขาใจคํานี้เคาก็จะพยายามแบบวาอธิบายอธิบาย ถาเด็กไมเขาใจอกีเคาก็จะใหเพือ่นที่เขาใจแลว 
อธิบายเคาจะไดเขาใจ 
They support us when we don’t understand the lesson; they will try hard to explain until 
we understand. Sometimes if we don’t understand English vocabulary, they will repeat 
their explanation several times. If some students still cannot comprehend the lesson, the 
teachers will ask the peers who understand to help the ones who don’t. 
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The students’ comments on their preference for a communicative classroom 

seems to contradict the belief held by many English and Thai teachers that Thai students 

are ‘too shy’ (Kobanyiova, 2002). However, it supports Tomlinson's (2005) proposal that 

learners can adjust to novel activities introduced to them if they find the activities to be 

enjoyable and useful.  

Teaching and teachers are difficult to separate since the teachers bring their 

culture into the classroom. Swain and Johnson (1997) suggested that immersion teachers 

need to adjust to the local classroom culture. In contrast, De Coursy (2002) proposed that 

immersion teachers should not solely accommodate to the students’ local classroom 

culture, as the teachers are also representatives of the culture of language they teach. This 

study finds that the Thai students welcome and value the English-speaking teachers’ 

culture that is supportive to their learning. They also appreciate friendly, approachable, 

and caring English-speaking teachers. The students shared their thoughts about the 

English-speaking teachers: 

เวลาเราเรียนเนี่ยเราก็สามารถเอาขอดีจากคณุครูฝรั่งมาไดเชนการตรงตอเวลาของเคาใชไหมครับ เรากค็วร 
ทําตามแบบเคา ดูลักาณะของครวูา ครูเขาสอนเปนอยางไร เขาตั้งใจสอน เขามีการวางแผนการสอนที่ด ี
When we study, we can observe good qualities from the teachers, for example being strict 
about punctuality and deadlines. We should adopt this practice. Observing their 
teachings, I think they are serious about their teaching, and they plan their lesson very 
well. 
 
เดี๋ยวนี้เฟนกลาถมอาจารย ก็อาจารยจอนเคาก็ดีคะ เคาบอกวาใคาไมเขาใจใหยกมือ เคาก็จะมาชวยสอนนะคะ 
แมกระทั่งคําศพัทเคาก็ยังสอนเลยคะเคาสอนดีก็เลยทําใหนักเรียนเขาใจก็เวลาทีค่นที่ไมเขาใจ เคาบอกวาใคร 
ที่ไมเขาใจใหไปหาเคานอกเวลาได 
Now I am confident enough to ask the teacher questions. The math teacher is very nice. 
He tells us that those students who don’t understand his lessons can raise their hands, and 
he will come to help. He teaches English vocabulary even in math lesson. His lessons are 
comprehensible. He tells us to see him outside class time if we need more help. 
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อาจารยนารักและก็ชอบก็วิทยอาจารยเคาก็ดนีะคะบางทีก็ไมเขาใจเหมือนกันยาก คณติก็อาจารยจอนนีเคาก็ดี 
เด็กคนไหนไมเขาใจเคาจะมาสอนใหคะ แบบวาเคาสนใจเดก็ดี 
The teachers are nice. I like them. The science teacher is nice, but sometimes I don’t 
understand the lessons. Science is difficult. The math teacher does a good job. He helps 
students individually when the students don’t understand his lesson. He pays attention to 
us. 
ชอบครบัสนุกอาจารยไทยกบัอาจารยฝรั่งไมเหมือนกันครบัอาจารยไทยเขามาก็สอนๆสอนๆไปเรือ่ยๆ อาจารย ื
ฝรั่งเคาจะคุยกับเด็กนะครับ ทาํใหเากลาคุยกับเคาดวย บางทีก็มีเลนเกมส แตครูไทยเคาจะสอนไปเรือ่ยๆ 
I enjoy learning in English classes. Thai and English teachers are different. Thai teachers 
just come to teach. English teachers talk with us. They make us feel confident about 
talking to them. They also have games. Thai teachers only do teaching. 
 
 
Alternative Program 

 The students perceive the program as a good option for their preference. They 

prefer having daily exposure to native English-speaking teachers, but this is beyond what 

typical Thai public schools can provide. Most students in Thai public schools do not have 

the opportunity to study and interact with native English-speaking teachers due to 

budgetary constraints. However, since the program is optional, it is allowed to collect 

tuition fees from the parents who choose to enroll their children in the program. For this 

reason, the program can afford to hire as many English-speaking teachers as they need.  

Although some students complained that the tuition fee was too high, they 

appreciated having English-speaking teachers. The students mentioned how interacting 

with native English speakers contributed to their pronunciation, confidence, and language 

learning at school. This finding suggests that exposure to authentic communication with 

English native speakers provides increased motivation, resulting in increased confidence 

in speaking and using English. The students spoke about their preferences: 

ผมรูสึกวาการคยุกับฝรัง่เนี่ยทาํใหเราสัมผัสถึงไงละครับความกลาแสดงออก ผมรูสึกวามันมแีรงกระตุนยิง่กวา 
การเรียนกับครไูทยธรรมดานะครบั 
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I feel that talking with English-speaking people makes me more confident in expressing 
myself in the language. It provides me with more confidence than when I have Thai 
teachers. 
 
เรียนอีพมีีประโยชนทีไ่ดรูจักฝรั่ง ไดกลาแสดงออก  กลาพูด กลาทํา กลาคิด กลาหลายๆอยาง 
The information provided in this program is very useful. We meet English-speaking 
people. We gain confidence in expressing our ideas. 
 
โครงการนีท้ําใหเรารูภาษามากขึ้น แลวก็ทําใหเราไดใชในชวีิตประจําวันทากขึ้น ไดใชพูดกับเคาทุกวนัทกุวัน 
ทําใหเราสําเนยีงดีข้ึนไปเรือ่ยๆนะคะ 
This program helps me learn more English. I have opportunities to use English in daily 
life. I speak with the English-speaking teachers everyday. My English pronunciation 
gradually gets better. 
 
 In addition, since the students whose parents can afford the tuition and additional 

cost for extracurricular activities are the ones with high motivation in learning English 

and interacting with English-speaking people, they enjoyed the activities provided in the 

program. The extracurricular activities included summer trips to English-speaking 

countries, interacting with international exchanging students, and English camps run by 

private ESL professional organizations. Only a minority of the students from the Thai 

program participated in these kinds of activities, possibly because their lower English 

proficiency and/or their family finances could not support their participation. The 

students interviewed really like experiential learning which brought exposure to English 

speakers and the opportunity to use their English in real situations. The students 

discussed this issue in the interviews: 

เปนโปรแกรมทีด่ีเพราะวาสงเสริมใหไปตางประเทศไปดูวัฒนธรรมตางๆ และมีนักเรียนแลกเปลี่ยนมาใหรู 
วัฒนธรรมตางๆ 
This program is good. It encourages us to go abroad and see different cultures. Also, 
international exchange students come to share their culture with us. 
  
ออก็เอวายซีตอนนั้นม.๑เปนครัง้แรกที่ไดเจอฝรั่งตอนนั้นไปทีโ่คราชแลวก็ฝรัง่เคามาชวยสอนให สนุกมาก 
ตอนนั้น ก็อยากใหมีอีก 
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The English camp at Koraj was the first time I met other English-speaking people. They 
ran all activities using English. I enjoyed the activities a lot. I want these kinds of 
activities. 
 
 Van der Keilen (1995) studied the use of French by French immersion students in 

Canada. He found that the use of French and contact with French speakers of the 

immersion students was limited. Similar to the previous study, the students of the English 

content-based program had limited use of English as well. Acknowledging that their 

discussion of subjects was always held in their L1 in English subject class and that they 

did not have any local exposure to an English-speaking community, the students 

appreciated events and situations where they could use English.   

 

Summary 

 The students in the program were highly motivated to learn English. Most of the 

students had never been exposed to English-speaking teachers in their elementary 

schools. They found several challenges when they entered the program at the beginning. 

The challenges included understanding the English-speaking teachers’ accent and gaining 

English vocabulary. However, after two years of exposure to comprehensible input in the 

program, their language skills improved. They also gained more confidence in 

communicating in English. They perceive their developing English proficiency by 

comparing it with their English skills prior to entry to the program and the proficiency of 

students in the Thai program. They believed that they were more confident in speaking 

English with English-speaking people than other Thai students. However, the students 
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were concerned about their grammatical competence and had less confidence in their 

grammatical knowledge.  

 Regarding English content, the students perceived that the content was not 

covered as fully as the content in the Thai program. However, they did not consider it as 

a problem because they mastered the major concepts in Thai compulsory courses and 

reviewed them in special classes after school. They were satisfied with their academic 

achievement in the program, but were not sure if the same practice would yield similar 

results at the high school level. They believed that learning highly complex science 

concept such as physics, chemistry, biology, and math is difficult even in their L1. 

Learning these concepts in L2 was more challenging and may hurt their opportunities to 

succeed in college. 

 The students perceived that English content is comprehensible for them since the 

English-speaking teachers adopt a speaking style, multiple teaching methods, and 

multimedia that were supportive of their learning. The students enjoyed active 

participation in class, practicing speaking and receiving feedback, and integration of 

language skills. They also appreciated the classroom culture of the English-speaking 

teachers such as being strict about punctuality and deadlines. Although they noted that 

the teachers were strict about these aspects, the students thought that the teachers were 

friendly, caring, and approachable. Realizing that their use of English outside the 

classroom was limited because of the social context in Thailand, the students enjoyed 

optional extracurricular activities for practicing English. The students appreciated the 

opportunities for using English in real situations including English camp, summer trips to 
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English-speaking countries, and participating in international students exchanging 

program. 
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Teachers’ Perceptions 

 All English subjects were taught by native English-speaking teachers. Three 

English-speaking teachers were interviewed: an English Fundamentals/Social Studies 

teacher, a math teacher, and a science teacher. Although Thai teachers did not teach the 

students, they were involved in either implementing the program or teaching compulsory 

and elective subjects (relating to the English electives.) Thus, I believed that their 

perceptions of the program were critical. Thai teachers interviewed included a female 

program coordinator, a female assistant to the program coordinator (French/English 

teacher), a male Thai science teacher, a female Thai science teacher, a male Thai social 

studies teacher, a female Thai social studies teacher, a female Thai math teacher, and a 

female Thai English teacher. Below is a brief profile of both English and Thai teachers 

involving in the program. 

Table 5: Teacher Demographic Survey    

Native  
Language 
 

Gender Degree/ 
Year/ 
Major 

Subjects Years of  
English 
teaching 

Years of 
teaching 
in this 
type of 
program 

Years of 
teaching 
in this 
school 

Language 
Teaching 
certificate 

Thai/ 
English 
proficiency 

English Male BA(97)/ 
MA (99) 
Philosophy 

English, 
Social 
studies 

6 years 2 years 2 years None Intermediate  

English 
 

Male BA 
(German) 
1.5 yr. Post-
Bac Teacher 
Cert. 
Program 

English, 
Math 

8 years 5 years 1 year German 
secondary 
Ed. 

Limited 

English Female BA  
Elementary 
Education, 
 

English, 
Sciences 

2 years 1 year 6 months Cross- 
Cultural 
Language 
Acquisition  
and 
Development 

Limited 

Thai Female BA (76) 
English 

English 
 

30 years None 23 years Teaching 
methodology 

Advance 

Thai Female BA (77) 
French 

French, 
English 

26 years None 21 years NA Intermediate 

Thai Female BA (1997) 
French 

English 5 years None 7 years NA Intermediate 

Thai Male B.Ed. Chemistry NA None 31 years NA Intermediate 
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Chemistry 
Thai  Female BSc. 

Bio-
Chemistry 

Sciences NA None 25 years NA Limited 

Thai Female BA. Math Math NA None 32 years NA Advanced 
 

Thai Male MA. 
Social 
development 

Social 
studies 

NA None 26 years NA Intermediate 

Thai Female BA (History) 
M. Ed. 

Social 
studies 

NA None 30 years NA Intermediate 

 
 

Data from teachers’ interviews revealed several major themes related to the 

separation of the elective program from theThai program, English content classes, 

teaching, and English proficiency. The themes reflected the teachers’ perceptions of the 

program, and are discussed in the following section. 

 

Separation of Elective Program from Thai Program  

 Although the English content-based program was initiated by the Ministry of 

Education, the implementation and the administration were left to the local schools. The 

local schools constantly complain about the lack of substantial support, especially the 

lack of curriculum for English subjects, and the recruitment of English-speaking teaching 

staff. Thus, most schools rely on the few Thai English teachers who can communicate in 

English for the implementation and administration of the program. The program 

coordinator stated: 

ปญหาเรื่องหลกัสูตรนี่มีมากเหมือนกันนะคะเพราะวาหลักสตูรตอนที่เราเริม่เราไมมีอะไรเลย เราตองดูจาก 
หลักสูตรภาคภาษาไทยแลวอยางที่๒คือตาํราเรียนพอเราดหูลักสูตรแลวเราก็ตองหาตําราเรียน โดยที่เราไม 
มีแบบอยางใหเลยตอนที่เริม่ตนฝายทีร่บัผิดชอบก็จบอกเราวามีโรงเรียนที่เปดมากอน ที่เปนโรงเรียนรุนพี ่
ที่พรอมจะใหความชวยเหลือ แตจริงๆแลวนี่ เราแทบจะไมไดรับความชวยเหลือเลย เราดิน้รนเอง เราโชคดทีี่  
ครชูาวตางประเทศของเรา ที่เคามาสอนในรุนแรก เคาพรอมที่จะทาํ เตรียมกันเอง โดยดหูลักสูตรไทยเปนหลัก  
แลวก็เตรียมแลวก็หาสือ่มาเองบางทีเราติดตอโรงเรียนที่เคาเคยจัดมากอน แทบจะไมไดรับความชวยเหลือเลย  
เพราะแตละคนก็บอกวา ของเคาก็ยังไมพรอมดวยเหมอืนกัน ซึ่งจริงๆเราก็ไมรูวาความจรงิเปนอยางไร  
เราก็จะเตรียมเองกันตลอดแลวก็คอยๆเขียนขึ้นมาแตวาพอเราสอนไปแลว บางทีเราเห็นวาถาเราทําตาม 
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หลักสูตรไทยตลอดนั้น มันไมสามารถทําได เพราะเนื้อหาภาคภาษาอังกฤษเนี่ย เด็กเคาเรียนกับเจาของภาษา 
เคาจะชากวาเราก็เลยตองปรับตลอดตอนนี้เคามีหลักสูตรที่เคาแปลมาเปนภาษาองักฤษแลว แตเราก็ไมสามารถ 
จะทําตามไดตลอด 
The lack of an English curriculum was a big problem for us. We didn’t have an English 
curriculum when we started the program, and had to base it on the Thai curriculum. The 
second problem was finding textbooks. We didn’t have them. When we started the 
implementation, the Ministry of Education told us that the schools housing the programs 
were ready to help. But we didn’t get any help at all. We have been struggling and doing 
it by ourselves. We are lucky that our foreign teachers who came in the first few years 
helped us. Basically, they looked at the Thai curriculum and found materials by 
themselves. Sometimes we contacted the schools that implemented the program before 

us, 
but we rarely got help. They told us that they were not ready to help us. I didn’t know 
what the problem was. We did it ourselves and gradually developed our own curriculum. 
But after using the curriculum for a while, we found that it was not possible to simply 
follow the Thai curriculum because our students were learning English content with 
English-speaking teachers. The pace was slower than  in Thai. We had to adjust the 
curriculum all the times. Now the office provides the translated curriculum but we can 
not simply follow their curriculum. 
 

Although the Ministry of Education provided an English translation of 

compulsory courses after several years of experimentation with these programs, the local 

schools had problems recruiting qualified content specialist teachers. Because of the lack 

of support, and to avoid the shortage of English content specialized teachers, local 

schools tended to provide elective rather than compulsory courses in English. However, 

since the elective courses are a part of the local school program, the schools have had to 

create their own English curriculum for the elective courses. Thus, the lack of a rigid 

curriculum for elective courses, and the implementation responsibility assigned to the 

English department, both contributed to the separation of the English program from the 

Thai program.  

Despite the fact that Thai teachers teaching similar courses in Thai provided 

information about their content to the English department, foreign teachers and the 
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English department took full responsibility for creating the curriculum for English 

subjects. The elective English courses were modified with different course material, 

different textbooks, some different content, and different assessment. In addition to 

adjusting to the students’ English proficiency, some English teachers modified their 

courses to motivate the students.  

Due to these modifications, the elective English courses and the elective Thai 

courses are different, even though they have similar course titles. The Thai and English 

teachers perceived that they teach different courses and were responsible for their own 

classes. A teacher of both English Fundamentals and Social Studies to the students in the 

program who has been teaching in the program since the second year of implementation 

said: 

I was put in the position of counseling a foreign science teacher to help develop her  
curriculum, so at that time I met with the Thai science teachers and we discussed what  
ought to be taught in the EP sciences program. They gave us an outline, broad topics to  
be taught, which is very helpful. I think one difficulty is having to arrange to coordinate  
with the Thai teachers because language is always a problem. Insufficient knowledge of  
how the students perform in the classroom, and the classroom environment affect the way  
to coordinate between teachers of different departments. For English department classes,  
I still don’t see why they can’t coordinate. But I don’t think any effort has been made.  I  
didn’t make any effort to coordinate my class, my EP classes with Fundamental class in  
regular class.  
 
…Another reason could be because the EP is considered as special. So it doesn’t match 
up with the class taught by J (a Thai teacher) teaching at M1 (grade seven). Say M3 
(grade nine). No one would want to teach “[Diary of] Anne Frank”. No one would want  
to teach novels. No one would want to do that I think, I believe, at the M3 level. So at the  
M2 (grade 8) level, the reading approach is not taken in the entire class. I don’t know if it  
is money to buy the books. I don’t know if it is the teachers’ unwillingness to ... I don’t  
know what it is. But for me, I think it is so useful for the students to read. From my own  
educational experiences learning French, I know I benefited greatly from reading novels.  
And I see it from my students after 2 semesters reading novels. I know they’ve improved. 
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The teacher described how the English science curriculum was developed based 

on the outline and general topics covered by the Thai science curriculum. However his 

class, the English Fundamentals for the English content-based program students, was 

different from the English Fundamentals for Thai students. Considering his students’ 

needs, the teacher took an approach unlike that of the Thai teacher, providing different 

content and instructional material. Thus, other than sharing the outline and broad topics 

with the elective Thai subjects, the elective English classes and the elective Thai classes 

were separated. This separation contributed to the students’ perceptions that English 

content was not covered as fully as Thai content. Below, the English Fundamentals 

/Social Studies teacher commented on how English Social Studies is separated from Thai 

Social Studies. 

For social studies, I don’t think cooperation is necessary. It may be helpful but it is not 
necessary. Mainly because this is all designed by me. And the sit-in teacher does not fully 
understand English. And she has no responsibility for this class. She has no vision for this 
class. She doesn’t have to grade them. She doesn’t have to assess their behavior, or 
cooperation. She doesn’t have to do anything. She just has to attend. So that, I don’t 
know what the reason is on the department. But most foreign teachers when they teach a 
subject, they have a sit in teacher. So math, for Johnny’s classes, he has a sit in teacher all 
the time. I have one for social studies, Mr. N. He sat in Matayom 2, he sat in Matayom 3 
last year. 
 

The interview suggested that there is no collaboration in curriculum design and 

material development between the Thai and English-speaking teachers. The role of the 

Thai teacher who was sitting in the class was not quite clear to the English-speaking 

teachers. The issue reflected the top-down structure of the program, and the resultant lack 

of willingness of the local Thai teachers to participate.  
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Similar issues were addressed in CBI program at the graduate level in China. 

Brinton and colleagues (2003) examined a case study of an adjunct model for English 

Social Studies at one Chinese academic institution. The English Social Studies course 

was intended as collaboration between Chinese EFL teachers and American content 

teachers. However, the authors mentioned that the model was driven by the American 

side, and the purpose of the model was unclear to the Chinese counterpart. In addition, 

due to the lack of formal training in EFL methodology and confidence in their English 

language skills, and their teaching workload, the Chinese teachers had less involvement 

in curriculum and materials planning.  

As it was an elective program using a different curriculum, all the English classes 

relied on English-speaking teachers. This absolute reliance on the English teachers 

without the involvement of Thai teachers was a critical concern addressed by the program 

implementers and several teachers (Office of The Basic Education Commission, 2004). 

Given that the average length of service of the English-speaking teachers was less than 2 

years, the immediate shortage of teachers was a major concern.  

Another issue was raised by identifying what the Thai teachers and Thai schools 

implementing the programs gained from this new form of EFL education. There were two 

different ideas proposed by teachers in the program. One was to promote more 

collaboration between the Thai and English subject teachers, and the other was to think 

about a possible EFL model. Promoting collaboration could be done by encouraging the 

Thai teachers to take a more active role in creating curriculum and team teaching with the 
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English teachers, not just sitting in the English classes as teacher aides. The male Thai 

Social Studies teacher articulates the following idea: 

ความพรอมของครูทีจ่ะเขาไปรวมทําโครงการอาจจะคาดหวงัมากเกินไป วาถาโรงเรียนใดๆก็ตามที่จะเขามา 
ทําตรงนี้คงจะตองประเมินศักยภาพของครูทีจ่ะเขามาทําหลักสูตรตรงนีใ้หมากขึ้นอยาไปคดิวาเมือ่เราทําโครง 
การอพีีแลวเราจะมคีรทูี่เขามาครูไทยเพียงแคซิทอินแลวก็ปลอยใหชาวตางประเทศสอนไป แลวเราก็เปนเพียง 
แคลูกมือเพียงแครวบรวมคะแนนกรอกคะแนนใหตรงนั้นเราจะไมไดอะไรจากอีพีเลย มันเหมือนกับอะไรสกั 
อยางนะ เราไมไดมีบทบาท แตถาเราทําไดดวยการประเมินศักยภาพของครู ทําความเขาใจ กับครูรวมกัน  
เห็นคุณคาวามันเปนงานทาทายที่โรงเรียนปจจุบันหยดุไมไดโลกเปลี่ยนแมวาเราไมอยากจะเปลี่ยนแตวากระ 
แสของโลกก็นาํพาเราไปแตวาถาเราไมเตรียมพรอมเราไมเขาใจถึงสวนเหลานี้เราก็มีความรูสึกวามันไมดี  
เราไมควรรบั แตถาเราเขาใจ เราก็จะรบั พอรบั มันก็มี๒ระดบัคอืรับแบบdepend on เขากับ รับแบบทํางาน 
รวมกันอยางมคีุณคามีศักดิศ์รตีรงนี้จะมีความรูสึกวาเปนเนือ้เดียวกันถาเราทาํตรงนี้ได เรามคีวามพรอม 
ทางดานภาษา มีความเชื่ยวชาญทางหลักสูตร เชี่ยวชาญยทุธวิธีทางการสอน เราก็จะทํางานรวมกับชาว 
ตางประเทศอยางสนุกเด็กที่มาเรียนก็จะรูสึกวครูไทยก็ไมไดย่ิงหยอนกวาครูตางประเทศไมไดย่ิงหยอนเพียงต 
วาครูเคาอาจจะไมไดเชี่ยวชาญทางดานภาษาเหมือนเจาของภาษาถาทําตรงนี้ไดก็จะเปนโรงเรียนที่ขับเคลื่อน 
 ไปอยางดนีะ ไมรูผมมองไปไกลหรือเปลา  
Thai teachers’ readiness to participate in the program is necessary. I may expect too 
much but I think that any school implementing this program should assess Thai teachers’ 
potential to take part in the English curriculum. It is not a good idea just to let the 
English-speaking teachers teach because Thai teachers sitting in the English classes 
would only be their helpers. They would be used for collecting grades for the English-
speaking teachers and would gain nothing from the program. We would be nothing. We 
would have no role. We need to assess Thai teachers’ potential and make them 
understand the value of having the program. We need to change because the world 
changes. We may not want to change but we cannot resist the global stream. If we are not 
ready, are ignorant of the change, resist the change, we may think that having the 
program is not good. But to understand it and want it, we have to consider if we want the 
program to be dependent on others or to be based on a collaborative effort, reflecting our 
dignity and pride. If we can do this, having English proficiency, having expertise in the 
curriculum and teaching methodology, we can enjoy the collaboration with the English-
speaking teachers. Our students will feel that Thai teachers are not less capable than 
English-speaking teachers, just not as fluent in English as the native speakers. If we can 
do this, the school will move forward in a good direction. 
  

The male Thai Social Studies teacher’s comments suggest that Thai teachers’ 

understanding of the value of the program and readiness to take part is important. The 

current practice of having Thai teachers just act as teachers’ aides deprives the Thai 

teachers of pride and dignity, especially as they are more experienced subject specialists 
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than the English teachers. The teacher perceives that implementation of the program is an 

important change in Thai schools. The schools could benefit and the Thai teachers could 

enjoy collaboration with their English counterparts if they accept these changes 

Brinton and colleagues (2003) suggest that having equal partners on team-

teaching is important for implementing a successful content-based program. The Social 

Studies teacher proposed that in order to do that, Thai schools implementing the 

programs need to train Thai teachers for an active role.  

เทรนนิงสาํคญัlackแนlackแนlackก็พูดกันตรงๆและผมเชือ่ไดวาโรงเรียนในประเทศไทย lack เรือ่งนี้ทัง้หมด  
ไมมีใครคดิตรงนี้หรอก คิดวา ไมเปนไรหรอก มีครูไทยไป sit in ไปชวยทํา คร ูsit in เปนอะไร ไปชวยกลาย 
เปนคนไปนั่งควบคุม ไปนั่ง บางทีเด็กไมรู บางโรงเรียนกลาหนอย ใหครู sit in มาสอนภาษาไทยเสริมเปนภาค 
ภาษาไทยเสริม แตมันไมใชตรงนั้น ที่ผมมอง คร ูsit in คอืครูที่เทากับครูตางประเทศนัน่แหละเปนคนทีจ่ะตอง 
ไปออกแบบการเรียนการสอนรวมกับเขา เพียงแตวา ใหคร ูsit inไปวางแผนหลักสูตรรวมกับครูตางประเทศ 
แตถาเคาภาษาดีข้ึนอาจจะเปนteamteaching หรอือาจจะเขาไปรวมในการจัดกิจกรรม  
Training is necessary. We absolutely lack this. Frankly speaking, I believe that schools in 
Thailand all lack training. No school thinks that it is important. They think that it is ok to 
just have Thai teachers sit in the classes and be the helpers. What do the Thai teachers 
do? They sit in the classroom and handle discipline issues. Sometimes students are not 
even aware of their existences. Some schools have Thai teachers repeat the English 
content in Thai. But it is not right. I believe that Thai teachers are equal to English-
speaking teachers. The Thai teachers must participate in designing the courses. If their 
English proficiency is higher, then they can team-teach or participate in creating learning 
activities. 
 

Another possible way to develop the EFL curriculum is by including several kinds 

of content for language learning. The Assistant to the Program Coordinator teaching both 

French and English in the school proposed this idea based on her past experience with the 

French program. She said that the French government used to give scholarships to 

students learning science in high schools around Thailand. Thai French teachers in these 

schools with French programs received training in new methods of teaching French for 

science. This support helped science students to prepare their French academic language 
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skills, useful when they went to study in French universities. However, Thai French 

teachers had to teach French relating to science content and the French-initiated programs 

did not last long. The French/English teacher spoke about her idea with the school 

authorities. 

เคยพูดกับอาจารย ก. รอง พ.วาจรงิๆแลวเคาทํามานานแลวฝรั่งเศสเคาทํามานานแลว ไมใชเพิ่งเกิด 
ฝรั่งเศสเคาทํามาในกอนหนานี้ แลวถามวาทาํไมโรงเรียนทาํไมได โรงเรียนทําได แตถูก สพฐ กําหนด 
I told the program coordinator and the assistant principal that this kind of foreign 
language model had been tried before by the French. It is not new. The French program 
did this before. Why can't our school follow what the French program did? Actually we 
could, except all the decisions are made by SoPoTho (Office of The Basic Education 
Commission). 
 
 The teacher’s interview suggested that the French program in this school had 

previous content-based language instruction experience. However, their policies were not 

adopted by the English program in this school. The teacher believed that it would have 

been possible to use this model except that the English content-based programs 

implementation was regulated by the Ministry of Education. The Ministry mandated that 

the school provide subject instruction in English for 15 hours a week. The required level 

of English proficiency posed a challenge for Thai English teachers. Their low level of 

English proficiency meant that was not possible for Thai teachers to teach their subjects 

in English. The responsibility fell on some English teachers who already had a heavy 

teaching load and were frustrated with the additional responsibility. The French/English 

teacher said:  

 
 
คะสพฐกําหนดครทูีอ่ยูในประเทศไทยถาจะไปสอนในองิลิชโปรแกรมสอนไมไดนะคะตองจบปรญิญาโท ภาค 
ภาษาองักฤษหรือโทเฟล๕๐๐จึงจะมีสทิธสอบนี่คอืสิง่ทีคุ่ยกันมาตลอดกับอาจารยเกยูรวาถาเกิดเราสามารถทํา 
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ไดแบบชนดิที่เอาcontentมา เราไปสอน เอาอาจารยมาสอน content นี้ เราไมตองไปเกี่ยวของกับ กลุมสาระ 
ถามวางานตรงนี้นาจะดีกวา ในความรูสึกของตวัเอง เชื่อเลยวาดีกวา  ก็คุยกับอาจารย พ.บอยบอย เรื่องนี้  
บอกวาก็เห็นอยางนี้เคาก็ทาํกันมาก็ทําไดแตมันไมคอยบูมนะของฝรั่งเศสก็ไมคอยบูมเนือ่งจากวาครูสอนเคา 
ทอถอย เพราะมันตองใชเวลา 
The office required any Thai teachers who wanted to teach in the program to have an MA 
in English or an MA with a TOEFL score of 500. I told the program coordinator that it is 
possible to include content in English teaching and find English teachers to teach the 
content. We don’t have to get involved with the subject matter office. In my opinion this 
would have worked better. I often talked with the principal assistant about this. This is 
possible. The French Department did this before but it was not popular. Our teachers 
were discouraged by the amount of time needed for preparation. 
 
 The program coordinator, frustrated by the problem of recruiting English-

speaking subject teachers, proposed a possible model of content-based English courses. 

Her idea was to include reading material relating to science and mathematics content in 

English courses. She provided two rationales. First, students often had to take English 

reading exams related to those topics. Second, it was easier to recruit English-speaking 

teachers to teach this kind of course rather than to teach physics or chemistry in English.  

She believed that this model would be workable for both the middle school and 

the high school levels, and students might learn a lot from this kind of English course. 

The program coordinator’s idea is similar to the theme-based model in which a language 

course involves a wide range of themes that appeal to students (Adamson, 1993). Brinton 

et al. (2003) call for flexibility in the design of CBI program by considering practical 

realities of the instructional setting. Adamson (1993) claims that the theme-based model 

does not relate to the ESL students’ academic career or progress in the U.S. However, it 

may suit EFL students in Thailand based on the practical realities of instructional setting. 

The program coordinator proposed the following: 

ถาใหคิดเองนะคะสมมตวิามีหองหนึ่งที่เราจัดเปดภาษาอังกฤษหลายๆครอสอยางเชนวาองักฤษวิทยคือ เรา 
เรียนภาษาอังกฤษนี่แหละแตหาReadingที่มันเปนทางวทิยาศาสตรหรอืทางคณิตศาสตรหรอืวา เรียกวา 
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แตละวชิาไปเพราะบางทีเด็กไปสอบเรียนตอบางทีเคาก็ไปเจอReadingที่เปนแนววทิยาศาสตร ที่เปนวทิยา 
ศาสตรมาหรือเปนขอมูลทางสถิติมานาจะเปนอยางนี้แลวจะหาครูชาวตางประเทศไดงายกวาดวย เพราะสมมติ 
วาเราบอกวาเปนเชิงวทิยพอเปนเชิงวทิยปบเคาก็จะไปหามาอาจจะเปนเรื่องการทดลอง ผลการวจิัยทาง 
วิทยาศาสตร เคาก็หามาไดงาย แตไมใชวาเคาจะตองไปสอน ฟสิกสเอย เคาจะตองไปสอนเคมีเอย แตมันหา 
Reading passage ที่มันเปนเรือ่งของทางวทิยาศาสตรนาจะดีหาคนไดงายดวยสนกุดวย 
อยาวาแตม.ปลายเลย แมแตอพีี (ม.ตน) ก็ยังเคยคิดวา สมมติ เราบอกวา อังกฤษ For อะไรละ  our local 
study อะไรลักษณะอยางนี้ อยากใหเปนแบบนี้ แลวเคาก็จะไดภาษาองักฤษเยอะ 
If I had the responsibility of designing English courses, I would have several kinds, 
including, for example, English for science. In this type of course, students could learn 
English while using reading materials related to science, mathematics, or other subjects. 
Sometimes our students take English reading tests that include texts relating to science 
and statistics as part of their entrance examinations. I think the design of English courses 
should reflect this. This design could make finding English-speaking teachers easier, as 
we could ask them to teach English related to science. The teachers will be able to find 
materials regarding science experiments or research. It would be easier for the teachers. It 
is not that they have to teach physics or chemistry but to find readings about science. This 
should be better. It is much easier to find English-speaking teachers. It would also be a lot 
of fun for the students. It would be possible to use this structure for both high school and 
middle school English courses. I used to imagine that we would use this type of English 
course for our local studies. I would prefer this design. Students will learn a lot of 
English. 
 

English Content Classes 

The reason that the Ministry of Education requires the English content-based 

program to follow the Thai curriculum is to guarantee that the students learn the same 

content, with the only difference being the language of instruction. Thus, the students are 

supposed to acquire English proficiency from the English content courses without 

sacrificing subject knowledge.  The fact that the elective English courses developed their 

curriculum out of the outline and broad topics of the Thai courses suggests that there is a 

certain flexibility about content detail to be covered. A Thai math teacher described how 

the elective English math course was developed. 

เคาเคยใหเราเขียน เนื้อหาให วาไทยเราเนีย่ อยางคณิตศาสตรเพิ่มเติม มีเรื่องอะไรบาง เราก็เขียนไปใหเคา 
เคาก็เอาไปใสเปนภาษาองักฤษมา แตคอนเทนทนัน้ จะมากนอยแคไหน ก็ตองใหอํานาจตดัสินใจเคา 
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เคาก็จะเลอืกมา ก็เคยใหตําราเคาไปนะ อยางใหตําราภาษาไทยไป ใหตําราภาษาอังกฤษไป สวนหนึง่ก็คอื 
เคาเห็นสญัลักษณเคาก็จะรูแลว วาแตวาเคาจะเอามากนอยแคไหน นี่ก็เคาตองเปนคนตดัสินใจ 
They asked us to give them the Thai elective math curriculum. We gave it to them and 
they designed the elective English math class from that model., but it was up to them how 
much content they wanted to put in their curriculum. I gave them math texts both in Thai 
and English. I think when they saw math symbols they understood them, but how much 
content they actually wanted to teach was their decision. 
 

This level of flexibility might have been essential for the English content classes 

because the teachers needed to modify and adjust the content to meet the special needs of 

the students. However, there was controversy about this flexibility as well, especially 

from Thai content teachers who were required to cover a heavy content-oriented syllabus 

in detail for the regular Thai program. An interview with a female Thai science teacher 

suggested that the Thai teacher was critical about the lack of depth of the content covered 

in the English science classes. The teacher pointed out that the English science teacher 

taught less material because the English teacher did not cover issues at the same level of 

detail as in the Thai curriculum. The Thai science teacher said: 

ครูไทยที่เคยสอนวิชาเพิ่มเติมก็ใหสาระทีต่ัวเองเขียนขึน้มาเปนหลักสตูรสถานศึกษาใหครฝูรั่งไปแตพอเวลา 
สอนนะเคาสอนในสิ่งที่เสอนไดเคาไมไดสอนตามที่เราเขียน มแีผนการสอน มโีครงการสอน มีกําหนดการสอน  
มีอยางนั้นอยางนี้เชนเม๓กําลังเรียนเรือ่งกฎเมนเดลเคาก็คือสอนกฎเมนเดลในสิ่งที่เคาสอนได แตพอเปนโจทย  
เปนวิธีการเอากฎเมนเดลไปใชในชวีิตประจาํวันโรคพันธุกรรมที่มีการถายทอดตามแบบแผนเมนเดล ซึ่งเรา 
เขียนไวเพื่อใหเด็กรูจักวาไอโรคนี้มันถายทอดอยางไรเพราะฉะนั้นในอนาคตถาเราจะเลอืกคูครอง เราจะเลือก 
อยางไงเพือ่คณุภาพของประชากรก็วาไปอะไรอยางเงี้ยแตของเคาจบไปแลวเทาที่ถามเดก็นะเคาไมไดพดูอะ 
ไรมากมาย สาํหรับวิชาม๓ นะ ม.อื่นไมรู มนัลงลึกไมได  
The Thai teacher who used to teach the elective Thai sciences gave the school curriculum 
to the English sciences teacher. But in class, the English teacher taught only what she 
could teach, not what was stated in the curriculum, lesson plans, science projects, etc. For 
example, grade nine included the study of Mendel's Law. The English teacher taught the 
Law as much as she could but did not address specific applications of the Law in 
practical situations such as the implications for genetic disease. We put the specific 
applications in the curriculum so that the students know how genetically-related diseases 
are passed according to the Mendel Law. They should know the implications of the Law 
for someone selecting a spouse, how to select for the quality of population, etc. But my 
discussions with the students indicated that the English teacher did not provide much 
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detail for the class in grade 9. I don’t know what happened in the other grades, but in this 
case the depth of understanding was not there. 
  

The issue of whether it is feasible for a CBI class to cover the same amount of 

academic material at the same speed as students handle in a mainstream class was 

addressed by Adamson (1993). The author referred to a sheltered course in 'Introduction 

to Psychology' taught in English to French-speaking students. The English section used 

the same content material and textbook as the French version, but many aspects were 

modified to meet the special needs of the non-native English speakers, including the 

adaptation of teachers’ talk, backup support for previewing upcoming lectures in French, 

and assessment. Adamson pointed out that the course was taught differently from the 

mainstream course even when the sheltered students were academically competent in 

their first language. This was mostly because it would have been very challenging for 

them to cover the same material at the same speed as native speakers.  

 In the case of the English science classes discussed in this study, it would have 

been even more challenging for the class to cover all detail at the same speed as the Thai 

class because there was no English science curriculum and textbook. Adamson's (1993) 

claim was consistent with comments made by another male Thai science teacher who had 

been observing the English science classes since the first year. He had more insights into 

the English science content, suggesting that students needed to master all major concepts 

and detail in the compulsory classes in Thai, and then learn English skills in the elective 

English content class. The male Thai science teacher commented:  
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แตตอนทีท่ํารุนแรกๆที่เรายงัไมไดคอนเซปเรือ่งหลักสตูรตรงนี้เด็กเคาตองไปเพิ่มเพราะมวัแตเรียนกับฝรั่ง น้ํา 
๘คาบแลวยังไมจบซึ่งถาเรียนภาษาไทย๒คาบจบแลวน้ําฝนน้ําบอน้าํคลองน้ําประปาน้ําจบ ที่มาเปนอยางไร 
จบหมดแตของฝรั่งยังไมจบจงึตองไปจางครวูทิยาศาสตรมาสอนเพิ่มเราก็เลยได คอนเซปวาเออเราทิ้งเนือ้หา 
ไมไดนะเนือ้หาตองเต็ม แตที่เอาฝรั่งมาสอนวิทย ใหทักษะเคาในดานภาษา เพื่อที่เขาจะสามารถเปดเทคสได  
อานเปนภาษารูเรื่องตอนนี้เรานิ่งแลวเราไดแลวฉะนั้นมันก็จะไปเขาหลักการเดิมวา สวนของภาษามันก็ตอง 
เรียนภาษาเปนหลักแตภาษาตอนนีส้ื่อสารเรื่องวทิยาศาสตรภาษาตอนนีส้ื่อสารดวยพลานามัย ภาษาตอนนี้ 
สื่อสารดวยคอมพิวเตอร จรงิๆเรียนดวยภาษาไทยก็รูเรือ่ง 
The first year we started the program, we did not have a clear concept of what should be  
included in the English curriculum. The first cohort of students had to have special  
classes. It took them 8 periods to learn about water in English science class, while they  
could have finished learning the content in two hours in Thai science class. So we got a  
science tutor to add more content for them. Now we know that we cannot disregard the  
content. Content must be fully covered. But we can have an English science teacher to  
provide the students with language skills, so that they can read English science texts.  
Now our program is stable. Basically, to understand the language you need to learn it.  
But now the language is for communicating about science, for communicating about  
Health science, about computers, though we can actually study all the content in Thai. 
 
 However, the fact that Thai student in the regular program were able to cover 

more details in elective classes than the students in the English program might result in a 

problem if both groups are put into the same class in the future. One female Thai English 

teacher talked about her experience of having students from both groups in the same 

English class in grade ten. The teacher had to review some content for the former 

students of the English program when they complained that they had never learned it. 

The following is what the teacher said about the students’ complaints. 

เหมือนคนละโรงเรียนไมตองสนใจกันเลยแตวาเวลาขึ้นมา ม.๔ พี่ถึงรูผลสัมฤทธ์ิ เด็ก จะบอกอะไร พอพี่ข้ึนม.๔  
พี่บอกจําไดไหมม.๓เราเคยเรยีนมาแลว เด็กที่มาจากอีพี อะไรนะผมไมเคยเรียนนะ นี่คอืขอเสีย เด็กจะโวยวาย  
เราก็ตองเงียบ เราเปนครูถูกไหม เอาเดี๋ยวครสูอนหนใูหมนะคะ เนี่ยๆ ไมเคยเรียน นีค่ือขอเสยีอยางแรง  
พี่พูดตรงๆเลย  จุดนี้สาํคญัมาก แตพูดอะไรไมได  
It seemed like our students had attended different schools; there was no collaboration. 
The consequences became obvious when the grade nine students from both programs 
were enrolled in the same class in grade 10. Let me tell you this. I told both groups in my 
English grade 10 class, "Remember? We studied this last year in grade nine.' The 
students from the English program complained that they never studied this material in 
their grade 9 class. This is a weak point of the English content-based program. When they 
complained, I simply remained silent because I was their teacher. I told them not to worry 
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and reviewed the concept again for them. The fact that they did not study what the 
student in the Thai program did is a serious problem with the program.  
 

As long as the program does not have an advancement track for their graduates 

and they need to continue their high school in the regular Thai program, the students may 

be at a disadvantage. Thai teachers might have different expectations than English 

teachers. On the other hand, the English content teachers believe that their students will 

not fall behind because they studied the same content in Thai compulsory courses. 

However, how well the students achieve in English depends on various factors, including 

the students’ English proficiency and availability of appropriate materials. In fact, the 

teachers' attitudes towards this issue were diverse. the students’ English proficiency and 

availability of appropriate materials. In fact, the teachers' attitudes towards this issue 

were diverse. The following are comments from English-speaking teachers: 

The English Fundamentals/Social Studies teacher: 
The original worry two years ago was “Are these students are going to fall behind?”. 
Because they study in my class, social studies, the immediate response is “No, of course 
not.” Because they have social studies in Thai, so that is relief to us. Will they be 
successful studying social studies in English? It probably hasn’t been fully answered. 
Some students have done very well with this material. If they use the material authorized 
by the Ministry of Education, I wouldn’t be able to say now, how well they would do. 
Would it be interesting for them, I am not sure.  
 
The male English math teacher: 
Well, it is ok if they don’t understand. Because I know they will. It just takes  
time. Mostly, they have to get used to my voice. Get used to how I say things. Even if  
they don’t understand me always, they can do the math. I don’t usually teach very much.  
Oh no, I do Matayom 1. Only about half of the math is new. New for them. Matayom 2  
and 3, most of it is not new. They already know it. It is too difficult to teach new math 
and new English at the same time. You need to… The Thai teachers teach the math and 
then I reinforce the math in English. If my math students went to America and attended 
math class in America, they would have problems understanding the teacher. The teacher 
would not be speaking as slowly as I speak. The teacher would use slang and... But I 
think they would do fine. I think their math would be no problem. They would be right on 
level or better than American students’ math.  
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The female English science teacher: 
I think it is more important for them to have it in Thai because they can go more into 
depth. They can understand the concepts. They can learn more advanced information 
because they understand the language better. They’re not learning the level of science 
they need to go to college. That’s why I think the Thai course is really important because 
they don’t know enough English for me to teach them some of the hard concepts. But I 
think their Thai is very important. Maybe their English should be better in college.  
 

Then, what are the English elective subject courses for? The male Thai science 

teacher mentioned that the goal of the courses was for the students to learn the language 

of the subjects in English so that the students can read English texts and talk about these 

subjects in English. His conclusion was consistent with those of other English teachers. 

The English math science teachers’ statements indicated that the goal of the English 

content courses was for students to have more exposure and interaction in English. The 

math teacher cited oral participation in English as one measure of results in his class. 

The male English math teacher: 
Well, because for one thing, hopefully at the same time, they are getting math from the 
Thai teacher, so I am teaching them 2 times a week. And they are getting Thai math 2 or 
3 times a week. So hopefully, they help each other. And, I teach them the concepts, and 
they see the math they have to know. Maybe they aren’t understanding what I say, but 
they still can see the math. And they see how to do it on the board and we practice. We 
do a lot of practice. And, I do a lot of, every class I try to get almost every student to say 
something. They have to raise their hands and they have to speak.  They have to give me 
one answer. Showing a full sentence for me. I have a system. Whenever someone 
answers the question in English, or asks me a question in English, then they get a check 
mark. So if they have 30 classes and they have 15 check marks, that’s great. But if one 
student, he only has 4 checkmarks in 30 classes, then they know their marks are going to 
go down. They won’t get… maybe their tests are OK, but their marks are going to go 
down because they are not… 
 
The female English science teacher: 
I think that they are still working on building confidence in English. I think they have the 
ideas in their heads but when you have to process and put them into words in a different 
language, it’s hard. I think they would get the most benefit if they decide to study science 
in English in college.  Then they will probably understand it more. But now it is just 
more exposure to English. You know it is different idea, different thing to learn. 
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   The students’ interviews confirmed that they preferred to learn through exposure to  

and use of English. In fact, experiential activities are advocated by many CBI researchers  

as supporting content learning in second language (Adamson, 1993; Brinton et al., 2003;  

Snow et al.,1987). The following is the English/Social studies teacher’s comments about  

reflecting Thai educational culture in his English subject class.  

The English Fundamentals/Social Studies teacher: 
A lot of what I observed here in Thailand…, I observed students participating in  
presentations. And that in itself is an art for discipline. I don’t know if you were able to 
watch the ceremony today for the teachers who are retiring. Students were dancing, 
singing, presenting, giving speeches. All these things are very essential, I think in Thai 
students’ education. So why not offer the same thing in English classes?  So I give, I try 
to give my students these opportunities here in this class to give presentations, to do 
written work, to discuss things together in English. The expected learning result would 
be… to also develop the same skills of presentation, of leadership skills, in English 
classes, here in the subject class. Also I want them to have more opportunities to use 
more PowerPoint presentations or audiovisual aids. It is the first year that we have this 
board. And to incorporate, for me as a teacher to incorporate video has been great, really 
good for the classes because the students are really interested. They have video, they have 
sound. I can write over. I can highlight over. Teaching a subject using this kind of 
technology is very good. Yeah. 
 

In addition to the building of language skills, the English Fundamentals/Social 

Studies teacher emphasized the use of fundamental academic skills developed in Thai 

schools in his classes. His teaching strategy was consistent with that of many EFL 

researchers who advocate focusing on features that coincide with local cultural values, 

such as using group work for Chinese students (Tomlinson, 2005). The teacher’s 

inclusion of local cultural values in his class design suggests that some English activities 

may be designed to suit Thai students.  
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Teaching 

 The students' interviews suggested that the students are optimistic and  

enjoy how the English-speaking teachers handle their classes.  The program does not 

have an evaluation policy for their English staff. The program coordinator mentioned that 

the purpose of having Thai teachers placed in each English classroom is to help with 

class discipline and for the Thai teachers’ English development. In fact, not all of these 

Thai teachers welcome this role. One Thai Social Studies teacher told me that she does 

not want to sit in the English Social Studies class. Her reasons were that she did not 

understand English and did not have any role in the class. It is interesting that there were 

no Thai English teachers attending the two English classes during the semester I observed 

them.  

This section discuses the pedagogy of the English subject classes from some Thai 

and English teachers’ perspectives. The first difference in teaching style noted by many 

Thai teachers was the way the English-speaking teachers promoted participation and 

expression of ideas in their classes. The Thai male sciences teacher had the following 

impression: 

The male Thai science teacher: 
ผมชอบระบบฝรั่งเคาไมใหเด็กตอบซ้ําคนเคาจะเอาชือ่เลนมาแลวก็เรียงงั้นทุกคนตองระวังตัวไววาจะถูกเรียก 
เมื่อไหรนั่นเปนวิธีการเทคนคิสรางความพรอมเดี๋ยวมาแนไดตอบแตไมรูเรือ่งอะไรฉะนัน้ ทุกคําถามที่เคา 
ตั้งทุกคนตองเตรียมผมวาเปนอะไรที่ดี  
I liked their classroom participation techniques. They did not let the same students 
answer many questions. They had a list of the students’ nicknames and called on 
everyone to answer their questions. The students always had to be ready to be called on. 
This is a technique to build readiness. Students knew that they will be called on but they 
didn’t know when their turn would be. So the students had to pay attention. I think this is 
good.  
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อึมผมวาเขาใชวัฒนธรรมในดานที่เปดโอกาสใหเยอะมากเหมือนที่พูดไปเดก็จะอะไรละ บางทีมันระเบดิอะไร 
ออกไปคืออยากสรางปมเดนหรืออะไรสรางอะไรอยางเนี้ยแตถาครไูทยนี่ไมไดใชไหม เราจะตองบอกอยูใน 
กรอบนะระวงัตวัตลอดแตพวกนี้เขาบอกหึมเขาปงแลวนะยกยกอยางเดียวไมพอยืนดวยเราก็แบบ เขาอยาก 
ตอบ มันก็เปนอกีแบบหนึง่ ผมวามันปนจุดสรางตอมความคิดนะ แตของเราซิ ไมได จะตอบ นี่ พอครูถามไมมี 
คนยกถูกเอ็ดอกี หรือยังไมทนัถาม ดันยก จะถาม ถูกเอด็อีก มันคนละระบบ 
I think the English-speaking teachers give more opportunities for the students to express  
their ideas. Like I said before, sometimes the students just want to burst out with what 
they want to say. They want to show off. For Thai teachers, this is unacceptable. We 
always want them to be reserved. Students have to be careful… But these students, when 
they have interesting ideas they want to express they not only raise their hands, they also 
stand up. This is a different kind of classroom practice. I think it encourages thinking. But 
for Thai classrooms, if students do not have the right answer but want to respond anyway, 
or if they don’t answer when the teachers ask, they will be scolded. Also, if the students 
answer before the teachers call on them, they will be scolded. The classrooms have 
different practices. 
 

 The science teacher commented on the techniques the English-speaking teachers  

used to provide opportunities for classroom participation for everyone. Also, in the 

English science class, he observed that the English teacher was more open to students’ 

enthusiasm and expressiveness, which would be considered as showing off too much in 

Thai culture. He pointed out the inhibitions placed on oral participation in Thai classes, 

and noted that these are influenced by local culture.  

The practice of eliciting answers in Thai classrooms emphasizes the expressing 

the right answer at the right time using appropriate Thai manners. Students who fail to 

follow this practice can be scolded (given serious warning looks or words) by Thai 

teachers. The comment suggested that the English-speaking teachers tend to have more 

tolerance for students’ expressiveness in the classroom. None of the 10 student 

participants in the interviews mentioned being scolded by English-speaking teachers. The 

students actually appreciated this difference. 
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 Duff (1997) conducted classroom-based research in an EFL dual languages school 

in Hungary. She found that students in her study preferred the new teaching approach to 

orthodox Hungarian one. The students were exposed to a communicative and democratic 

approach to teaching which encouraged them to voice their opinions and challenge those 

of others. When these students began to expect the new practice, and imposed it upon 

more conservative teachers, the local teachers found these students difficult to work with.  

 Duff’s notion of the differenced in classroom practices between expatriate 

teachers and local teachers, especially as related to the encouragement given about 

students voicing their opinions, was addressed by the Thai teachers in my study as well. 

The male Thai Social Studies teacher and the French/English teacher compared the 

practices of English-speaking and Thai teachers and discussed how it affected Thai 

students’ expressiveness and creativity. The male Thai Social Studies teacher mentioned 

that the level of freedom of expression is different in Thai and English classrooms. While 

the English classroom promoted creativity by emphasizing listening, thinking, talking, 

and sharing, the Thai classroom focused on listening, memorization, and writing. He 

concluded that the Thai classroom was more authoritative. 

 The French/English teacher stated that there are two major factors that inhibit 

Thai students' active participation in class. The first results from the normal 'top-down' 

Thai classroom culture as students find it difficult to talk because they don’t know when 

and how talking is acceptable. The second results from the local educational standards 

whereby Thai teachers are required to follow a heavy content-oriented curriculum. This 

factor results in a Thai teacher role as a "knowledge transmitter", and as a result students 
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sometimes lack opportunities to express independent thought. A Thai teacher described 

the issue this way: 

The male Thai Social Studies teacher: 
ความมีอิสระในการclassอิสระและวนิัยชาวตางประเทสเคาทาํคูกันไดวินัยคอื คุณตอง listening และคุณตอง  
thinking คุณตอง talking about ทุกคนตอง sharing กันตรงนี้ ๒ no copy คุณตองคิด คณุตอง create  
ในขณะเด็กไทย คุณตองฟง คณุตองทอง สาํหรับครบูางคน  คุณทาํรายงานออกมา วัฒนธรรม แลวก็เสรภีาพ  
ในการแสดงออก เราเรียนมาดวยครูไทย อํานาจนิยมในหองเรียนคอนขางมากๆ  
In English classes, there is both freedom and discipline. Students are required to listen, 
think, and talk. Everyone must share their ideas. Students are not allowed to copy, but 
must create their own work. However, students in Thai classes have to listen and 
memorize. And for some Thai teachers, students have to write papers. These are different 
ways to express culture and freedom. Thai classroom culture is fairly authoritative. 
 
The French/English teacher: 
มีความรูสึกวาบางครั้งเนี่ยเคาจะถูกขีดความคดิ โดยทีบ่างครัง้เคาไมคอยกลาแสดงออกเต็มที่ เพราะเคาไมรูวา  
เมื่อไหรที่เคาจะพูดไดมากนอยแคไหนคาดวามันหลายอยางสําหรับวัฒนธรรมไทยที่มันไปขีดเคาเอาไว แต 
สําหรบัอาจารยชาวตางชาติเนีย่เคาไมสนใจวามันจะถูกหรอืจะผิดขออยางเดียววาอนัที๑่ คณุแสดงความคดิ 
เห็นออกมาเมื่อไดความคิดเห็นแลวคอยมาดูวาสิ่งที่ผิดนัน้ผิดเพราะอะไรแลวใหเด็กคอยๆคนควาไป เพราะ 
ฉะนัน้เคาจะใชวิธีคอยๆซึมเขาไปซึง่ไมเหมอืนกับเราเรามักจะคํานงึถึงเนือ้หามากกวา พอคํานึงถึงเนือ้หามากๆ  
ก็เลยเปนในลักษณะวาครูจะใจรอนปอนใหปอนใหจนกระทัง่เด็กคลายๆกับวาแกไดแบบสาํเร็จรปู มคอยคิดเอง  
I feel that sometimes Thai students are inhibited in expressing their ideas. They are barely 
able to express themselves freely because they don’t know when they are allowed to 
speak and how much they can speak. I guess there are many cultural factors that block 
them. But the English-speaking teachers don’t care if an idea is right or wrong. They just 
want the students to express themselves. After the ideas are expressed, then they work on 
it and let students discover. They gradually train students in this way. This is different 
from the Thai classroom. We concentrate more on lesson detail. Because we emphasize 
detail too much, teachers are impatient and simply transmit the information. It seems to 
me that students gain instant knowledge without thinking for themselves.  
 

The male Thai Social Studies teacher’s and the French/English teacher’s 

comments both suggest that students in typical Thai classrooms have less training in 

creating independent ideas and less opportunity to express them. However, it was obvious 

from interviews with many Thai teachers how surprised they were with the students’ 

confidence and creativity when they were exposed to different teaching styles that 

encouraged their expressiveness. The English/Social Studies teacher’s comments about a 
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group of young Thai students (grade 7) impressively incorporating music and dance in 

English play is in contrast with the typical image of Thai students being shy.  

However, it suggests that teaching techniques that allow more expression may 

interest students and train them to overcome fear in acting (Kubanyiova, 2002). 

Kubanyiova (2002) used English drama with university students in Thailand. She 

suggested this teaching method to other Thai teachers but they thought that it would not 

work because Thai students are too shy. However, the researcher found that the 

university students enjoy acting and English drama. The English/Social Studies teacher 

spoke about his impression of the students’ creative expression and performance in 

English play. 

The English Fundamentals/Social Studies teacher: 
Yes, definitely, definitely. I think it is just a way … Thai students have this, almost 
natural ability to put together a presentation or a show about a theme that shocks foreign 
teachers like me. At Matayom 1, I teach a speaking and listening class and have a group 
of 4 girls. I give them freedom to choose any topic. And I give them opportunity to 
practice with me. The first time they practiced with me with all the costumes, full 
costumes, very well written scripts. They are singing and dancing and it is all in English. 
And I am so impressed that these students have taken this. It is not something that, I 
think, a normal Canadian grade 7 student would do in incorporating music, and dance in 
a second language. And these students have the abilities which is impressive for foreign 
teachers. They ought to be impressed. 
 
 Tomlinson (2005) proposed that social culture may be distinctively different in 

many countries but educational culture seem to be similar. This is applicable to 

pedagogical techniques as well. The use of group work is not new to Thai schools. 

According to the male Thai Social Studies teacher, Thai teachers use group work; 

however, the participation outcome is different from what he observed in English Social 

Studies class. He referred to two factors contributing to greater participation in the 
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English subject class. One was the method of grouping by which the English Social 

Studies teacher promoted more participation among the students. The other one was the 

size of the class, smaller than a typical Thai class. This suggests that the English-speaking 

teacher’s student grouping method and class size both contributed to the level of class 

participation.  

The male Thai Social Studies teacher: 
แตสิ่งหนึง่ทีช่าวตางประเทศใชไมเหมือนครูไทยครูไทยเนี่ยงานกลุมเนี่ยปญหาทีท่ํางานกลุมที่มีปญหาคอืมัน 
เปนกลุมถาวรเด็กเคาจะจัดกลุมกันคอืจัดกลุมที่เปนเพือ่นingroupผมมองวาการเรียนการสอนดวย งานกลุม 
อยางเดียว มันตองลงไปที่กระบวนการกลุมดวย ถาเปนกลุมถาวร ไมเกิดประโยชน อาจจะมีเด็กทํางาน แค  
คนสองคน คนอื่นไมทํา แต ครูตางประเทศ กลุมจะเปลี่ยน กลุมจะเปลี่ยนทุกหนวย ทุกเรือ่ง ๒คน มัง่ ๓คนมัง่  
คอนขางหลากหลายทาํใหเด็กมีสวนรวมไดเรยีนรูไดแลกเปลีย่นรงกบัแนวคดิของการเรียนการสอนดวย 
กระบวนการกลุม เสร็จแลวก็มี กลุมเล็ก นําเสนอ กลุมใหญ กลุมใหญ รวมกัน agree  disagree ซึ่งสิง่ที่เคาทํา 
 ครูไทยนาเรียนรู แตอยางที่ผมวา เด็กไทย ๔๐กวาคน ตอชัน้ การทาํกลุมแบบนี้ในคาบเรียน ๔๐กวานาทยีาก 
One area that the English-speaking teachers handle differently from Thai teachers is 
group work in class. The problem of group work is that the members are always the 
same. Students always form their groups with their close friends. I think that the use of 
group work for classroom teaching needs to address the process of forming groups as 
well. It is not useful if the groups are always the same because only one or two students 
may do all the work. The English-speaking teachers change groups often. Groups are 
changed with different units of study. Sometimes groups include two or three students. It 
is diverse. This makes students participate more and have more opportunities to work 
with others. These ways of grouping support learning. Small groups present to big 
groups. Big groups debate a presented idea. I think Thai teachers can learn from this. But 
as I mentioned earlier, there are usually more than 40 Thai students in regular Thai 
classes. It is difficult to do group work when the scheduled class time is under 50 
minutes. 
 

English Proficiency 

Consistent with previous studies on CBI programs, students’ gains in second 

language development have been outstanding. The overall impressions of the students’ 

English development in the program have been positive. The students built confidence in 

speaking and listening skills in addition to being able to use English fluently. Thai 

teachers, parents, and outsiders seemed to be impressed by their comprehension and 
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fluency in speaking English. People involved agreed that the students had more 

confidence in communicating in English. In addition to improving their listening and 

speaking skills for communication, the use of their English skills to learn subjects and 

demonstrate their knowledge was perceived as successful. However, their teachers 

pointed out that there was room for improvement, especially in language accuracy. 

 The surprising increase in confidence and English communication skills were 

addressed by many teachers in the interviews. English-speaking teachers stressed that the 

students lacked confidence in speaking English at the beginning. English math and 

science teachers saw that building confidence was very important because they saw that 

Thai students were too shy and nervous to speak in class. Thus they emphasized this 

aspect in classroom practice. The English math teacher even had a strict policy that 

included classroom participation in English as part of the course grade. 

The male English math teacher: 
I think the difficulties are the same as teaching English as a second language. Most 
students don’t have the opportunity to practice outside school. There is no English 
outside the wall in Phetchaburi. They can’t speak English. They don’t hear any English. 
So there is no practice. The other difficulty is that so many students are too nervous and 
too shy and they are afraid to try. Yeh. And well, I also do speaking, make them …they 
must answer questions orally, they must raise their hands and they must answer the 
questions, speaking…very difficult. They know the answers but they don’t want to raise 
their hands and speak the answers in English in front of their friends because they are too 
shy, too too afraid, too nervous. 
 
Oh, yeh. And in my first lesson, I explained to them, they have to be brave. They have to 
be brave enough to raise their hands, and to speak alone. And if they don’t, they aren’t 
gonna get a good grade. I make it very important that they understand that it doesn’t 
matter if the answer is wrong. I don’t care if the answer is right or wrong. I care that you 
raise your hands and you try to speak in English. If your answer is wrong, then we will 
correct it. We will make it right. But the important thing is that you spoke. That is one 
way that I always trying to do a lot of practices. I use lots of handouts, lots of papers. 
Probably, most important is that they get math in Thai. If they are having problems, they 
can go to a Thai teacher. And say “Johnny is teaching this, and I don’t know what this 
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is”. Which is good this year too that they make the classes smaller. In Matayom 1, only 
20 students. Last year was 29 which is OK. But 20 is very nice. 20, every student speaks 
every class. Matayom 3, 30 or 34, not every student can speak every class.  
 
The female English science teacher: 
I think that they are still working on building confidence in English. I think they have the 
ideas in their heads but when you have to process and put them into words in a different 
language, it’s hard. I think they would get the most benefit if they decided to study 
science in English in college.  Then they will probably understand it more. But now it is 
just more exposure to English. You know it is different idea, different thing to learn. 
 
Just the ability to speak with you. Just to say “Hi, how are you? They don’t scare. The 
foreigner talks to me, oh no. They are not so mechanical. “I’m fine, and you?” EP 
students say “I am good. I am ok. How are you doing?” It’s more conversational. It’s not 
like they have just read it and suck it out of the book. It’s their confidence. More natural, 
more words. I teach M6, and their reading and writing is OK. But their listening and 
speaking, they don’t understand what I am saying. Even when I speak slow, listening 
skills are not there. Speaking and listening skills are really low. 
 

 Teachers, parents, and others involved with the program actually saw the 

students’ progress after they were given a few years with a lot of opportunities to practice 

speaking English in class. They were impressed by the students' English development, 

especially by their confidence in speaking with foreigners and their presentation skills in 

English. The French/ English teacher commented on their development - moving from a 

lack of confidence to being confident enough to discuss their ideas in class, and approach 

the English teachers.  

Also impressive was the students’ proficiency in their use of English in non-

classroom settings and their general communication skills in the language. The Thai 

chemistry teacher was impressed by the English play presented by the students. The 

program coordinator said that an external organization involved in arranging English 

camp outside school was also impressed by the students' English language skills.  
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The French/English teacher: 
ในชวงตนที่เคาเขามาเคาไมกลาพูดเคาไมกลาถามถึงแมวาเคาจะรูวาตวันี้เคาไมเขาใจ อาจารยถามอะไร 
มาเคาจะบอกวาเคารูหมดเคาเขาใจหมด แตพอไปสักระยะหนึ่งเด็กเคาจะกลาพูดกลาถาม กลาที่จะมีขอคิดเห็น  
ที่เริ่มไปพูดคุยกับอาจารยไดสามารถตดิตอกับอาจารยไดโดยอัตโนมัติ โดยไมตองคอยหันมาพึ่งพาอาศัยคร ู
คนไทยที่ซทิอนิอยู เด็กเคาจะคอยๆไปเรือ่ยๆ  
In the beginning, they did not have enough confidence to ask questions. Although they 
did not understand the lesson, they said they understood. But after a while, they gained 
more confidence in speaking, asking, and proposing their ideas. They began approaching 
the English-speaking teachers. They could communicate with the teachers without 
relying on the Thai sit in teachers. They gradually developed. 
 
The female Thai social studies teacher: 
จากมุมมองที่เขาไปสงัเกตเด็กเรียนมัง่อะไรมั่งก็คิดวาเด็กมีความรูภาษาองักฤษดีมากประสบความสําเร็จทาง 
ดานภาษา เด็กสามารถคุยภาษาองักฤษ และฟงรูเรือ่ง กับครผููสอน 
From what I observed in the class, I think that the students have a good knowledge of  
English. They are successful in speaking English and comprehending the English lessons. 
 
The female Thai elective math teacher: 
จากที่เปนครปูระจําชั้นเด็กอพีมีาเมื่อปที่แลวแลวก็สอนเคา รวมทัง้ปนี้ดวย ก็ประโยชนที่เกิดกับเด็กอยางเราเห็น  
เชน เด็กเคากลาพูด กลาจะสือ่สารกบัครู ตางประเทศ แบบวาลื่นไหล เคาเกง กลาพูด กลาทักทาย อะไรแบบนี้  
I have been their homeroom teacher since last year, and teaching them until this year. I 
have seen that the students have become more confident in communicating with the 
English-speaking teachers. They speak so fluently, very confidently. 
 
The male Thai science teacher: 
มีอยูครัง้หนึ่งเอาเด็กพวกนี้ไปแสดงละครเพือ่นําเสนอกับกลุมใหมทีจ่ะเขามาเปนละครภาษาโหผมนัง่งงเขาทํา 
กันไดไงเด็กพวกนี้เขาเลนละครเปนเรือ่งแตใชภาษาผูปกครองที่มาก็หันหนากันเลิ่กลั่กๆถามวานี่เด็กพวกน้ี 
เคาเรียนกันก่ีปเคาจึงพูดอยางเนี้ยแลวเคามไดถือเนือ้ไมไดถืออะไรนะแตวิธีการติวเราไมรูนะชดัเจนมาก  
คนที่ออกไปนําเสนอ เขาก็พูด  พรีเซนเทชันผูปกครองเขาก็ไมรูเรือ่งหรอกนะเอาอีกคนออกมา พูด เอาพอจบ 
ทั้งหมดเริ่มเปนเรื่องเปนราว 
One time we had these students present their play in English for the parents of 
prospective students. I was so surprised at their English skills. I don’t know how these 
students put things into the play in English. The parents were very surprised. They asked 
how many years the students had to study English to be able to present like this. The 
students did not have scripts in their hands, but I don’t know if they got help for their 
rehearsals. The outcome is obvious. The actors spoke in English. The parents did not 
understand the English. Other actors continued, and so on. It was a complete English 
play. 
 
The program coordinator:  
ในชวงสามปแรกที่ผานมาเนีย่เราไมไดมีความมั่นใจเลยวา งที่เกิดข้ึนกับนกัเรียนเราที่โรงเรียนเราไดรบัเนี่ยวา  
ผลทีอ่อกมาเปนที่พอใจไหมจนกระทั่งเราไดทํางานรวมกับองคกรอืน่เชนวาเราไดจดัแคมป เราไดใหบุคคล 
ภายนอกมาจัดใหเรา นั่นเปนปที๒่ของการจดัอิงลิชโปรแกรมของเรา แลวจดัแบบ English immersion  
แลวเคาบอกเราวาไมนาเชือ่วานักเรียนในตางจังหวดัหรอืนักเรียนในโรงเรียนของเราเนี่ย สามารถจะฟงและ 
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สื่อสารไดดี เรียกวา ๘๐เปอรเซนตข้ึนไป มี่เนื้อหาที่เคา present ทีว่ิทยากรเปนชาวตางประเทศทัง้หมด เคา  
presentออกมา เด็กเราสามารถที่จะเขาใจและโตตอบเคาไดเปนอยางดี เราก็เลย คิดวาที่เราทํามาเนี้ยแสดงวา 
ไดผล 
During the first three years of program implementation we were not confident about the 
impact on our students. We were not sure whether the outcome would be satisfactory 
until we cooperated with an outside organization. We now have an English camp that was 
organized by outsiders during the second year of the program implementation. They set 
up camp activities such as English immersion. The organizer told us that it was 
unbelievable that students in the countryside like ours would be able to communicate so 
well. The organizers are all foreigners and our students could understand more than 80% 
of presentations made in English. They could also respond very well. So I think that what 
we have done is successful. 
 
 The development of the students’ confidence and communicative skills in English  

have been described in both Thai and English teachers’ observations. However, the 

question of language accuracy was raised as well. The problem of high fluency with lack 

of accuracy has been extensively examined in immersion classroom research. This study 

is consistent with the previous studies. The students do not have Thai teachers for their 

English classes for three years in the program. However, they will have Thai teachers for 

their English class in grade ten.  

In the grade ten English class, the students who attended the English content-

based program will be in the same class with other students. A Thai grade ten English 

teacher commented about the students' knowledge of grammar and linguistic forms. 

Although the teacher is the only one who discussed this issue, her comments are 

important because no other Thai English teacher has ever taught this group of students. 

 Her comments were mainly focused on the English curriculum and testing in 

Thailand. While she appreciated the students’ extensive knowledge of vocabulary and 

their language skills, she saw certain weaknesses. Since the teacher had students from 

different programs in her English class, she was able to note the differences between 
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them - mostly related to students not being aware of what they were supposed to know, 

including simple structures such as ‘There is’, ‘There are’, full stop, question mark, and 

capitalization. She had the following comments: 

The Thai English teacher: 
แกจะขาดหายสิ่งที่เด็กไทยจะมีเชน Full stop question mark แลวก็ข้ึนตนตวัใหญ ตวัเล็ก เวลาพี่เหน็เด็ก  
ชาวตางชาติเคาไมสตริคไง แตเราเปนคนไทย เราจะสอนหมด full stop นะ ขึ้นตนตัวใหญนะ ถามพี่ พี่วา  
จุดเสียตรงนี ้
They lack some of the knowledge that Thai students have -  such as how to use full stops, 
question marks, and capitalization. I saw their homework. It seemed to me that the 
English teachers were not strict about the linguistics forms. We, Thai teachers, we teach 
all of these grammar points such as full stop and capitalization. I think this is a weakness.  
 
ไมไดแกรมมาใชมาถึงปุบก็จะโวยอะไรไมเคยรูคุยอะไรกันเราก็ตองกลายเปนตัวประสานเดีย๋วกอนนะเดี๋ยวคร ู
สอนหนูใหมนะคะเนี่ยพี่เจอเดก็เพราะพีส่อนมาพี่จะรูคนอื่นยงัไมรูปญหาอยางพี่นะเพราะพีเ่จอจุดนี้ แตยังไมมี 
โอกาสคุยกับใคร พี่เคยบอกกับหัวหนาหมวดนะวา อาจารยคะหนูขออนญุาติเรียนใหอาจารยทราบนะคะ วา  
ปญหาตรงนี้ เดก็มาบอกหนูวาจุดโหวอยูตรงนี้ ที่จริงเคานาจะบอกนะวา ทาํไงถึงจะอุดชองโหวได เพราะผล 
สําฤทธ์ิของเด็กคือหนาตาของเราดวย  
They did not acquire English grammar. When they came into my grade ten English class, 
they complained that they did not know what other students (from the regular Thai 
program) were talking about. I had to compromise my regular lesson plan and teach them 
grammar. I taught them, so I know them. Other teachers may not know of this problem. I 
knew about this problem but I didn't have a chance to talk about it. I used to tell my 
English department head about it. I told her that I really believed that grammar is the 
weak point and the students point this out. Actually, the department head should work on 
this problem because the students’ language achievement reflects on us as well. 
 

The teacher also referred to the differences in test writing between Thai and 

English teachers as a factor in students’ language learning. According to her comments, 

Thai teachers tend to give varieties of test items; however, English teachers seem to 

emphasize expression of ideas. The effect on the students is that when they took an 

English test from Thai English teachers, many of them did not do well. In addition to the 

differences in test taking expectations, the teacher referred to the students’ complaints 

about feedback on errors.  
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การออกขอสอบของคนไทยนะสารพัดออกออกClozออกอะไรนะไปเจอฝรั่งฝรั่งเคาใหไอนีอ่ยางเดียว  
What is your idea? อะไรก็วาไปแกก็เขียนอะไรของแกไปเจอคนไทยเจอCloz เจออะไร แกทําแลวแกมนึ  
บางคนนี่ลมเหลวสูเด็กธรรมดา   
Thai English teachers used several kinds of tests, such as a cloze test. But the  
English-speaking teachers used only one kind of test, asking questions like ‘What is your 
idea?’ The students answer such a question with whatever they want to write. When they 
have Thai English teachers’ tests such as the cloze test, they have a hard time answering. 
Some of the students fail or do not perform as well as other students in the Thai program. 
 
ไอเรือ่งสปคคิง พี่ยอมรับ เด็กธรรมดาคนไทยนะ สูเด็กพวกนีไ้มได แตบางจดุคอืขอเสีย แกยอมรบักับพี่วา  
อาจารยครบัอาจารยขาหนูยอมรับนะคะวาไวยากรณหนูแยแลวตอนนี้เวลาหนูสงงาน อาจารยตางชาต ิ
เคาก็ไมแกเหมือนคนไทย  
I believe that their speaking skills are higher than other students in the Thai program. But 
they have weaknesses as well. The students admitted to me that their grasp of grammar 
became poorer and their English-speaking teachers did not correct their grammatical 
errors on their homework like Thai teachers do.  
 
 

While the Thai teacher pointed out issues regarding language accuracy, the 

English teachers were more concerned with the students’ language development and how 

well the students used their skills to learn English subjects. This did not mean that the 

English teachers did not pay attention to the students’ language accuracy.  Perhaps they 

didn’t rely on testing the students’ ability to memorize grammar rules. The English 

Fundamentals/Social Studies teacher worked on correcting students’ language errors. It 

seems that feedback on grammatical errors may not have contributed much to 

development of grammatical competence (Pica, 1994).  

The student interviews also suggested that the students had their own concerns 

about grammatical accuracy. Also, the teacher noted that he does not correct language or 

punctuation on essays in the Social Studies because the focus is on the expression of 

ideas, not language accuracy. His comments support CBI researchers' (Cloud et al., 2000; 

Snow et al., 1987) proposal that second language content-based classes need the 
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integration of language teaching with content. They stated that exposing students to L2 

content alone may not contribute to their L2 grammatical development. 

The English Fundamentals/ Social Studies teacher: 
Perhaps one is in a language class, in a Fundamental class, in writing and a reading 
Fundamental class, I will correct grammar mistakes in writing and teach about errors 
committed by the students, common errors in their writings and obviously they read a lot 
in the language class. Whereas in the content, social studies class, they don’t have as 
much reading in, so they may have … writing opportunities, they don’t have as much 
reading. So at least to know what areas they, what problem they have in grammar, or in 
punctuation, or in spelling, whereas with the project in social studies, I don’t correct any 
of that. I don’t touch it at all. I let them do as they wish in terms of writing, what they 
want to express. I let them do it. And I grade them based on content, based on reasoning 
they provide but never on grammar or punctuation. 
 

The teacher reflected on his language learning experience in French which 

included the use of an exercise workbook that he considered to be an ineffective way to 

learn. Thus, he provided instruction on such topics as writing skills for his students who 

attended his second language subject class. Since essay writing had a major role in the 

Social Studies class, preparing the students with writing skills in language class was 

necessary. Cloud et al. (2000) suggested that certain language skills are fundamental to 

certain content areas.  

Although the teacher was confident in his students’ language development in 

several areas, including writing and speaking, he pointed out that there were individual 

differences as well. He said that 30% of his students did not do well in his class. Cloud et 

al. (2000) suggested that it was unlikely that all students in the same classroom will attain 

the same level of L2 proficiency. However, in general, the teacher believed that his 

students’ language proficiency was developing. He provided the following comments. 

The English Fundamental/Social Studies teacher: 
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Yes, yes, definitely, definitely. The teaching experience that I have here that’s been the 
way. My educational experience had not been like that. My French classes, my M1, M2 
French classes, for me by looking back, they were basically exercise books. There was no 
movement towards writing in those classes. Whereas in the history and geography classes 
like M1, M2, we had similar projects. We researched historical Canadians founding 
Canada, great wars in North America, and we presented them in French. But, here, I 
know teaching, Yes, I want to prepare them to be able to write an essay in social studies 
or as a final project, I want them to be able to do that. So I have taught them in M2, 
hopefully that they will do it. They will have their projects due for me. I will see the 
result after this year. M2, M3 this year, last year, they did very well, most students. For 
this course, the writing, I would say 70% of this class has gone beyond everything I 
expected at this level. It’s been excellent work. I am still struggling with the other 30%. 
Why they are failures in that area. But I have reasons. 
 

Tomlinson (2005) claimed that teachers teach according to their own standards 

and beliefs. The English Fundamentals/Social studies teacher’s comments regarding 

on his students’ development of language production in the first year of the program 

compared the third year suggested that his standards of teaching was based on students’ 

progress. In the English Fundamentals and Social Studies class, essays were major 

assignments and sources of assessment. Students’ writing abilities varied from being able 

to produce a few sentences to constructing a paragraph or two.  

Duff (2005) investigated a sheltered Social Studies class in a secondary school in 

the U.S. She found that ESL students were expected to produce essays that were just a 

few paragraphs in length. The researcher claimed that this expectation resulted in 

insufficient  practice for producing the kinds of essays that would be required in higher 

education. However, in the case of students in the English content-based program in 

Thailand, their education after grade 9 will probably be in a regular Thai program using a 

Thai curriculum. They will not be required to produce long academic English essays. The 

following is the teacher’s comments on his students’ writing ability. 
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The English Fundamentals/Social Studies teacher: 
OK. One evidence is just the words that they produce on written tests and projects that 
they have time to prepare for. If you are going to consider fundamentals as reading and 
writing, then the writing component…I know that they don’t have time to prepare. And 
they can produce excellent answers. In the time that they can’t prepare, they still produce 
excellent works. So I know that they progress from M2 and M1. In comparison of step 2, 
if I compare with other classes, I know that this class has improved and they are better, 
they have surpassed other classes. Third could be the progression from M1, M2, and M3, 
that I have witnessed their development. Individuals that I know who couldn’t say “the 
bottle is on the table” in M1, who could not make that… the student who could not say 
that, now can answer in a paragraph about their opinion of the rising price of oil. That’s 
enough for me. I think.  
 
 
Summary 
 
 The lack of substantial support from the government, regarding a rigid English 

curriculum and recruitment of English content specialists, has influenced the local 

school’s decision to provide English elective classes using the school’s curriculum. 

However, even though the elective English classes were developed internally, they were 

perceived as different courses using different course material and assessment strategies. 

Thai teachers and English teachers believed that they taught different courses. In 

addition, the language barrier resulted in little communication and no collaboration on 

curriculum and materials development among those teachers of similar elective courses. 

As the English and Thai elective courses were not coordinated, the Thai teachers assigned 

to the English content classes had no role beyond class discipline and management. 

 The Thai teachers' lack of involvement in English curriculum development and 

English content classes, and the severe shortage of English content specialists, lead to 

two proposals. The first one is that Thai schools need development in EFL education to 

prepare Thai teachers for collaboration with the English teachers. With their 
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understanding and readiness, the Thai teachers would be able to take a more active role in 

the curriculum development. Also, the local school can benefit from this type of English 

program rather than completely relying on expatriate teachers whose turnover rate is 

high. Another proposal is to consider a possible model of teaching content English 

through theme-based English courses.  

 Thai teachers who are required to cover a lot of content in detail in such subjects 

as math and science perceived that this material was not covered as fully in the English 

courses. On the other hand, English content teachers believed that their students learned 

the concepts in compulsory Thai courses, and they were not falling behind. Therefore, the 

role of English content classes should be to reinforce the concepts and add some related 

new information in English by having the students learn the English content. Also, the 

strengths in fundamental academic skills gained in the Thai school are also used in the 

English Fundamentals and Social Studies classed. However, learning from a different 

curriculum and a different syllabus results in students complaining about the partially 

covered content when they go to the next grade level in Thai program. The Thai teacher 

in the next grade level who had students from both the Thai and English program needs 

to review for those who have not studied the content before in their English program. 

 The Thai teachers perceived that the pedagogical strategies in the English content 

class encouraged more classroom participation and offered additional opportunities for 

expressing ideas. Combining students for group work and small class size may have 

contributed to more participation. The additional active participation and freedom of 

expression in the English classes resulted in increases in students’ thinking skills and 
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creativity. The Thai teachers pointed out that the authoritative Thai classroom culture and 

the heavy content-oriented syllabus inhibited students’ expressiveness and thinking skills. 

However, the English Fundamentals/Social Studies teacher found that techniques that are 

compatible with local culture contributed to the students’ creative performance in the 

second language. 

 All Thai and English teachers perceived that the students gained self-confidence 

and fluency in communicating in English. However, language accuracy was a concern. 

The first graduates of the English content-based program tended to be weak in some 

English structures and inaccurate in the use of full stops, question marks, and 

capitalization. While the English teacher gave explicit instruction on English grammar 

and error feedback on the students’ productions, none of these were overtly treated in 

English Social Studies class. The teacher emphasized subject content and ideas, but not 

language accuracy in the class assignments and assessment. The teacher’s own second 

language learning experience made him aware of the students’ needs in language skills 

for the L2 content class. Also, even though not everyone in the class attained the same 

proficiency, the teacher believed that most of the students did excellent work and their 

English proficiency was developing. 
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Parents’ Perceptions 

 Five parents and one guardian of the students learning in the English content-

based program were interviewed. The parents/guardian were greatly interested in their 

children’ education. Thus, they eagerly volunteered to speak about their perceptions of 

the program. The five parents included a pharmacist, a business owner, a housewife, a 

secondary school teacher, and an English teacher. The guardian was a faculty member at 

the local university. Analysis of the interviews resulted in two major themes: an 

alternative program, and English proficiency/content. Discussion of these themes is in the 

following section. 

 

Alternative Program 

The parents/guardian perceived that the English content-based program provided 

an alternative education for their children. Although the program was in the local public 

secondary school, it was different from a typical Thai program. The school was a large 

public secondary school in the province and required an entrance examination. The 

school had three different admission policies for their academic programs. The first was a 

highly competitive exam for excellent students in math and science, enrolling the 

students who pass the exam in the program called ‘excellent math-science Thai program’. 

Students who were above average, average, and under average were placed in regular 

Thai classes. These two types of admissions did not require extra tuition.  

The third type of admission was for the English content-based program. The 

admission required applicants to have a GPA of 3.0 or above, take an entrance 
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examination, and pay tuition. Due to the special status of the English content-based 

program, the admission policy had already pre-screened academically promising 

candidates for the program. However, since the application required extra tuition, it was 

not a highly competitive program. Compared to the excellent Thai program (no extra 

tuition), the English content-based program was less competitive.  

The fact that the program was not open to free enrollment meant that the class 

size was smaller than regular classes in the Thai program. The parents/guardian pointed 

to the positive aspects of a smaller class size, and students’ high motivation for learning 

English as creating a good environment for their children’ education. Students and 

parents agreed on this. Having a less competitive environment and close-knit group of 

peers who supported each others learning were also pointed to by many parents as 

significantly positive aspects of the program. These comments were consistent with the 

research on French immersion students’ learning experience in a secondary school in 

Australia. De Courcy (2002) proposed that the tight social groups formed by students in 

an immersion program should be encouraged as it supports learning. The following was 

the guardian/parents’ perception of the learning environment in the program. 

University faculty member: 
ในเมื่อระบบตรงนีอ้ยางนอยๆสิง่ที่เรารูคอืคอืเปนระบบการเรยีนแบบฝรัง่หนอยหนึง่ ซึ่งมันอาจจะไมไดเนน 
การแขงขันเทากับระบบการเรยีนแบบระบบไทยซึง่ระบบพวกนี้มันจะเนนใหอยางนอยๆเราเห็นวา เด็กเคาเรียน 
แลวเคาจะได อื่นๆ ที่ไมใช อยางเชน ไดสงัคม ได คือไมตองแขงขันกันสูงนะ เพราะวา กอนที่จะไปเรียน 
เราก็ไปถามผูปกครองหลายคนซึ่งก็มีคนที่ใหขอดีมาแลวก็มีตนที่ใหขอเสียมาวามันเปนอยางนี้ๆแตวาไอขอดีนี่  
เผอิญวา มันตรงกับความตองการของเรา  
I think that this program is more like the educational system of the West. It is less 
competitive than the Thai system. I think that having a less competitive system can 
provide students with more socialization. Before I decided to enroll my nephew, I asked 
several parents. They gave me both positive and negative comments. But the positive 
comments about less competitiveness made my decision.  
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ขอดคีือก็อยางที่บอกวา๑เด็กเคาจะชวยกันเพราะมันเรียนเปนกลุมนอย มันไมไดเรียนกันแบบแขงขันแบบ 
เด็กไทยไงที่วาโหจะตองเอาเปนเอาตายกันไปขางหนึง่เพราะฉะนัน้ผูปกครองหลายคนก็จะบอกวา ลูกเคา 
รีแลกซมากกวามีความสบายๆแลวก็เพื่อนชวยเหลือกันสนทิสนมกันมากกวาซึ่งเรามคีวามรูสึกวา สิง่เหลานี้ 
นาจะจําเปน สําหรับเคามากกวา  
The good thing is… as I mentioned the children support one another because their class is 
small. They do not compete to death like Thai students do. So, many parents told me that 
their children are more relaxed, having more close friends and helping each other. I think 
this is most important for my nephew.  
 
English teacher: 
เด็กบางคนที่ไมไดเรียนในลักษณะอยางนี้ จะเนนวิชาการ ในความรูสกึของพีน่ะ คอืจะเนนทองเนนอะไร 
สูความเปนเลิศนะ แตทางดาน การสือ่สารกับเพื่อน กบัคนรอบขาง มันจะ... สิ่งแวดลอมดีดวย อีพี สิ่งแวดลอมด ี
เพื่อนดีมาก เพือ่นก็มาจาก ความเปนอยู เรือ่งฐานะเราไมเก่ียวนะ ความเปนอยู ความคิดจะใกลเคียงกัน ไมเก 
เคาชวยเหลือกันดี จะไมเนนวา จะเอาเกรด๔ เกรด๔ เคาจะชวยกันดี เพื่อนด ี
Other students in the excellent Thai programs are obsessed about memorizing their 
lessons to be the best. But they lack communication with peers and people around them. 
This program has a good learning environment. The students are very nice. It is not about 
socioeconomic status, it is about having peers with similar ideas. They are good kids. 
They support one another. They are not obsessed about being straight A students.  
 
 The Thai parents believed that learning through exposure to an English-speaking 

environment was effective, and that the experiential activities provided by the program 

provided the students with valuable experiences. The students and their parents both 

appreciated the extracurricular activities: travel in the country and abroad, an English 

camp, an exchange student program with Canada, cultural events with international 

visitors, and a volunteer program providing tour guides for the city’ foreign guests. The 

chance of participating in an exchange program and using the second language in real 

situations was addressed in the French immersion program in Canada as well. Parents of 

French immersion students expected these activities in the program so that their children 

could practice more French (Webster, 1986). 

The interviews suggested that the program actually put much effort into cultural 

exchange activities and social activities for practicing English. The Thai parents 
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themselves often cooperated with the school when there was a cultural exchange event. 

The English/Social Studies teacher noted that Thais are very sociable. The 

guardian/parents considered socialization and participating in social activities important 

aspect for their children’s education. The parents and their children expected to have this 

kind of activity so that the children were exposed to more English use. Also, the parents 

observed that their children enjoyed learning in the program because of all of these 

activities. The guardian/parents responded to the interview as follows: 

University faculty member: 
  เคาอาจจะไมรูสึกกดดันแลวเคาก็สนุกที่จะเรยีนมั้ง แลวเปกติเปนเด็กทีช่อบรวมกิจกรรม เคาเปนเด็กเงยีบนะ 
แตโรงเรียนพอมีกิจกรรม เคาทําเคาจะชอบเขารวม อาจจะไมไดเปนผูนํา แตเคาจะเขารวม แตเรียนทีน่ี่รูสึกวา 
มันมีกิจกรรมอืน่ๆที่อยางโรงเรียนพาไปเที่ยวบอยมากไปทัสนศึกษาไปทัศนศึกษาขางนอกนี่เยอะ แลวเคาจะ 
แฮปปจะมีความสุข  วาเคาจะอะไรแบบนี้ ที่เปดโลกทัศนเคากวาง ซึง่ สวนหนึ่ง อาจจะมีความรูสึกวา ไอเด็กอพี ี
นี่มันprivilegeกวาเด็กอืน่ ตรงที่มันไดเที่ยวมากกวา หรอื มันอาจจะเปนความสุขที่ไดเที่ยว เพระวาเทอมหนึ่ง 
ไปโนนไปนี่ มากมายกายกอง เคาก็จะแบบวา เคาจะมคีวามสุขพอสมควรทเีดียว ที่เหมอืนกับ เรียนไป เลนไป 
เที่ยวไป       
My nephew doesn’t feel pressured in the program. He enjoys learning in this program. 
Usually he likes activities but he is a quiet kid. Whenever, the school has activities, he 
participates. He is not a leader but he loves to participate. His learning experience here 
includes many activities such as many school trips, sight seeing in the country. He is also 
happy to expand his world. Perhaps the students in this program are offered these 
privileges which other students don’t have. They travel more and have many trips each 
semester. My nephew is quite happy with learning, playing, and traveling. 
 
Business owner: 
ก็ตลอด อาจารยเชิญ กิจกรรมอะไรก็ตลอด อยางเชิญชวนผูปกครองดวนกัน อยางเด็กฝรัง่มา เคาก็ยุงๆ เด็กมา  
๑๙คนก็ชวนเคามามานอน มาคุย ก็ชวยตลอด กิจกรรมที่โรงเรียนไมเคยขาด โรงเรียนจัดเลี้ยง ก็เอาอาหารไป  
เลนดนตรี อีพีเคามีวง เวลา แสดงที่ไหน จะเอาเครือ่งดนตรใีสรถ ไปโนนไปนี่ ไปแสดงที่ไหนก็ไปเชียร  
ชวยรบัสง 
I always participate in the program’s events whenever they invite parents. Last time they 
had 19 exchange students from Canada. I was the host family for some of them. I never 
miss the school’s activities. When they have dinner parties for their events, I bring food. 
When the children in this program had a planned band concert, I always help them with 
transporting their instruments. I support and encourage the children wherever they have 
their concerts. 
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English teacher: 
เคาอยูทางนูนคยุทางเอมเอสเอนคุยกันพีว่าภาษาองักฤษเคาดข้ึีนเคาพิมพเร็วใชไดลูกใชภาษาองักฤษ ศัพท 
สั้นกระทดัลัดไมเยิ่นเยอศัพทยากขึ้นโครงสรางยากขึ้นพีว่าเรยีนอีพนีี่สําเรจ็นะไปแคนาดาก็ลูกใชไดเคากลับ 
มาพัฒนาขึ้นคอืเด็กภูมิใจทีไ่ดใชกับฝรัง่ไดเอาไปใชเหมือนวาที่เรียนอีพ๒ีปลูกบอกวาใชไดแม พูดอะไรกับเขา 
รูเรื่องหมดแหละ เคาพอใจนี่นะ อยากใหไป เอเอฟเอส  เปนปนี่ไปแค๑เดือน ยังเรามองวาดีข้ึน เคาไดใช กลา  
ภูมิใจ วาเราพดูได ไมกลัว มอีะไรมาก็ เขียน เขียน๕คาํ  ทเีรา เขาแตงแปบเดียว เขาเกงข้ึน 
When my son went to Canada, we chatted on-line through MSN. His English is 
improved. He typed fast. He used English well. His English writing is succinct, not 
wordy, using more difficult vocabulary and structures. I think his learning in this program 
has been successful. He can use English in Canada. When he came back he had 
developed. He is proud that he could communicate with the foreigners there. He told me 
that two years in the program is useful. He successfully communicated with people in 
Canada. He is satisfied. 
 
House wife: 
คิดวาตัดสินใจถูกคิดวาใหเรียนเพราะเราเห็นเคาเรียนเคาสนกุกับการที่เคาไดเรียน เคาไมเครงเครียดมาก และ  
เคาสามารถจะเอาไปใชประโยชนของเคาไดเคาจะมีกิจกรรมของเคาเคาก็จะไปของเคาจุดนีแ้ลวก็ พอมงีาน 
อะไรเคาสามารถใชประโยชนที่เคาเรียนมาเราก็ไมตองหวงเคา….ก็เห็นดวยกับเคาคอืเคาใหความสนใจใน 
ทุกๆดานไมวาจะมีกิจกรรมกิจกรรมก็เปนสวนหนึ่งถามีกิจกรรมทาํเนี่ยเคาจะมีการแสดงละครเห็นดวยกับโครง 
การเห็นดวยกับที่เคาพาเด็กไปทัศนศึกษาเพราะเคาไดความรูเคาจะพดูเปนภาษาองักฤษเราชอบถาจะแนะนําก็ 
เห็นดวยกับโครงการของเคา ถามีกิจกรรมในโรงเรียนเยอะหนอย เด็กก็จะไดแสดงออก  
I made a right decision to enroll my daughter in this program. She enjoys her learning 
and is not stressed out. She can use what she learns. She really likes the program’s 
activities and can use English during the events. I appreciate that the program provides 
many activities such as going abroad because children can use English. I recommend this 
program to everybody. I want the program to provide more activities so that children 
have additional opportunities to present their skills. 
 

 Similar to the students’ comments when asked about the program, the 

guardian/parents emphasized certain qualities of the English-speaking teachers that help 

their children learn happily in the program. The parents perceived that the English-

speaking teachers in the program were less strict and more approachable, friendly, were 

open to students, and had a greater tolerance for students’ talkativeness than Thai 

teachers. The guardian/parents considered these characteristics to be supportive for their 

children’s learning. However, the teachers were much stricter about time and class 
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assignment due dates, and the guardian/parents perceived these rules as good discipline. 

They commented on the teachers’ qualities in the interviews: 

University faculty member: 
สิ่งแวดลอมไงเพื่อนไงแลวครไูมไดดคุรูไมดุวายังไมสงงานถาครูไทยนี่ลอเอาตายแลวถูกไหม ครูเคาไมไดทวง 
ดวยซ้าํนะแตเคามาบอกครูไทยใหมาบอกครูเคาไมไดดุโดยตรงถาถามวาใครเปนคนดุเราเปนคนดุ  เราเปน 
คนดนุี่มันธรรมดาอยูแลวก็ถามวากลาไปสงครูไหมเคาก็บอกวาเคาก็ไปยนืสงครูก็ไมไดวาอะไรถามวาครูดอุะ 
ไรไหม เคาก็บอกวา ครูไมไดดุอะไร 
Good environment, good peers, and the teachers are not scared. The teacher did not scold 
him when he forgot to hand in his homework. A Thai teacher would definitely scold him 
if he does not hand in his homework, right? But the English teacher did not scold him. 
The teacher told a Thai teacher to inform me that my nephew did not hand in his 
homework. So I am the one who scolded him. I asked my nephew if he was brave enough 
to submit his homework. He said yes and he handed in the homework by himself. I asked 
him if the teacher scolded him, he said no, the English teacher did not scold him. 
 
English teacher: 
อาจารยตางชาติไมบนเพราะเขาสนุกอาจารยตางชาติสอนสนุกไมสตริคมากเด็กเรียนแลวมีความสุขแลวเวลา 
เคาดคีือ ฝรั่งเคาจะมีระเบียบวนิัยมาก เวลาเคาตองตรงเวลา แลวเคาใหเด็กกลา ผิดถูก เคาไมวา เคาชอบตรงนี ้
ไมตองมาโบราณ ตําหนิ ติเตียน เคาชอบ 
The English-speaking teachers do not grumble in class. They are cheerful. They make 
their lessons enjoyable for children. Children enjoy learning. But the teachers are strict on 
time discipline. Students have to be on time. They encourage children to have self- 
confidence. They don’t mind if answers are right or wrong. My son likes this teaching 
style. He doesn’t like the primitive way of teaching by scolding. 
 
Secondary school teacher: 
เนื่องจากเด็กอพีีอยูกับอาจารยฝรั่งที่มีวิธีการสอนที่ใหอิสระกับเด็กเยอะมาก เพราะฉะนัน้เด็กพวกนี้จะถูก 
กระตุนในการแสดงออกมากกวาเด็กไทยเคาไดอิสระมากกวาในการพูดการคุยหองอะไรอยางนี้ ซึง่มันไมมีใน 
หองปกติ ครูไทยยังเจาระเบียบอยู อยาลุกนะ 
The children in this program study with English-speaking teachers who allow more 
freedom. They are encouraged to express themselves and participate more than children 
in the Thai program. They have more freedom to talk in class, and this is not allowed in 
regular Thai classes. Thai teachers are still strict. Students cannot move. 
 

 Overall, the guardian/parents were satisfied with the program, wanted to enroll 

other children in their families in this program, and suggested this program to other 

families. All of them agreed that for successful learning the children must like English 

and be capable enough to pass the entrance examination, otherwise it would be difficult 
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for them. The parents also thought that the tuition should be reduced, qualified teachers 

should be recruited, and high turnover rates avoided. The suggestion about reducing the 

tuition was meant to increase opportunities for other children to be exposed to this 

alternative education. The parent who was a secondary school teacher commented on 

unqualified teachers in the program who did not use multimedia for teaching. Her 

comment was particularly insightful as she was a media teacher.  

 Using various kinds of instructional media is useful for any class, especially for 

CBI classes. Students may have different learning styles and will learn more effectively 

by being exposed to different kinds of instructional modes. The use of multimedia for 

teaching is encouraged in Thai schools as well. Any teacher who has a background in 

education is supposed to actively involve multimedia in her teaching. However, not every 

teacher in the program actually included many such activities and instructional media in 

her class. My observation supported the parent’s comments.  

Secondary school teacher: 
เพราะบางคนกยั็งสอนเหมือน Talk and Chalk ไมมี กิจกรรมไมมีสือ่ ในขณะที่เรากําลังรณรงคเรื่องสือ่ 
เหมือนอยางนี้ เราปฎริูป ครูไทยใชสื่อเยอะๆ เด็กก็แฮปป 
While Thai schools encourage teachers to use media in teaching, and some Thai teachers 
use a lot of instructional media, some English teachers still teach by talk and chalk 
without any activities or media. 
 
 Perhaps due to the fact that the program has always struggled with recruiting 

English-speaking teachers, they do not always have qualified candidates available for the 

positions. Even the English-speaking teachers commented on some colleagues who were 

not qualified. In addition to the unqualified teachers in the program negatively affecting 

the students’ learning, the issue of high turnover rates worried the parents as well. Thai 

parents perceived that changing teachers frequently was not good because the children 
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had to adjust to different accents and different teaching styles. Also, the guardian thought 

that short-term teachers were not as serious about teaching. The guardian/parents 

commented,  

Business owner: 
ไมอยากใหเปลีย่นอาจารยบอยนี่แหละไมชอบเลยอาจารยคนนี้สอนตอเนือ่งแลวพอเทอมนีเ้ปลี่ยนอีกแลว  
มันไมดีตอเด็กเลยมันอยากใหอาจารยสอนตอเนื่องเพราะเดก็ตองมาเริ่มตนใหมสําเนียงพูด เด็กตองมา 
เริ่มใหมอีก ถาเกิดวาจะเปลีย่นคือใหจบป กลางเทอมไมดี ตองปรับปรุงตรงนี ้
I don’t want the program to frequently change its English teachers. I don’t like this. Some 
teachers leave after they have been teaching for a little while. This is not good for the 
children. I want English teachers to stay for the full term; otherwise children always have 
to adjust to the new accents of new teachers. Teacher replacements should occur after the 
school year is complete, not during a semester. The program should work on this 
problem. 
 
Housewife: 
ครูตางชาติ จะเปลี่ยนบอย มผีลตอการเรียนเหมือนกัน เพราะเด็กจะเรียนไมตอเนือ่ง เราะวาบางทีเคาชินแลว 
รับไดแลวครคูนนี้สอนแบบนี้ แลวมาเปลี่ยนอกีแลว ก็อาจจะไมทัน เพราะครูแตละคนสอนไมเหมือนกัน 
The program frequently has new English-speaking teachers. This affects learning. 
Children lost continuity with teachers. Children become familiar with a teaching style 
and adjust to the teacher. When a teacher is replaced, children may not be able to 
readjust. Each teacher has a different teaching style. 
 
University faculty member: 
ครทูี่ไมไดคดิจะอยูเนี่ยมันมาแบบมันมาแบบมาเที่ยวมาเอาตังคอาจจะไมไดทุมเทใหกับนักเรยีนเทาไหร 
เราก็ไมไดลงไปถามนะวาเคาเอาครชูาติไหนมามั่ง แตวาเราขอเสนอแนะนะอยางเชนเรารูวาครูมาจาก 
หลายชาตสิําเนยีงมันปนเปวุนวายอยางอังกฤษกับอเมริกันเนีย่เอางายๆถามวาดีไหม มนัก็ดทีี่เด็กมันจะคุน 
กับหลายภาษามากขึ้นแตวาเหมือนกับเราเราก็คุนกับอังกฤษแบบอเมริกัน เราไมคุนกับอังกฤษแบบอังกฤษ 
หรอกแตวาในระยะเริ่มตนถาเคาสามารถหาครูที่พดูสําเนัยงใกลเคียงกันไดมันก็จะดอียางถาคุณไปเอาสวีเดนม
าสมมติเราเองเรายังฟงลาํบากเลยหรือคุณไปเอาอินเดียหรือฟลิปปนสมาเนีย่ มันก็ไมไดตางจากคนไทยพดู 
ภาษาองักฤษนกัหรอกคือพดูไดแตสําเนียงไมไปเราก็ยังอยากใหเคา นี่เปนขอเสนอแนะเพราะเราไมรูวา 
กระบวนการในการรบัของเคาเปนอยางไร 
Some teachers are not planning to teach long term and just come for the travel 
experiences and to make some money. They may not be serious about teaching. I did not 
ask the program about the nationality of their teachers. But I want to suggest that having 
teachers with different types of English accents may be confusing. British and American 
accents are fine. Students can be familiar with many English accents. For me, I am more 
familiar with American accent. I am not familiar with the British accent. For the first 
semester, the program should hire English teachers who have similar accents. If a teacher 
has Swedish English accent, even I would have difficulty in understanding. People with 
Indian or Philipino English accents are not much different from Thais speaking English. 
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Yes, they can speak English but their accents are not … This is my suggestion. I don’t 
know their recruiting process.  
  

The guardian/parents all want their children to continue high school in the English 

content-based program. Their expectations are different from those of the students. 

Perhaps the students know the challenges they will encounter in high school better than 

their guardian/parents. The students are more concerned about passing the university 

entrance examinations than their parents are. Surprisingly, the guardian/parents do not 

mind if their children learn less content in English subjects. They point out that Thai 

students all go to special classes after school whether or not they are enrolled in the 

English content-based program. Also, it seems that lessons learned in the Thai classrooms 

do not contribute significantly to passing the university entrance examination. The 

guardian/parents gave the following comments. 

Secondary school teacher: 
ถามีไดก็ดีเคาจะไดตอเนือ่งเชนมีวทิยคณิตก็คิดวาดียังไมมายนอยูแลวหากเรียนแลวไดนอยกวาเด็กไทย คิดวา 
อยากใหเคาตอเนื่องเพียงแตวาโดยบรบิทแลวมันจดัยากแตถามีก็อยากใหเรียน เพราะวาเดี๋ยวนี้ถึงจะเรียน 
ในโรงเรียนเดก็ก็จะเรียนพิเศษเพราะวาเรายงัตองมุงไปโอเนตมุงไปเขามหาวทิยาลัย ซึง่มันไมสอดคลอง 
กับกิจกรรมการเรียนการสอนในปจจุบนัอยูแลว  
It would be nice if this program could continue into high school. If the program could 
have an English math and science programs, it would be fine with me. I don’t mind if my 
son learns less subject content from the program; I want him to have the continuity. But 
considering the context here, it would be difficult to implement this type of program. 
However, if there was a continuing program, I would want my son to enroll in it. 
Nowadays, even though they are studying in school, all children still go to special 
additional classes because they want to pass the university entrance examination.  The 
entrance exam is not consistent with teaching and learning activities in school.  
 
University faculty member: 
เรียนใหเรียนเพราะวาคุณใหเรียนระบบไทยคุณก็ตองเรียนพิเศษอยูแลวเดก็ทุกวันนี้ ความรูไดจากเรียนพิเศษ 
มากกวาแตรุนเราตางนะรุนเราไมไดเรียนพิเศษในลักษณะนี้เลยนะรุนเรานีค่วามรูเพรียวๆจากครนูะ พดูไดเต็ม 
ปากรุนพี่นีค่วามรูทัง้หลายมาจากครูในโรงเรียนนะแตรุนหลานนี่ไมรูจริงๆวามันเกิดอะไรขึ้น แตเรามีความ 
รูสึกวา มนัไปไดจากขางนอกมากกวาในโรงเรียน 
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Yes, I want my nephew to continue attending this program in high school. Even the 
children who are enrolled in the Thai program go to special classes after school. 
Nowadays, children gain more knowledge from special classes than they do in school. 
Our generation didn't have special classes like this. Our knowledge was attained directly 
from our teachers in school. But for my nephew’s generation, I don’t know what 
happened but I feel that they gain more from outside classes than inside school. 
 
 
English Proficiency and English Content 

Due to the fact that education in Thailand is highly competitive, acquiring less 

subject matter than students enrolled in the national curriculum might place the English 

content students at a disadvantage. According to the guardian/parents interviewed, the 

concern that content may not be covered as fully discouraged some Thai parents from 

enrolling their children in the program. However, the findings from six guardian/parents’ 

interviews suggested that although they knew that their children gained less content in the 

English subjects, they did not perceive this to be a problem.  

This finding contrasts with Duff’s (1997) survey of parents of Hungarian students 

enrolled in the EFL dual languages program in secondary school. Duff’s finding 

suggested that the Hungarian parents were critical of the emphasis on second language 

learning because it included weak curricular content which threatened their children’s 

success in national university entrance examinations.   

Perhaps the unique social context and cultural practices in Thailand can explain 

the Thai parents’ perception. There are three factors that might explain why the Thai 

parents preferred to have their children continue high school in a second language 

program. First, their children studied compulsory courses in Thai. Second, the academic 

achievement of the students in the program was comparable to those enrolled in the 
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excellent Thai program. Third, it became normal for Thai parents to have their children 

study in special classes after school. Thus, the parents were confident that their children 

could catch up to the students in the Thai program. The guardian/parents said, 

Pharmacist: 
เทาที่ผมมองเดก็เคาก็Happyไมเห็นบนเรื่องอะไรในโรงเรียนเราก็ไมไดเขาไปดู วิธีการสอน แตเด็กไมเคยบน 
ผลการเรียนก็ด ีก็เห็นเคาทําดอียูแลว 
As far as I have seen, my daughter is happy with her learning. She never complains about 
anything. I don’t know what they do in the class but my daughter never complains. Her 
grades are good. I think that she is doing very well. 
 
University faculty member: 
ไมไดคาดหวังวาอีพจีะให content กับหลาน นะ ไมเคยคาดหวัง เพราะเรารูวา เราจะไดจากภาษาไทยอยูแลว 
หรือเรารูวาเราจะไปเอาจากภาษาไทยอยูแลวเพราะเราเรียนอยูในประเทศไทย หลานเรายังเรียนอยูในระบบ 
ประเทศไทยอยูแลว 
I didn’t expect that the program would fully cover content. I never expected this because 
I knew that my nephew would learn the subject matter from Thai compulsory classes. Or 
maybe I knew that he would learn the content in Thai anyway. We live in Thailand. My 
nephew is studying the Thai curriculum. 
 

It is an interesting finding that the Thai parents compromised their expectations, 

and believed that learning less subject matter was an acceptable trade-off for increased 

confidence and development of English skills. They perceived this as understandable, and 

reasoned that learning a subject through a second language might be difficult. Basically, 

they expected their children to acquire better English proficiency from the English 

subject classes, and gain the content from compulsory Thai subjects and special classes 

after school. 

The parents’ expectations of the program in this study was quite different from 

previous studies which often showed that acquiring less substance through second 

language classes was unacceptable. This study suggested that the Thai parents wanted 

their children to have an English learning environment that typical Thai public schools do 
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not provide, including English-speaking teachers and opportunities for practicing English 

daily at school. This was a reasonable goal because English was not used in the local 

community. The parents gave the following information: 

English teacher: 
ใหเคาเกงภาษาอังกฤษเอาปใชสื่อสารไดในชีวิตคือใชไดนะเห็นตางชาติแลวคุยไดโตตอบไดคุยไดก็พอใจ 
แลว 
I want my son to be strong in English, and communicate in English in his daily life. If he 
meets foreigner and can speak and respond, I would be satisfied. 
 
Pharmacist: 
ก็อยากใหเคาไปเรียนโปรแกรมนี้จะไดฝกใหเคาพดูถาอยางภาษาgrammarโดยทั่วไปvocabulary ผมคิดวา  
เคารูเรือ่งดทีีเดยีว แตอยากฝกใหเคาพูด ตรงนี้แหละครบัที่สงไป จะไดใช จะไดเปนประโยชนแกตัวเคาเอง  
พอใชพูดบอยๆก็ชิน ตอไปคิดอะไรก็เปนภาษาอังกฤษเลย  
I want my daughter to study in this program so that she can practice speaking English. 
She has a fairly good grasp of English grammar and vocabulary. But I want her to 
practice speaking. That is why I enrolled her in this program. This will be useful for her. 
If she uses English often, she will be able to think in English later. 
 

The parents’ experiences and beliefs also affected what and how much they 

expected from the program. It might have been a coincidence that three of the six 

guardian/parents interviewed were educators, but perhaps because they volunteered to be 

informants because of their interest in education. The interviewee who was a university 

faculty member (a guardian) described her experience learning English in Thailand and 

the difficulties she faced in an English-speaking country. The influence of parental 

frustrations with their own second language learning experiences, and how this might 

have influenced their decision to enroll their children in a second language program, has 

often been addressed in French immersion research (Cziko, Lambert, Sidoti., & Tucker, 

1980.) 
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The interviews suggested that parents understood that learning a second language 

is a challenging task, and expectations should be reasonable. The guardian suggested that 

primary goal should be the creation of a learning environment in which students can get 

used to the language and the speakers of the language. Her reason was that after getting 

used to the language, students would be less nervous and have increased confidence 

about learning and communicating in the language. Her opinion was consistent with 

some English teachers in the program who commented on the confidence issues of Thai 

students. The guardian’s comments on expectation were: 

University faculty member: 
ไมไดคาดหวังอะไรไมไดคาดหวังวาเด็กตององักฤษดีเลิศ เพราะ ๑ เราเขาใจ วา เรา ระบบ คําวาดีเลิศคอือะไร 
เราเองมีประสบการณไงวาเราเรียนอังกฤษ ในเมืองไทยตัง้ก่ีป เรียนกับครูฝรัง่ เราก็เรียน วนัละสองสามชั่วโมง 
เปนอาทติยมา๓,๔ ป ไปเมืองนอกหนแรก เรามึนตึบ่ พูดอะไรมา เราไมรูเรือ่งเลย ไมไดคาดหวังอะไรขนาดนั้น 
แตคาดหวังวา เคาคุนเคยกบัภาษา จนไมรูสึกวา มันเปนเรือ่งที่แบบ โห ยาก ยาก เหลือเกิน เจอฝรัง่ ไมกลาพดู 
ไมอยากใหเปนอยางนั้น อยากใหเปนคนอยางนี้ วา มันเปนเรือ่งธรรมดา ใครๆก็เรียนได เราเองก็เรยีนได 
เราไมไดเกงมากแตเราก็เรียนได แตเราก็รูได ประมาณนี้ นี่คอืความคาดหวงั แคนี้ … 
I don’t expect much. I don’t think that my nephew has to be excellent in English. I 
understand the educational system. What is excellence? I have had experience learning 
English in Thailand for many years, and also had English-speaking tutors two or three 
hours a week for three or four years. The first time I went abroad, I just got a headache. I 
did not understand anything people said to me. So I do not expect much. I just expect that 
my nephew will be familiar enough with English to not feel that English is too difficult, 
or that he has no confidence and is too nervous to speak English. I don’t want him to be 
like that. I want him to think that even though his language skills are not excellent, he can 
study English, he can learn English. Just this, this is the only expectation I have. 
 

 Regarding English content, the parents believed that learning subjects through a 

second language was challenging, especially because of the specialized vocabulary 

involved. Thus, they understood that this challenge might affect the amount of content 

being covered. They seemed to have reasonable expectations. One parent said that her 

goal was for her son to have better English proficiency. Therefore, gaining less content 
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was not a problem. She sent her son to special classes after school to learn more subject 

matter. Another parent compared the English content-based program and the excellent 

Thai program. She understood that students in the Thai program gained more science 

knowledge than her son did. The parent thought that covering a similar amount of content 

was impossible because the terminology was difficult and could frustrate students. The 

parents discussed English content as follows: 

Secondary school teacher: 
เนื้อหาเปนภาษาอังกฤษมนัยากมันยากเพราะฉะนัน้มันก็ตองยอมวาโอเคในเรื่อง ถาตัง้เปาวาภาษาอังกฤษ 
เคาดีแตถาถามวาในเนือ้หาวิชามันไมเทากับเด็กที่เรียนในหองปกติ แตตรงนั้นคดิวาแกปญหาไดดวยการเสรมิ 
เพราะถงึแมเดก็หองปกติที่เรียนก็ไปเรียนพิเศษอยูด ี
English content is difficult. So we have to consider that and compromise due to our goal 
of better English proficiency. Even though amount of English content is not equal to that 
in the Thai program, we can solve the problem by having special classes. Other children 
in the Thai program also go to special classes. 
 
English teacher: 
ใชสิเพราะวาเนื้อหาภาษาไทยพวกเรียนเนือ้หาภาษาไทยพวกศักยภาพเคาจะเนนวทิยาศาสตร เคาจะเนนเยอะ  
เนื้อหาเคาก็จะแนนแตภาคภาษาองักฤษจะเรยีนแนนแบบนัน้ไมไดหรอกเพราะวาศัพทมันยากวทิยาศาสตรนี ่
ก็มันเปนอังกฤษหมดพอเนื้อหาแนนมากๆเด็กก็แยเพราะศพัทมันเปนศัพทวทิยก็ตองธรรมดาอยูแลว เราจะ 
เรียนภาษาอังกฤษใหแนนแบบภาษาไทย เปนไปไมไดอยูแลว พี่วานาจะเสรมิ 
Yes, absolutely. The excellent Thai class emphasizes math and science and the students 
study a lot of material. They are really strong. But in the English classes, the children do 
not have as much subject matter because the specialized English vocabulary is difficult. If 
you cover a lot of content in English science, the children will be frustrated because of 
the scientific terminology. This is understandable. I don’t think it would be possible to 
put as much content in the English classes as in the Thai ones. I think we should have a 
special class. 
 
 
Summary  

 The guardian/parents perceived that the program was a good choice for their 

children. They considered three aspects of the program as major reasons for enrolling 

their children. The first one was the program environment with a small class size, a less 

competitive learning atmosphere, and a close group of peers with high motivation for 
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learning. They believed that this environment was supportive of their children’s learning. 

The second aspect was that the program provided interesting and useful extracurricular 

activities such as traveling abroad, using English in real situations, and cultural exchange 

events. The guardian/parents thought that learning English through use, exposure, and 

social activities were important to their children’s education. The third one addressed the 

perceived qualities of the English-speaking teachers - more lenient, approachable, 

friendly, and tolerant of talkativeness - as this helped their children be happier with their 

learning.  

 The guardian/parents believed that learning a subject through a second language 

was challenging. They thought their children did not gain the same amount of content as 

students enrolled in the Thai program. However, as they expected their children to gain 

more confidence and proficiency in English, and special classes could compensate for the 

English content, they did not consider this to be a problem.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 

SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, FUTURE RESEARCH, AND CONCLUSION 

 

Summary 

 The results of the quantitative and qualitative data analyses show that only a 

portion of the eight features of the immersion model applied to the English content-based 

program in Thailand. Although the eight features of the immersion model were not fully 

represented in the English content-based program, the program’s features under the study 

actually enhanced both content and second-language learning. This section first provides 

a summary of the research question 1 results, about the relevance of the eight features, 

and explores their applicability and levels of contribution to the learning of curricular 

content and a second language. This is followed by a synopsis of the research question 2 

findings, the perceptions of the students, teachers, and parents. 

 

Research Question 1 Results 

1) The L2 is a medium of instruction. 

This feature was fully applicable to the English content-based program. The 

questionnaire results, the student interviews, and the observations of actual classroom 

practice indicated that the input in the English medium classes was comprehensible and 

the use of the second language in the classes was purposeful. The teachers indeed 

emphasized comprehensible input and interaction in the classes. There was an abundance 
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of explicit teaching of L2 forms and corrective feedback. Focus on both form and 

meaning tended to be stressed in language classes. On the other hand, focus on meaning 

played a greater role than focus on form in the content classes. The lack of systematic 

coordination, and the integration of language and content classes, resulted in the students 

being fluent in the L2 rather than having a grasp of linguistic accuracy. 

2) The curriculum parallels the local L1 curriculum. 

This feature did not fully apply to the program in Thailand because there was not 

a curriculum specifically designed to parallel the elective Thai content classes. The 

English-speaking teachers had to individually develop the curriculum for their own 

classes. Some of the English curriculum covered a portion of the Thai curriculum, but 

some was quite different. However, this did not disadvantage the students in terms of 

academic achievement. There was rich L1 support for English content learning, including 

the study of core curricular subjects in Thai before reinforcing them in the elective 

English classes, and the unique educational practice of previewing and reviewing the 

content in special classes after school.  

3) Overt support exists for the L1. 

This feature was especially relevant to the English content-based program in 

Thailand. Evidence for this support included the use of the L1 as a medium of instruction 

within the school, especially in the compulsory Thai classes with content related to the 

elective English classes. Second, academic skills acquired from Thai classes were also 

helpful for accomplishing academic tasks in the English medium classes. Third, as 

students and their parents stressed, the unique educational practice of having special 
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classes after school was important as the English curriculum did not cover as much 

content as the Thai curriculum.  

4) The program aims for additive bilingualism. 

This feature was not explicit in the English content-based program for two major 

reasons. First, this study did not assess the students’ English proficiency, nor did it 

address whether they had attained a high enough level to master the English content. 

Second, the students did not study the core curriculum subjects in English. They studied 

it in Thai and were enrolled in elective classes in English that was interrelated in terms of 

content. It was difficult to tell if the students’ English proficiency alone, without the huge 

amount of support provided by learning the core curriculum in Thai, would have sufficed 

for mastering the English content. Rather than attaining additive bilingualism, the 

students tended to be dominant Thai bilinguals. They reported that they did not lack 

subject terminology in Thai for the subjects they learned in English. On the contrary, the 

students often lacked English vocabulary and language accuracy for oral participation 

and writing in the classes taught in English. 

5) Exposure to the L2 is largely confined to the classroom. 

This feature directly applied to the program in Thailand where the L2 was mostly 

learned in classrooms and there was no local speech community of the target language. 

Despite the fact that most of the students' exposure to English occurred in the classroom 

and English was not used in the local community, the program encouraged students to 

participate in contextualized activities including the productive use of English. In 

addition, instructional tasks in Social Studies and English Fundamentals, such as 
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researching information for the class projects, enhanced the opportunities for the students 

to be exposed to authentic English input outside the classroom 

6) Students enter with similar levels of L2 proficiency. 

This feature was relevant to the program in Thailand because the students entering 

the program had similar elementary school EFL backgrounds and they needed sufficient 

resources and appropriate pedagogy that supported their learning needs and their L2 

proficiency. The fact that the students claimed that this background supported their 

learning indicated that the program was indeed appropriate for the students’ academic 

needs and English proficiency. Also, the emphasis in English classes placed on building 

communicative skills in English and accomplishing academic tasks such as writing 

essays and giving presentations in English contributed to their ability to learn content in 

English.  

In terms of resources, since the program had sufficient instructional material and 

technology, the students tended to be more critical about the quality of the English 

content specialists than about the learning materials. The findings from the student 

interviews and my observations suggested that not all English speaking teachers in the 

program were effective in using pedagogical techniques and technological resources to 

promote subject content learning through the L2.  

7. The teachers are bilinguals of the local L1. 

This feature did not apply to the program in Thailand, since none of the 

participating teachers were fluent in Thai. Due to strong support of the program and the 

teachers’ skills in providing comprehensible input and emphasis on interaction in the 
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classroom, lack of instructor bilingualism did not seem to impede this program. In 

addition, the students were high achievers and had confidence in their English 

communication skills.  Thus, the teachers’ understanding of the local L1 might have been 

helpful, but was clearly not necessary for learning. 

8. The classroom culture is that of the local L1 community. 

This feature partly applied to the English content-based program. It was relevant 

in terms of the dress code, since the Thai students emphasized that the English speaking 

teachers should dress formally for class according to the local norms. However, the 

English classroom culture was different from the local L1 community as it included new 

forms of classroom organization, active participation and interaction in class, and 

learning through experiential, interesting, and authentic activities. The students preferred 

the new approach, which differed from the traditional approach in typical Thai classes.  

 

Research Question 2 Findings 

The interviews with the students revealed that they were highly motivated to learn 

English. Although they felt that they faced many challenges in the beginning, including 

problems understanding the English-speaking teachers’ accents, trouble with note-taking, 

and inadequate English vocabulary, they were quite confident in their English skills after 

having taken English medium classes for two years. They also perceived that they had 

more self-confidence in their abilities to express themselves in English than students in 

the Thai program. However, they were concerned about their lack of grammatical 

accuracy.  
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The students perceived that the subject content was only partially covered in 

English classes compared to the Thai curriculum. Also, math was easier in English than 

in the Thai curriculum. However, the students thought that mastering the major concepts 

of math and science from the core curriculum in Thai, and then going to special classes 

after school, contributed to their mastery of English content and their subsequent 

academic achievement. They were satisfied with their learning experiences in this 

program, but they were not sure whether they would achieve the same amount of success 

at the high school level. They believed that highly complex subjects such as physics, 

chemistry, mathematics, and biology would be too difficult to learn in English. They 

preferred to learn these subjects in Thai so that they could compete with other Thai 

students in the national university entrance examination.  

The students believed that the English-speaking teachers used varied teaching 

techniques to provide comprehensible input in English. The students liked when the 

teachers encouraged them to participate actively in class and practice speaking English,  

and they appreciated receiving teacher feedback. Although the English-speaking teachers 

were strict about issues of punctuality and the students had to adjust to the new level of 

discipline, the students maintained their positive attitudes. Also, they thought that their 

English-speaking teachers were friendly, approachable, and caring. 

The students considered learning in an elective program such as the English 

content-based program a good educational option. They felt that they were especially 

motivated through learning with English native speakers, and believed that this daily 

exposure to English-speaking teachers helped their pronunciation and increased their self-
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confidence in expressing themselves in English. In addition, they enjoyed the 

opportunities provided to use English in real situations through the extracurricular 

activities including English camp, the cultural exchange events, and the summer trips to 

English-speaking countries. 

The fact that it was an elective program with no rigid curriculum made the 

English curriculum different from the Thai curriculum even though the courses had the 

same titles.. There was no collaboration between English and Thai teachers in curriculum 

and materials development. The English and Thai teachers perceived that they taught 

different courses as they used different instructional materials and had different means of 

student assessment. One major factor in the separation was the language barrier between 

the two groups of teachers. Since the Thai and English courses were not coordinated, the 

Thai teachers assigned the English classes had no real role in the classroom other than 

discipline management.  

The lack of involvement in the English curriculum and materials development, the 

subordinated role of the Thai teachers in the English classes, and the difficulty in 

recruiting English content teachers were critical issues for the Thai teachers and led to 

two proposals from them. The first proposal recognized that Thai schools needed an 

innovative EFL education like English content-based programs, but suggested that Thai 

teachers must be better informed about the value of this and be ready to take a more 

active role in curriculum and materials development. The second proposal was to include 

more content and establish theme-based English classes. 
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Thai teachers perceived that English content was only partially covered and 

resulted in complaints from students when they continued into high school and were 

enrolled in the Thai program. On the other hand, the English teachers believed that their 

students had mastered the major concepts as part of the core curriculum in Thai, so they 

did not fall behind. The English teachers considered their classes as the place to reinforce 

concepts and academic skills previously mastered in the Thai classes, and thought their 

role was to express and demonstrate these concepts and skills through English.  

Thai teachers believed the pedagogical techniques used in the English subject 

classes by the English teachers effectively encouraged classroom participation among 

students through a variety of grouping techniques. In addition, they thought that small 

class sizes, resulting from the elective program status, contributed to more interaction 

among students. In addition to the impacts of techniques and class size, Thai teachers 

thought that active participation and freedom of expression in English classes also 

contributed to the students’ thinking skills and creative work, which were less 

emphasized in Thai classes because of authoritative classroom culture.  

All Thai and English teachers perceived that there were large gains in the 

students’ self-confidence and fluency in communicating in English. However, linguistic 

accuracy remained a major concern. The English Social Studies teacher believed that the 

proper emphases in the class were mastery of the content and expression of ideas through 

English skills, not language accuracy. 

The Thai parents believed that the program was a good option for their children’s 

education for three reasons. First, the small class size, less competitive learning 
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atmosphere, and close group of peers supported their children’s learning. Second, the 

program provided interesting and experiential extracurricular activities for their children’ 

socialization and use of English in real situations. Third, the English teachers were good 

at time management, friendly, approachable, and had greater tolerance for children’s 

talkativeness, making the children enjoy learning with them.  

Regarding English proficiency, the parents were impressed by their children’s 

self-confidence in using English. Even though the parents realized that the English 

content was not as fully covered as the Thai content, they did not believe this was a 

problem. They thought that learning subject content in a second language was difficult, 

especially as related to specialized vocabulary; therefore the content simplification in 

English was understandable. They expected their children to develop English skills from 

the English program and master curricular subject content from Thai classes and special 

classes after school. 
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Implications  

English-Medium Classes: Classroom Teaching 

Results from the student questionnaires, classroom observations, and teacher 

interviews suggested that integration of language and content was considered necessary 

in the English content classes. However, the English Fundamentals/Social Studies teacher 

emphasized the mastery of subject content and the expression of ideas through English 

but did not focus on form. Conversely, the English Conversation class focused on the 

language skills necessary for satisfactory communication, and did not directly involve 

content from the English subject classes. Similar findings were found in content-based 

classes researched by Mohamad (2000) and Pica (2002). These researchers argued that 

content-based classes did not provide sufficient input, output, or feedback to support 

satisfactory L2 learning.  

Pica’s (2002) recent study on input, feedback, and output in content-based 

classrooms raised concerns for L2 learning. Pica pointed out that although the content-

based classroom had much to offer L2 learners in terms of global proficiency and skill 

application, it may not provide sufficient input, feedback, and production of output that 

assist L2 learning beyond global proficiency and skill application. Pica referred to Long’s  

(1996) description of the kinds of L2 input that assisted L2 learning, including positive 

evidence and negative evidence. 

Positive evidence included data about L2 form and meaning. The sources of 

positive evidence consist of authentic spoken and written texts or those that have been 

modified through simplification, redundancy, and elaboration of linguistic features. 
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However, L2 learners may have difficulty in noticing these forms because they are too 

complex or have little perceptual saliency. This observation difficulty may result in 

substituting incorrect versions for correct forms. Therefore, Long (1996) suggested that 

L2 learners also need negative evidence, input telling them what is ungrammatical in the 

L2. Pica proposed that positive and negative evidence can be accessed through formal 

instruction of L2 grammar, negotiation of meaning which provides explicit correction of 

grammatical errors, and implicit feedback from requests for message comprehensibility, 

confirmation, and recasting. 

Swain (1985) argued that L2 learners’ own production can promote their learning 

of L2 forms. When L2 learners are asked to modify their message production, they move 

from semantic processing to more advanced syntactic processing. Pica referred to 

empirical studies that showed that meaning-based interactions tend to lend themselves to 

a flow of communication, with little attention to form-meaning relationships. In order to 

move beyond their current level of L2 development, L2 learners need to attend to the 

form in which meaning is encoded and to notice more developmentally advanced 

relationships of form and meaning.  

The researcher suggested that interactions that can promote learners to focus on 

form-meaning relationship involve negotiation of meaning and form-focused intervention 

and instruction. Negotiation of meaning occurs when a message seems to be unclear to 

the interlocutor. In these cases, linguistic modification is necessary. The modification 

through negotiation provides positive L2 evidence, negative evidence, and modified 

learner output on relationships of form and meaning.  
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Form-focused intervention occurs within negotiation when a conversation breaks 

down and need to be repaired. The negotiation shifts attention from a sole emphasis on 

message to awareness of the L2 form that encodes the meaning. However, Pica argued 

that not all negotiation involves focus on form. Negotiation of message might happen 

when one interlocutor fails to interpret the meaning another interlocutor intends due to 

differences in message content expectations or world views. Form-focused instruction as 

defined by many interactionists, including Pica (2002), is the transmission of information 

about language codes and the use of corrective feedback within the context of 

communicative activities. Form-focused instruction includes metalinguistic statements 

and explicit corrective feedback. 

Pica (2002) investigated the extent of learners' and teachers’ interaction through 

negotiation of meaning, form-focused intervention, and form-focused instruction in 

subject-matter content class in film and literature. In addition, she analyzed how such 

interaction provided input, feedback, and production of modified output that drew 

attention to relationships of L2 form and meaning. She found that learners and teachers 

engaged in minimal negotiation of meaning, form-focused intervention, and form-

focused instruction. Students’ responses were often simply 'yes' or 'no', not the kind of 

responses necessary for greater syntactic processing of their message. 

The researcher suggested that the subject content in film and literature offered 

open-ended discussion activities which did not require the high level of 

comprehensibility and accuracy of subject content that closed-ended, problem-solving 

activities did. Pica concluded that open-ended communication activities provided a 
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context for students’ multi-utterance texts whose comprehensibility of message meaning 

did not promote negotiation, form-focused intervention, and form-focused instruction. 

The solution to the lack of interaction suggested by Pica was to incorporate collaborative, 

form-focused tasks into a curriculum organized around subject-matter content so that L2 

learners could have access to the input, feedback, and production essential for their L2 

learning. 

On the same line of study, Mohamad (2000) examined sheltered classrooms in a 

high school as a context for L2 learning. The sheltered classes included Biology, Physical 

Science, and American History. He found that the content-based classes focused on 

subject matter content; therefore, the input, teacher feedback, and student output from 

classroom interaction emphasized more content than L2 learning. The researcher also 

found that the teachers in his study believed that language learning was not relevant to 

content leaning. He suggested that teacher’s beliefs could either assist or hamper 

language learning in a content-based class.  

Based on the previous studies, the teachers in the English content-based program 

should be informed that their students could develop beyond global proficiency of 

English and mastery of the English subject content. They could accomplish this goal by 

integrating language into content teaching, and providing sufficient positive and negative 

evidence of input, feedback, and output needed to assist students' second language 

learning in the subject. Persistent errors in class could be treated by designing 

instructional activities either integrated into the subject matter or taught directly in the 

language classroom (Renner, 1996). 
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Also, since the English Conversation class met for more class periods than other 

English medium classes (three periods a week), it should have been the place where 

students were exposed to the authentic texts and meaningful communication that 

promoted their grasp of the English content class subject matter. Brinton et al. (2003) 

argued that, “In a content-based approach, the activities of the language class are specific 

to the subject matter being taught and are geared to stimulate students to think and learn 

through the use of the target language” (2).  

The authors proposed that language classes for students who needed to study 

content through a second language should expose the students to a variety of study and 

language skills which prepare them for the academic tasks they will encounter. Thus, 

language teachers should let the subject content dictate the selection and sequence of 

language items to be taught rather than vice versa, and contextualize their lessons by 

using content as the point of departure. In other words, language curriculum should be 

altered so that language objectives and content objectives are compatible with each other 

(Renner, 1996). 

 

The English Content-Based Program   

Findings from the interviews have demonstrated that the curriculum of the 

English content-based program was a critical concern for everyone involved with the 

program. Teachers, students, and parents all considered the English content classes to be 

of secondary importance to the Thai content classes in providing subject knowledge. It is 

unfortunate that the top-down policy from the government did not give substantial 
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support in terms of curriculum development, except for providing English translations of 

some curricular subjects. However, as the program coordinator mentioned, the local 

school found it difficult to follow that translated version. Thus the program needs to have 

their English content teachers develop the curriculum by themselves from the broad 

outlines and topics provided by the Thai teachers who teach the same courses for the Thai 

program. The challenge of the lack of CBI curricular guidelines restricted program 

implementation. The lack of local CBI guidelines which made these programs more 

difficult to implement than traditional grammar classroom in EFL context was pointed 

out by Brinton et al. (2003).  

Thus, if the Ministry of Education still wants to promote English content-based 

programs in Thailand, curriculum, material, and teacher development should be the 

primary critical concerns. Launching the policy without substantial support has resulted 

in placing a huge burden on the local schools and teaching staff.  Crandall and Tucker 

(1990) suggested that a key factor for the success of implementing a CBI program is the 

administrative support in terms of curriculum development, time for joint planning 

between subject matter teachers and language teachers, and pre-service and in-service 

training.  

For curriculum development, the Ministry of Education needs to do more than 

just translate the Thai curriculum into English as this alone will not address the special 

needs of the Thai students who learn curricular subjects through a second language. The 

subjects learned in English should base their objectives on the corresponding Thai 

subjects and integrate these with the objectives of English as second language into one 
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curriculum. Developing such a curriculum, as demonstrated by many CBI programs 

across all levels of education, usually involves collaboration between content teachers 

and language teachers (Crandal & Tucker, 1990; Early, 2001; Klee & Tedick, 1997; 

Shaw, 1997; Vines, 1997) 

 In the case of English content-based programs in Thailand, substantial 

collaboration between English content teachers and Thai content teachers did not exist 

because of the language barrier. The English teachers did not speak Thai and the Thai 

content teachers could not effectively communicate in English. Thus, an alternative 

means of collaboration should be established. There are two potential benefits to be 

gained from this collaboration.  

First, English subject matter classes taught by English-speaking teachers may lend 

themselves to collaboration between Thai and native-speaking English teachers to meet 

the language objectives. This would eventually contribute to the integration of content 

and language objectives into the curriculum. Second, gaining experience from this type of 

collaboration might increase the confidence of Thai English teachers, and enable them to 

also teach language through content. This would greatly contribute to EFL education for 

all students in the school, not only a small privileged group of students in the English 

content-based program. 

 To help provide needed education and training for the CBI program at different  

levels of education in the US, a number of seminars, institutes, and other in-service 

educational programs at the local, state, and national have been developed (Crandall, 

1990). However, Crandall pointed out that these seminars and training programs were 
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often in short supply. He suggested a comprehensive educational program, inserting 

appropriate coursework into pre-service education. In addition to the pre-service 

education, an ongoing program of in-service education, involving CBI classroom 

observation, discussion, and coaching for teachers attempting to venture this challenging 

approach was recommended. I think that Crandall’s observations and suggestions could 

be applied to the situation in Thailand as well.    

Current language teacher pre-service education in Thailand does not specifically 

address ways of integrating language and content instruction. This has meant that teacher 

preparation for the CBI programs in Thailand is seriously lacking. Most schools rely on 

English-speaking teachers to teach subject matters in English. However, these teachers do 

not stay with the program for the long term. The programs have needed to prepare new 

teachers almost every year. This shortage of teaching staff has often occurred in CBI 

programs in less commonly taught languages in the US as well (Klee & Tedick, 1997). 

Klee and Tedick gave an example of a content teacher involved in a CBI program 

at the tertiary level who refused to include CBI pedagogy in his subject matter class even 

after attending in-service training several times.  Recognizing that English subject 

teachers in Thailand usually leave their positions after one or two years, the in-service 

training specifically targeted Thai English teachers who were interested in teaching 

English through content, believing that this approach could yield a long term contribution 

to EFL in Thailand. Pre-service educational programs and local schools committed to 

developing curriculum and materials for CBI teaching should be rewarded in terms of 
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additional budgetary resources, and released time since developing CBI curriculum and 

materials indeed require a lot of time and effort (Stryker, 1997; Stryker & Leaver, 1997). 

 

Parents 

 One of the goals of this study is to inform Thai parents who are interested in 

enrolling their child in English content-based programs. The student demographic survey 

showed that 67 out of 68 participating students made their own decisions to participate in 

the program. This suggests that for students to succeed, they needed to be motivated to 

learn subjects in English. All the parents interviewed also agreed that their children liked 

learning English. Therefore, children’ motivation to learn English should be taken into 

consideration.  
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Future Research 

 This investigation looked at the English content-based program features and the 

perceptions of students, teachers, and parents in the context of an English content-based 

program in Thailand, and seems to be one of the few addressing this topic. It is suggested 

that more research of this issue be undertaken so that we might have a better 

understanding of the effectiveness of English content-based programs in Thailand. In 

addition, future research relating to program effectiveness should include longitudinal 

evaluations, covering the full three years of teaching and learning in the program so that 

the efficacy of the practice can be explored more thoroughly. Also, this study mainly 

focused on group phenomena. Future research could perhaps focus more closely on 

individual students to gain deeper insights into the learning processes and experiences 

inherent in the program. 

 However, the program features and perceptions were influenced by the social 

context in Thailand and the culture of the school implementing the program. Thus, some 

of the findings reported in this research might vary from similar studies conducted under 

different circumstances. Even though the findings have important implications for 

English content-based programs in Thailand, they cannot be generalized to other CBI 

learning contexts. One finding of this study is that the nine grade English content-based 

program students who learn curricular elective courses in English accomplished high 

gains in English proficiency, self-confidence in speaking English, and mastery of English 

content. The teachers and the parents also confirmed the finding. However, the finding 

might have varied if the core curriculum subjects were taught in English, not Thai.  
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 In addition to longitudinal evaluations of English content-based programs in 

Thailand, a great deal more research is needed to describe the ways reading instruction is 

conducted in all English subjects classes. Previous studies pointed out the challenge of 

encountering a high level of specialized vocabulary in reading materials in CBI classes 

(Klee & Tedick, 1997; Shaw, 1997; Vines, 1997). The studies suggested that CBI 

programs should provide explicit teaching in effective reading and effective use of a 

dictionary. The students, the parents, and the teachers in this study all stressed the same 

challenge since it resulted in a lower level of content learning in English subjects.  

 

Conclusion 

My motivation for this study derived from my interest in finding out how the 

features of the English content-based program in Thailand contributed to curricular 

subject content and second language learning, and what people directly involved with the 

program thought about the practice. The findings offer optimism for content and 

language learning when English medium classes are offered as elective curricular 

subjects with strong support from the core curriculum in Thai and the unique practice of 

studying in special classes after school. It is my hope that this study has made a small 

contribution towards learning second language through content, the new form of English 

education in public schools in Thailand.  
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APPENDIX A  

English Conversation’s Course Description 
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APPENDIX B 

English Fundamentals ’ Course Description 
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APPENDIX C 

English Social Studies’ Course Description 
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APPENDIX D 

A Sample of a PowerPoint Presentation Slideshow of a Reading Project 
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APPENDIX E 

Samples of the Students’ Essays in the English Social Studies  
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APPENDIX F 

A Sample of a Presentation Script in English Social Studies 
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APPENDIX G 

Task: Presentation and Representation of the UN’s Member Country 
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APPENDIX H 

Site Authorization Letter 
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APPENDIX I 

Project Approval Form 
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APPENDIX J 

Parental/Guardian Consent Form 
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APPENDIX K 

Parent Consent Form 
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APPENDIX L 

Minor Consent Form 
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APPENDIX M 

Teacher Consent Form 
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APPENDIX N 

Student Questionnaire 
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APPENDIX O 

Teacher Demographic Survey 
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APPENDIX P 

Interview Questions for Teachers 
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APPENDIX Q 

Interview Questions for Parents 
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Interview Questions for Students 
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